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Hates ok Advertising: One inch of space, the
vngtli of column, constitutes a “square.”
$1.60 per square, daily first week; 76 cents per
week after; three insertions or lesB, $1.00; continu
every other day after first week, 60 cents.
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square, three insertions or less, 76 cents;
one week, $1.00; 50 cents per week after.
Si’Ecial Notices, ouo-third additional.
Voder bead of “Amusements” and “Auction
Sales,” $2.00 per square per week; three insertions or less. $1.50.
Advertisements inserted in the “Maine State
Press (which has a large circulation in
every part
of the State), for $1.00 per square for first insertion, and 50 cents per square for each subsequent
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ARCHITECTS.
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Centennial Block, 93 Exchange Street.
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PORTLAND
THEATRE,
Curtis.Lessee and Manager.

Frank

B. MACAULEY
—
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*

Deputy
K. A.

Sheriff of

DAJNT’L,
Jarvis Section.

Friday, April

35.
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of

8th._

AW.

Dividends to Policy Holders on
Premiums Terminating in 1880

40 PER CENT.

St.

Losses
34 Exchange Street

J. D. JONES, President,
CHARLES DENNIS, Vice President
W. H. H. MOORE. 2d Vice President,
A. A. RAVIN, 3d Vice President.

AT

LAW,
30 Exchange

Street

FORRESTER

COUNSELLOR

93

Mazeppa

UIDNEGEW in highly recommended and UBBurpswed for WEAK or FOUL KID
WEI'S, DROPSY, GRAVEL, BRIGHT’* DISEASE, LOSS of ENERGY, NER
YOU* DEBILITY, or any OBSTRUCTIONS, origins from KIDNEY or BLADDER
DISEASES. Also for BLOOD and KIDNEY POISONING, in infected malarial
sections.
B3r~By the distillation of a FOREST LEAF with JUNIPER Berries and BARLEY MALT we have dis
covered KIPNEGEN, which acts specifically.on the Kidneys and Urinary Organs, removing deposits in the
bladder and any
straining, smarting heat or irritation in the water passages, giving them strength, vigoi
and causing a healthy color and easy flow of urine. It can be taken at all times, in all climates withoui
injury to tlje system. Unlike any other preparation for Kidney difficulties, it has a very pleasant anc
agreeable taste and flavor. It contains positive diuretic properties and will not ‘nauseate.
La
dies especially will like it, and Gentlemen will find KIPNEGEN the best Tonic
Beverage for its pur
poses ever used!
NOTICE.—Each label has the Signature of LAWRENCE & MARTIN, and each bottle has a Gov
ernment Revenue Stamp (with
pur name,) which permits KIPNEGEN to be sold as a Proprietary ar
clo, (with out license) by Druggists, Grocers and other Dealers everywhere.
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172 Middle Street.

Tartary.

J. H. FOGG,
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Presented with New and Special Scenery and the
Wondrous Mechanical Effects, from the
Novelty
Theatre, Boston, “h o spectacle ever presented on the
Boston Stage
this since Henry V.”—Boston Journal.
New and Beautiful Costumes. A Complete Specialty Company for the Great Tournament

I

COUNSELLOR AT LAW.
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GRAND TOURNAMENT SCENE.
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CLARENCE HALE,
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AARON B. HOLDEN,
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Frederic, Gloss and La van, in their great sensationa

Balancing

Act on the Itoman Ladders, and the faGrand Broadsword Combat between Maude
H. Lay and J. Winston Murray.
Scats now on sale.
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and you will be FULLY repaid for your trouble.
When we advertise bargains we mean business
and have the goods to back it up.
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TEACHERS.

Kir. KOTZSCUMAR,
PIANO, OROAN
PA.

AND

E. PENNELL,
VOICE, SINGING IN ALL BRANCHES.
Tenor Soloist, 67 Gray Street,

FOR

N. Y.

THE
versity, gives instruction
German

H.OrBRION,
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choice stock of first-class

PIANOS AND ORGANS.

Samuel Thurston,

European Uni-

Please address

8 Free St. Block,

PORTLAND.
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Mr. Otto Pfefferkorn
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England Organ Co.,
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CGLCORD,

14!1 Pearl Street.

Place to get ROOFING done is
at 1<> Cross M.
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$500 Reward !
WE will pay the above reward for any
Liver

and

Painted,
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Ino equal for Lameness
and Weakness peculiar
ito Females.
NEPHRETICUM
is
1 the
best known remedy
For Diabetes.

NEPHRETICUM,
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without n rival. Re sure and ask for Dr.
KIDNEY
HULLOCK’8
REMEDY,
NEPHRETICUM. For Sale by all Drug-

gists.

Price, only 81.00 per Rattle.
C. 8. R0RERT80N, Proprietor, Roston.
GEO. U. GOODWIN Sc CO., Oen’l Agents.
30 A 38 Hanover 81., Roston, Muss,

Ultc
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JAMES PYLE’S

JOEL GOLDTHWAIT & CO.
163 to 169

BOSTON.
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PEARLINE

Washington street,

IS THE BEST THING KNOWN,

cod4w

UNION MUTUAL
LIFE INSURANCE GO
OF MAINE.

No soap is required, and the work
is done more satisfactorily in half
the time. Sold by all grocers, but
see that rile imitations are not

pushed
(

upon yon.

apr8

Court of

land,

nrmlstpeodlm

In Insolvency.
Insolvency for the County

State

of

Cumber

of Maine.

4th, A. D. 1881.
In case of OLIVER D. RICE, Insolvent Debtor.
is to give notice that on the second day
of April, A. D., 1881, a warrant in Insolvency was issued by Henry C. Peabody, Judge
of ihe Court of Insolvency for said
County of Cumberland, against the estate of said Oliver D. Rice,
of Portland, in
the
County of Cumberland.
to be an insolvent debtor on petition of said
adjudgedwhich
petition was tiled on the second
debtor,
day or April, A. D. 1881, to which dato, iuterest on claims is to be computed;
That the payment of any debts to or by said debtor, and the transfer and delivery of any property
by him are forbidden by law;
That a meeting of the Creditors of said Debtor,
to prove their debts and choose one or more
assignees of bis
estate, will be held at a Court
of Insolvency to be holden at Probate Court
room in Portland, on
Monday, the eighteenth day
of April, A. D. 1881, at ten o’clock in the forenoon.
Given under my hand the date first above written,
GEO. W. PARKER,
Deputy Sheriff' as Messenger of the Court of Insolvency for said County of Cumberland
apr4&ll
April

Surplus, Maine and Massachu
setts Standard,
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Children's work a specialty. Prices vory low.
Appleton’* Block, opp. 313 Congress

S«

MRS. A. 1.OKING
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Sj13 ULfl I
BfV nr II I
■ ■ 11 ball I

THIS

$77,269.5!
154,478.2:
250,950.7! I

Oak

Piles, Ship Timber & Plank,

DRY PINE,

DECK PLANK.

Ear Timber and

BY—

SON, Importers,

CLEANING,

door;
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visitors from

all
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PACKAGES,

—FOB SALE
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For House

ning afford
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All
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v Tonic and Stimulant
for aged persons, is

_

formally years.

DRESS MAKING !

kinds, in the

ORIGINAL

R. STANLEY &
receTpt

at

IMPORTED

Complaint, Dyspepsia, Sick Headache, IndiConstipation or Costiveness we cannot cure
gestion;
with
est’a \ egetable Liver
Pills, when the directions are strictly complied with.
They are
purely 1 egetable, and never fail to give satisfacSugar Coated. Largo boxes, containing 30
H\\npiils, 26 cents, Forjwdeby ail druggists. Heware

40 CROSS STREET.

is

UNITED STATEN HOTEL.

private pupils by the subscriber.

J. W.

and

He lias met with unparalleled success In the
treatment of Chronic and Nervous diseases of every
description. Nine-tenths of all the inyalids of the
country may be either helped or cured, if treated in
harmony with the laws of nature. The Dr. never
treats a disease by name, as if calling a disease
by
name and throwing an enchanted
drug at it would
charm it away; but ho treats with reference to the
peculiar organization and pathological condition of
his patient, thus he never mnkex n
mistake,
nor jeopardizes the lives of his
patients by experiments. llis uniform success for the last seveu
years
iu Portland has demonstrated that this is the correct method of treatment.
If you are physically or
mentally sick, go and see the Doctor, and you will
never regret it
Couxnltntion Free.
«ct well nntl you will be haupv.
mar9
d3m

Instruction in English and Classical Studies.

PORTLAND, MAINE.

eodSm'

The

DR. R. T. WSL.DE,
Natural magnetic Phyxicinn,

Has returned from New York
agt in at the

Si Free Street Block, Portland, Vlniue.
mar30
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Wliarf,

C. COOPER,
SLATE and METAL ROOFER,

advanced piano

No,

Street,

T.

number of
address, The

New

Lowest Market

manner

Pianos,

Indorsed by ANNIE LOUISE CAR).

C. E. II. GESTRIV, Pil. D.
ni31ii2w»
Fnlinonth, Hotel, Portlnuil,

Wholesale and Retail Dealer in

mar?

Decker Bros1’

in the French and
Mpecinl attention to

Languages.

Pronunciation.

Repaired

ness, *V c.
NEPHRETICUH has

opening.

t?*>x vt uuiiiQ

vut

convenience

committees.
114 BOYLSTON STREET, BOSTON, MASS.
GO FIFTH AVENUE,
NEW YORK, N. Y.
908 CLINTON ST.,
PHILADELPHIA, PA.
57 WALNUT ST.,
CINCINNATI, OHIO.
dlw
apr7

an

i
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CALL and SEE

the same as that for entrance to the
but any candidate may substitute French
German for Greek.
Those who p ss this
examination, (taking Greek) and receive a certificate are entitled to enter tho courses given to
women by the Professors of Harvard
University.
This certificate may also be presented at Vassar
and Smith Colleges as equivalent for examination
in the studies
or Collegiate covered by
it. For information address secretaries ol local

undersigned, graduate of

1 in Roofs

pressed or Incontinent
Urination, with whitish
brick-dust
deposit,
Dropsy, Gravel. Diabetes, Organic Weak-

lor

Two Elevators constantly run
easy access to all de

dtl

Rooting done in the best
Possible Terras.

ging

i

will be

St.

offered

we have

St.

WOMEN.

preparatory

received by telephone.

j Ladies are invited to inspect th<
very choice

we are now

Kidney Remedy,

and Unrinary Organs,
Female
Complaints,
and tieneral Debility,
.such ns painful, dragsensation in
the
Sack and Loins, Sup-

i

| The Best Goods,
CLARK, i The Lowest Prices,

Congress

mar23
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In the not! effectual
(Remedy for nil Diseases
of the Kidneys, Bladder

eodlm
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THE

m M

All kimls of
at the Lowest

515

and

Brown’s

com-

Bookseller aud Stationer,

College,

236 Commercial

shown in Portland.
Also
assortment of

FRANK B.

HARMONY,
Stockhridge’s Music Store.

Newspapers.

at
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For Ten Dollars: Five lines inserted one week in Three Hundred

Orders

ever

COMPANY,
BOSTON.

NEPHRETICUM.

IMPORTED CARDS.

(Woman's Education Association.)
eighth examination will be held in Cambridge, New York, Philadelphia and Cincinnati, beginning June 30th, 1881. The examination

Specialty,

OARDr

Dr. Bullock’s

CARPETS

Exchange St

Harvard University Examinations

a

STREET,

marls

47 FREE STREET.

Middle St.

Kates

Domestic Coals

SULK

1

For Ten Cents: One hundred page
pamphlet with Lists of News-

Prices.

43

S.T. Soule & Co.,

FRANK S. WATERHOUSE,

W

Newspaper Advertising Bureau.

CHAS.

THE CORBIN BANKING

tion.

eodtf

Just received, the largest and most
plete line of

Exchange St

191

Spruce

full line to select from.

a

BYRON D. VERRJLL,

1/f

ROWELL
&CO.

Moores, Friendship, Me.;

Mrs. Geo. Webster, 69Exchange St., Portland;
Mrs. George Hayden, West Roxbury, Mass.
Mrs. A. M. Partridge, Jamaica Plains, Mass.
Mille. Aijiee, Opera Pima Donna;
Paul Boyton, the great swimmer, Flushing, L. I
Rev. C. H. Taylor, 140 Noble St., Brooklyn, N. Y
Sam’l Benedict. Jr. 697 Broadway, N. Y„ etc.
A real cure of Catarrh for $1.00!
octll
M,W&Fly

__

COUNSELLORS AT

38

CEO P.

St

THOMAS & BIRD,

T

m.

CO.,

,

EASTER

GAGE &

AT

Advertising

We have

10c.
Pumpkin and Squash, 3 lb. cans,
15 and 20.
Peaches, 3 lb. cans,
13<
Blueberries, 2 lb. “
cans,
3
12<
Tomatoes,
“
2
14<
Corn,
Orders by mail receive prompt atten

Street1

STROUT.
SSTROUT,COUNSELLORS
LAW,

Mrs. Edoar

com

OF

BY THE

MAINE.

Iii accordance with a pious and time-honored custom, come down to us from the Pilgrim Fathers,
and found so suitable to our love and veneration,
I, Harris M. Plaisted, Governor, by and with the
advice and consent of the Council, do hereby appoint and set apart

Thursday, the Twenty-first Day of April,
next,
day of humiliation, fasting and prayer. And
do recommend to the Christian people of *our
State to keep this, their annual fast; refrain from
labor, business, amusements, and, in their homes
and houses of public worship, humble themselves
before Him whose mercy endureth forever;—supplicating His favor upon themselves, the State and
Nation; confessing their sins and seeking forgiveness of the same, in humility of spirit. “If wo
say that wo have no sin, we deceive ourselves, and
the truth is not in ns; but if we confess our
sins,
He is faithful and just to forgive us our sins and
to cleanse us from all unrighteousness.”
a« a

I

Given at the Council Chamber at Augusta, this
thirty-first day of March, in the year of our
Lord one thousand eight hundred and eightyone, and of the Independence of the United
States of America the one hundred and fifth.

HARRIS M. PLAISTED.

Secretary of State.

printed. The regular English edition
now 15,000 copies.

is

They are mad about the weather out
West. The Chicago Journal condemns its
irregularities, and the Detroit Post asks
with some asperity if a snow-storm that began October 15 and never stopped, isn’t

regular enough.
Letters from the United States for places
OUVU1U

uc

jucpiuu

uy

[)USLil”(3

stamps and not by stamped envelopes, as
tbe general post office there does not
recognize the stamped envelope, and double rates
are charged on letters under such
enclosure,
the same as if they had not been prepaid.
“mutilated,” “smashed,” “ground
up,” “pulverized,” “scorched,” “grilled,”
“whittled away,” and “done brown”, and
yet the latest telegrams report him in Wash,
ington holding up Riddleberger to the admiring gaze of Senators.
The Elmira

(N. Y.) Advertiser says that
of the most popular, liberal and influential of the acknowledged Democratic leaders in Western New York, in a letter to a
well-known Senator of the United States,
describes the present condition of the Democratic party in the following terse and
vigorous language:
“Our party has got so low
that a ‘body execution’ cannot reach it. It
has neither character or property; nor does
anybody belong to it. Nothing in fact remains but the Chinese letter and a piece of
chalk with which to mark 329 upon the sidewalks and door-steps.
one

Gen. Grant has written a letter in which
he says: “My visit to Mexico last year has
resulted in the building of railroads in that
country to an extent far beyond my most
sanguine expectations at the time. The
Mexicans have a country of vast resources,
and these roads will develop them to the
mutual benefit of both republics.
We are

buying

vast amounts of

tropical prodpets, such as sugar, coffee, tobacco, and numerous other articles, from countries that
take but little from us other than
sterling
exchange, all of which Mexico can furnish
just as well, and for which she will want
the products of our manufactories and soil.
I go on business, of course, connected with
these enterprises.”
now

Dealer* roako Money wnn
W. T. SOULE & CO., 180
Ii(l Salle Street, Chicago,
1)1. Writs for particulars.

eodly

Plow Beamn, Treenuilc,
Trernasl
edges and Plnnkiag tl edge*,
l*ine and Hemlock Isuilding Lam-

ter,

Bu

Boards, Shingle.

B. C. JORDAN,
001

Alfred,

Ac.

Maine.
g

Springfield

Republican: Democratic
papers
likely to gather much comfort
from the scattering city elections this spring
which, from Philadelphia on, have generally
are

been in favor of the Democratic
candidates;
but there is never much substance in these

off year booms.
The advantage of the Republican party last fall lay quite as much in
the fear that the Democrats would govern
worse as in the hope that the
Republicans
would govern well. In every local election
in which the Democrats have won this
spring
—except possibly at Chicago—the conditions
were reversed.
The probability of good administration lay with the Democrats and
fl.m.
-j

rrri*
=

n

no

tl.n..

-o-J J

J
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al contests if they offered the same chance;
but they have not in the past, and, judging
from the line of policy adopted by the Democrats in the Senate, they will not, in ConTill they do,
gress at least, in the future.
the Democratic party in each national fight
will simply stand up to be knocked down.
Ir is believed that the railroad tie of the
future will be cut from the beautiful catalpa tree. The Fort Scott, Texas & Gulf
Railroad have planted 300 acres of young
trees, aud the Iron Mountain Railroad 100
acres near Charleston, Missouri.
Od the
tracitbed of the latter company, ties of this
wood have laid in the muddy silt of the
Mississippi for twelve years and are still in
good preservation. They have outlasted
two sets of the white oak ties, and bid fair
to survive the third.
Fence posts in
Indiana and Illinois are now sound after
having been in service for forty, fifty and
even seventy-five years.
In the muddy regions about Cairo, where it is grown extensively, it is used as “corner stones” for the
most substantial buildings. It is of an elastic nature, but not so soft and light as cottonwood. Dr. John A. Warder, President
of the American Forestry Association, claims
for the catalpa a durability and power of resistance to the influences of the elements
possessed by no other wood. It is found in
the Mississippi Valley aud on the shores of
the tributaries of the great river. It bears a
large white, highly-perfumed flower, and
grows rapidly.

subject

The unfortunate Emperor whoso person is
sacred in the dispatch announcing his
death to the Russian Embassy, was the son of

mother—Charlotte Frederika of
Prussia. Her maternal tenderness alone rendered tolerable in bis boyhood the military
a

German

strictness in which Nicholas reared him. As
he was her eldest child, her inlluonce extended
over him the best part of his life. She died
when he was forty-four years old. This Princess

had

has

been

a

vivid recollection of the

inflicted by Napoleon

sufferings

her fatherland; her
sensibilitios -naturally keen—had been intensified by the sorrows which the French invasion had brought upon her family, aud the untimely death of her mother, the heroic and
talented Queen Louisa. These severe trials
kuit close to each other the members of the
House of Hoheuzolleru. The family tie was
hardly relaxed by the marriage of the Princess
Charlotte with the Grand Duke (since Emperon

or) Nicholas.
Those acquainted with her private life well
know that she taught her children, whom she
kept under her own eye as much as the obligations of her high position admitted, to love
and venerate their ancestors on her si le of the
house. Sho disliked the Frenchified notions
which had come in under Catherine, and
headed the reaction azainst French literature

and language. German became the tongue of
the highest circle at Court. The mother of the
Czar also nourished toward France sentiments
analagous to those prevalent in England when

the Battle of Waterloo was counted our greatest national anniversary.
France was the
birthplace of revolution aud all its attendant
horrors. It was a storm cradle, and a permanent disturbing influence in Europe, and
the close union of Russia and Prussia would
be necessary to keep French turbulence in
bounds. There was much affectionate intercourse kept up, though rthe Czarina, wife of
Nicholas, between the Imperial family at St.
Petersburg and the Royal family at Berlin.
This
intercourse helped
to
shape the
tragical end of the Czar Alexander, who, when
the Slav race was stimulated by the military
successes of the Germans in France to overbear Turks, Magyars and Roumanians, was
felt to be an obstacle, his heart being drawn
towards his mother’s kindred at Berlin. And
it was no wonder that it should have been so
inclined. Whenever members of the Hohenzollern family went on visits to the wife of
Nicholas and mother of Alexander the natural
feelings of the heart were allowed to expand at
informal teas and early dinners. They
appeared
to bring something with them corresponding to
the atmosphere of Spring. When they came,
the Empress dressed in simple muslin, and unless at reviews and public ceremonies, laid etiquetfe aside. Her children were suffered to
act according to their childish instincts with
their relations from Berlin. German sentimentality dominated courtly grandeur.
So far as she could the Prussian-born Empress placed youthful Giand Dukes and Grand
Duchesses under German tutors and governwho made war on the Swiss
esses,
rigidity which had passed at St. Petersburg
for the French rationalism of tho
eighteenth
century. Whatever was humanizing aud softening and of a nature to command the sympathy of an ingenuous prince came to the late
Emperor, when Czarewitch, in a German
form. His military governor was a priggish
Russianized Swiss, who talked French. His
tutor was the benevolent Moerder, a pious Lutheran, who endeavored to impress upon Alexander that the meanest peasant with a good
conscience was higher in the favor of a Supreme Being than the highest potentate who
neglected the duties of humanity. Then the
Czarewitch Alexander had an aunt-in-law, the
Grand Duchess Helena, who was a native of
Wurtemburg, and had an eloquent tongue to
descant on its romantic hills aud dales, old castles and legends. When oppressed and
brought
to a state of settled gloom and
apathy by the
stern discipline which
his father imposed
upon him, Alexander recovered in making a
tour in Germany a healthy interest in life. In
the course of this tour he fell in love with the
Princess of Hesse-Darmstadt, and was indebted
to his mother’s taste for poetry and romance
for the leave given him two years later to
marry according to his fancy. The Emperor
Alexander’s mind was entirely subdued. His
will had been crushed out by his father’s discipline, and he took refuge from the oppression
of which he was the victim in vague dreams
aud castle-building in the air. These aerial
castles were generally benevolent institutions.
One of them he brought down to the region of
fact in emancipating the serfs.

James Bowie and his Knife.
[San Francisco Chronicle.]
James Bowie lay for months in his bed, in
the city of Natchez, before he recovered from
his wound. He was a man of much mechanical ingenuity, and while thus confined whittled from a piece of white pine the model of a
hunting knife, which he sent to two brothers
named Blackman, in the city of Natchez, and
told them to spare no expense in making a duplicate of it in steel. This was the origin of
the dreaded bowie knife. It was made from a

large sawmill file, and its temper afterward
improved upon by the Arkansas blacksmith.
This is all that can be told about the origin of
that deatw-dealing implement. Since James
Bowie became somewhat prominent in his
efforts to advance tho spread of republican institutions it is proper to speak of what he did.
He seemed to have a natural
disposition to
protect the weak from the strong. At one
time he was riding through the parish of Con-

cordia, Louisiana, and saw a man lashing his
slave with his whip. He told the man to desist, but he was met with curses. He dismounted from his horse, wrested the
whip
from the master, and laid it over his shoulders.
This led to a shooting match, in which the
slave-owner

was

harllv wnnnrlArl.

Ttr.wiA nftav

submitting himself to the law, paid the

doctor’s
at double his value,
and gave him his freedom.
In after years a Methodist preacher told the
writer this: He said he was one of the first
Methodist ministers sent to Texat by the
Methoaist Conference. He travelled on horseback, crossing the Mississippi below Natchez;
that the first day after crossing the Mississippi
river he was overtaken by a horseman dressed
in buckskin, armed with rifle, pistol and knife.
They entered into conversation and he found
him to be intelligent, pleasant and well acquainted with tho geography of tho country.
Neither one inquired the name or business of
tho other. Both were aiming at the same destination, Texas. Finally they reached a new
town filled with wild, desperate characters
from other States. He posted a notice that he
would preach at the Court House the first
evening of his arrival there. At the hour
named he found the rude structure thronged
to overflowing—with men only.
He gave
out
a
in singhymn, and all joined
and
it
ing,
when
sung
but,
well,
he
announced
his
text
and
attempted to preach one brayed in imitation
of
an ass,
another hooted like an owl, etc. He
disliked to be driven from his purpose and attempted again to preach, but was stopped by
the same Bpecies of interruption. He stood silent and still, not knowing whether to vacate
the pulpit or not.
Finally his traveling comwhom he did not kuow was in the
ouse, arose in the midst and with stentorian
voice said: “Men, this man has come here to
to you.
You need preaching to, and
’ll be-if he shan’t preach to you! The next
man that disturbs him shall fight me.
My
name is Jim Bowie.”
The preacher said that
after this announcement he never had a more
attentive and respectful audience, so much influence had Bowie over that reckless and dangerous element.

bill, purchased the slave

Eanion,
Freach

of anomalies in

size of the
studied lately by
Prof. Tartufli, of Milau.
From careful
measurements he concludes that in giants it
is the femur, or thigh bone, which chiefly
contributes to the elongation of their body.
On the other hand, their vertebral column
is short in relation to their enormous size.
The humerus, or upper arm-bone, elongates
considerably, but less than the femur. The
foot and the hand grow proportionately to
the stature. It may be generally asserted
that the longer the bones in normal individuals the more they are elongated in giants.
The cranium of giants is commonly small
in relation to their stature, but it is enormous in absolute measure, though their
intelligence is generally small. An example
was Broca’s giant, Joachim, who gained his
living by exhibiting himself, and his friends
said he had only sense enough for that. After death he fulfilled the same function, as
he is now m the Broca Museum. Yet this
Tiie

human frame

The Childhood of Alexander II.
[Pall Mall Gazette ]
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GOVE it NOR.

PREBLE HOUSE.
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Whittlesey, Sheffield, Mass.;

Caswell & Massey, Newport, R. I.;
Mrs. Susan B. Leighton, New Market, N. H.;

The pavement made by this Company has met
with the highest favor, both in this country and in
Europe, aud it is considered to approach perfection
more nearly than any other.
The Works of the Company are at Providence,
R. I., and at Hastings, N. Y-, and the needs of its
business will soon require additional ones at Chicago and other large cities.
Negotiations are now pending with capitalists in
London and Paris for the right to manufacture and
use this pavement in those cities.
Few enterprises now' on the market promise as
profitable business at this one.
The Company require additional means to extend
their facilities for manufacturing, and offer for sale
the second §100,000 of their (5 per cent, bonds
(convertible into stock) at par and interest.
Theso
bonds carry a bonus of stock, which is fixed for the
present at FIFTY PER CENT.
Pamphlets and full information furnished, and
subscriptions received by

CANNED GOODS.

No, 480 Congress Street,

FRANK W. ROBINSON,
34 Exchange

Respectfully,

I II.I. 9 j>.

WYER GREENE &

COUNSELLORAT LAW,

R

Remember that for grown people
cloudy and even
stormy weather is equally favorable and in many
cases preferable to sunshine.
Small children
should be brought in early on bright sunny days.
Appointments maybe made by Mail or Telephone.

^

OPEN EVENINGS

Mrs. A. J.

preserve

According to Southern papers, Mahone

WITH AWONUS OF STOCK.

LOUIS, $7.25. MICHIGAN, $6.50

We have a choice selected stock of both
but would call particular attention t<
40c Formosa Tea and onr 0. G. Javi
Coffee which we sell for 33c.

St.

5iya Exchange St

competition.

STATE

or

Cuvier.
Prof. Tartuffl’s observations on
dwarfs are too scanty to be very conclusive;
but it would seem that in them, again, the
femur decreased most iu relation to the stature.
The head of dwarfs docs not generally
diminish in proportion to the stature. As
in giants, the upper limbs are less susceptible of variation than the lower, and the vertebral column aud skull vary least with
stature. Dwarfs are commonly lively, nervous and sometimes turbulent.
Some h ave
been courageous and intelligent.

not used.

has been

FIRST MORTGAGE BONDS,

onr

Men's Hand Sewed Goods

AT LAW.

Flour,

TEAS ANDCOFFEES.

receiving

THIS SEASON.

would also call special attention to
my Solar
Enlargements on Albumen Paper, which I make
from Life, for tho small sum of
UnSlO.OOJeach.
like the Putty effects above' referred
to, these Photos are perfect likenesses, rich in
and are
detail,
tine illustrations of Art as found in
Photography,
and in their production 1 challenge any attempt at

papers

we are

almost daily in Men’s, Boys’, Ladies’, Misses’
and Children’s Fine Goods.
We intend to give
more than usual attention to

DYER,

COUNSELLORS

also

SPRING GOODS

PEABODY,

100

figure.

and

Remember

COUNSELLORAT LAW,
100 Exchange Street.

RRAY

many of our citizens to waste their
funds for Worthless Mechanical Productions
by
Amateurs, specimens of which may be seen on
every hand, is the principal incentive which induces me to place Legitimate Work at so low a

^

COME ONE! COME ALL!!

St.

St., Boston;

INTERNATIONAL
Pavement Co-

Washburn’s Superlative and S. T.Soul<
& Co.’s Perfection, (our own brand) an
as good as anything known in this market. Those we sell at $9.00.

BEST St

JAMES O’DONNELL,

HENRY C.

taken account

LAW,
31% Exchange St.

85

0

Our Patent

of stock we find ourselves with $.fOOO over stock which must
be sold at some price and we shall continue

HAVING

1

220 Pleasant

H. A. Choate, Revere House;
B. F. Bradbury, Washington St.;
Geo. C. Goodwin, Hanover St.;
W. Geraghty, 51 White St., Lawrence.;

price.

_

LAW,
Post Office Building.

M
IT!

The most of our Flour being bought
direct of the receivers, we are enabled t<
give onr customers the lowest possible

BOOTS.

AT

WILBUR F. LUNT,

L

tendency of

FLOUR.

THOS. LINCOLN CASEY,
Lt.-Col., Corps of Engineers.

Lewis,

S.

LAW,

WILLIAM H. LOONEY,

I

Special Notice:—For a short time only, I have
decided to offer an entire new Code of Prices for all
sizes of Photographic work. Cards, per doz. $3.00
Regular Cabinets per doz., $6.00.
Larger Sizes
correspondingly low. 10x12 Ink Photos., $6.00 to
$8.00—former prices $8.00 to $10.00. 'illis style
of work is adapted more especially to tho
enlargement of old pictnres, in which it is only
necessary
that the original be a good UkeneBS in order to insure a first-class result, with drapery,
arrangement
of hair, &c., modernized to suit the taste.
Crayon portraits, Vi Life Size, $15.00; Life
Size. $26.00.
All enlargements made by tho
Platinotype pro
cess and warranted absolutely permanent.
Tho
finishing will be done by one of Boston’s celebrated
artists, who lias devoted a lifetime to liis chosen
profession and allows no work to leave his studio
which is not perfect.
These prices are but little more than half what l
havo been charging for the same, but I have
perfected arrangements whereby 1 can do the work at
above rates tor a few weeks, and 1 have resolved to
give my patrons the benefit, and at the same time
introduce a series of Crayons of a high order. The

AT
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Proposals for Cut Granite for Stairways.

LOCKE & LOCKE,
COUNSELLORS

eod&eowlyr

COPARTNERSHIP.

apleod2w
I
L

Druggists.

PROPOSALS.

SEALED

P. J. LARRABEE,
COUNSELLOR AT

Cuke.

ST., New York.
^§SjS^,Sto?e?B'AKCIiAY,
all

Portlandby

Meyer’s

Unquestionably tbe most important
medical discovery since vaccination.
A remedy
which assimilates with the mucous membrane and
forms not only a local, but a constitutional
cure at any stage. One package generally suffices.
Deliverediby Druggists or by D. B. Dewey & Co.,
46 Dey Street, N. Y., $1.00 complete, Six packages
$5.00. Treatise and remarkablo statemeuts.by tbe
cured, mailed free.
The afflicted can refer to:

Office of Building for State, War, and Navy
Departments,
Washington, D. C., April 1,1881.
undersigned have this day formed a co-part
PROPOSALS for furnishing and delivfor the purpose of carrying on th< 1
ering all the cut granite required for two wind- COALnersliip
and
WOOD business, at 162 Commercial St.
ing stairways in the north wing of the Building for under the firm
name of Warren & Ring.
State, War, and Navy Departments, in this city, will
be received at this office until 12 M., of April 28,
D. S. WARREN,
E. L. RING.
1881, and opened immediately thereafter in presence of bidders.
( April 4,1881.
apStf
Specifications, general instructions for bidders,
:
blank forms of proposal, and information as to
where copies of the drawings may be seen, will be
furnished to proprietors of established granite
works upon their application to this office.

399% Congress Street.
I

are

Each number of Harper’s Magazine since
December has had three extra editions, and
the May number will bo the largest ever

Catarrh

Druggist’s or Grocer’s, we will send a bottle and pamphlets prepaid to thencares
Price $1.00 or six bottles for $5.00.

novl

AT

Wei De

SIZE BOTTLESFOR GENERAL AND FAMILY USE.

QUART

LAWRENCE & MARTIN,

LAW,
199 Aliidle Street.

AT

We cannot undertake to return

munications that

Governor.
JOSEPH O. SMITH,

DRUMMOND & DRUMMOND,
COUNSELLORS AT LAW,

0

Byron's Great Equestrian Spectacle

guaranty of good faith.

as a

By the

LAW,
93 Exchange Street.

AT LAW,
31V2 Exchange Street

and Her Wonderful Horse

We do not read anonymous letters and communications. The name and address of the writer are in
all cases indispensable, not necessarily for publica-

febUdlmteodllm&wGwG

AT

CJOUN 0. COBB,
COUNSELLOR

f‘L lO-HTNIWG”

Chapman, Secretary.

Feb. 9,1881.

W. COOMBS,

CARDON

Paid in Thirty Days
After Proof.

LAW,

J. H.

BRITANNIA'S EQUESTRIAN QUEEN,

Wild Horse of

Street.

COUNSELLOR AT LAW.
48 Exchange

COUNELLORS

7.

$12,608,356.71

NATHAN & HENRY B. CLEAVES,

C

ENGLAND’S WONDER! AMERICA’S SUCCESS

in Lord

LAW,

COUNSELLOR AT

Year,

Six Per Cent Interest on Outstanding
Scrip Paid On and After Feb. 1,1881.

ANTHOINE,

BBION BRADBURY,

WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY,
APRIL 13tli and 14th,

mss MAUDE

It.

1880:

$5,728,622.2

seats

apGdtd

Portland Theatre.

New

AT

All

A Proclamation.

ASSETS,

188 Middle

A MESSENGER FROM JARVIS SECTION
abounding in quaint humor aud peculiar interest.
Acts 1 and 2—Bottomhousc Mills, Maine.
commences

COUNSELLOR

Locke's American Comedy.

Acts 2 and 3—Boston.
Seats 75 and 60.
Gallery

dtf

C. ANDREWS.

AS.

31,

Card

a

Editor,

tion but

Total Amount of Premiums for the

The following are members of the Cumberland
Bar Association:

—

UuVCLE

aprD

certificate signed by Stanley Pullen,
railway, steamboat and hotel managers
will confer a favor ui»on us by demanding credentials
of every person claiming to represent our journal.
with

Company will take risks at their office, New
York, on Vessels, Cargoes and Freights, and issue
open policies to merchants, making risks binding as
soon as water-borne.
Tear Ending Dec.

11.

-w-Every regular attach# of the Press is furnished

■This

BARGAINS,

CONCRESS STREET.

493

YORK,

AGAINST MARINE
RISKS ONLY.

LAWYERS.

American Comedian, Mr.

The

INSURE

CHARLES CUSTIS & CO.,

E. C. JORDAN,
CIVIL ENGINEER AND LAND SURVEYOR,
184 Middle Street.

Monday and Tuesday, April 11 and 12

GREAT

AT

CIVII^ ENGINEERS.

I

OF NEW

Driving Cloves^

Also Men’s

ISO1! Middle Street.

I

great bargain.

are a

(Former Price 91-50.)

insertion.

J

Ulutual Insurance Co.

Men’s Cashmere Half Hose at 75 cts.

KOHAS. H. KIMBALL,
ARCHITECT,

ENTERTAINMENTS.

ATLANTIC

14,

These Shirts cost over One Dollar each to make, and

F. H. FASSETT,

Address all communications to
PORTLAND PUBLISHING CO-

Hi BIB I

NICELY

AFRO.

PRICE 3 CENTS.
A Stuffed Weasel.

great imbecile had a huge crauium, aud his
brain weighed nearly as much as that of

THE PRESS.
MONDAY HORNING,

Laundered White Shirts,
MIZE

fI

MISCELLANEOUS.

MISCELLANEOUS

PROFESSIONAL

Published
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The Diabolical Rascal.
[Atlantic Monthly.]
on the part of
male birds to
cany on a flirtation with some other female,
while their mate is setting, may bo observed by
watching ope in a flock o£ common tame pigeons.
While his mate is employed in her maternal duties, her lonesome partner resumes
the same loud cooing that was heard while he
was choosing his mate.
Tho dslight which he
always expresses when some young, uumated
female, hearing his call, alights on his standing place is very evident. That constancy for
which doves have been proverbially celebrated
is a trait of character which belongs only to the
female.
The

disposition

“Johnny,” said his father,
the

the boy took
the plate, “don’t you
as

primal biscuit from
know it is impolite to help yourself before
your elders?” "Why, pa, mother told me to
help myself before you.” “What do you
mean, sir?” asked his father, while his mother looked up
with astonishment depicted in
every feature.
"Why, I heard mother tell
aunt Hannah that she hoped
I wouldn’t take
after you, and so I thought I’d take >ny biscuit first.”—Galveston News.

Artistic Hints on the Skill of the Taxidermist.

[Laramie City Boomerang.]
The art of taxidermy out on Vinegar HU1 la
yet in its infancy. The leading taxidermist of
that booming gold camp is, as yet, nothing but
amateur.
The art critic of this paper is in receipt of a
stuffed weasel, which was the first handiwork
an

of the Vinegar Hill taxidermist. Evidently he
had not tried tp taxiderm before.
The weasel is naturally a delicate, graceful
little animal, with long, slonder body and fragile proportions.
That’s the reason he looks lumpy and unhappy when his remains are stuffed with baled

hay.
The dado editor, who writes these hints on
decorative aft, doesn’t set himself up as an
authority, of course, but simply desires to suggest little points of improvement.
This paralyzed weasel is too tlat, for one
thing. In preserving weasels, to avoid destroying the oatline, they should not be pressed
like an Autumn leaf, but stuffed like a Bologna sausage.
The casual observer will also notice that the
tail of this weasel is erect, which gives him a
self-reliant, Roscoe Conkling air, which ill becomes the shy and timid little weasel.
This is not true to natnre. It jars harshly
on the [esthetic taste to see a
weasel with hi
tail over the daahboard that way.
The weasel does not jab his tail into the middle of the horizon like a jack rabbit unless he
feels pretty hilarious. It is not his nature. We
should study the habits of these animals, and
when they are preserved try so far as possible
to still retain the natural symmetry which
they evince in life.
One more suggestion. This weasel was evidently too deadbefore they tried to embalm
him. The weasel should not be too excessively dead when he is placed in the hands of the
taxidermist. After the remains have lain in
state for two or three weeks, it is fair to suppose that life is extinct, aud the artist may
then get his sawdust aud poison ready to go to
work.

The practice of embalming weasels who died
the previous Autnmn is now obsolete.
One more suggestion and we are done. In
this specimen the eyes are omitted. This gives
to the subject a vacant and preoccupied air.
In the absence of artificial eyes, the artist
should have inserted a pair of overcoat buttons, because the delicate taste of the brio-abracker is shocked when he gazes down into
the lustrous depths once so full of life and soal,
bat now so fall of bran and other inexpensive

stulling.

If the weasel were not so emaciated

uu
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where

WUCtU UD

ought

to be attenuated, he would be more true
to nature, and the cast-iron lithograph which
we herewith present would not look so much
like a club-footed hat-rack as it does.

[Hartford Courant.)
A Turbulent Year.
The year 1881 has

already distinguished

it-

self, and without very much aid from man.
Whether the earth itself is in sympathy with
certain planetary conjunctions or not it has asserted its power in a way to poor contempt upon the might of man and his little securities
and civilizations.
Great perturbations of the earth, convulsions
and cataclysmic changes
gard as historical studies

wo bad come to re
and curiosities; and
extreme violence in the weather on this continent seemed to us to have abated contemporaneously with our scientific observation of the

elements.

Yet this year has already taught us
that the solid earth is really a very shaky and
insecure dependence, and that the elemeqtal
forces that roam over its surface have in no respect abated their power of mischief and torture.
Two recent earthquakes,—one in the east
and the other in the west Mediterranean,—
have been such warnings of insecurity as to fill
all the inhabitants of the classic shores and is-

lands with alarm.

The disasters on the lovely
and sunny island of Ischia, which nearly destroyed the pleasant village of Casamlcciola,
and killed and wounded hundreds of people,
will not only affright strangers from that favorite summer and winter resort, but deter many
from any prolonged stay amid the shaky shores
of the

Bay of Naples.

And now the

calamity

Scio, which excels almost all the historical
horrors of the kind, will send a sense of inseat

curity thiough all the Grecian archipelago.
The danger of war betweon Greece and Turkey
and the disputes of the great powers over the
sovereignty of the Bosphorus and the Mediterranean are nothing to this frightful possibility
of sudden and unforeseen death. Evidently
the whole of the Mediterranean coast is in a
shaky condition, troubled with internal wars,
and it would be a great relief if the old volcanoes, the vents of this disturbance, could
break out into their ancient activity and relieve
tho pressure.
People can readily flee from a
volcanic eruptiou, but there is slight chance of
escape from the earth gaping under their feet
and the houses crashing about their heads.
The severity of the weather in America, the
unrelenting grip of an almost unprecedented
winter from October till now, is a more universal and serious calamity than the earthshaking about the Mediterranean. Here at
the east we have escaped much of its severity,
although we have been worn out with its pertinacity and more or less enfeebled by its attacks. We are probably as well prepared for
cold weather as any people except the Russians, but this year has been marked by an increase of disease, wholly due to the weather.
It is sometimes said that steady cold weather
is wholesome, bracing, and all that.
The
trouble with this winter is, that while the
range of its temperature has been all the time
very low, it has been subject to as violent and
extrome and sudden changes as usual. The
oscillation between zero and freezing is harder
to bear, wo think, than the more oommon
of our winters from a little below
changes to
freezing
sixty degrees. There has been little or no respite from extreme weather, in
which one has a constant sense of fighting for
his life.
But if the east i3 weary, the west is exhausted
with the struggle.
The weather in the west
has taken on the proportions of a calamity.
Immense masses of snow, coming in rapid relays from October till now, have wrought a ruin nrViink id

nnt
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national prosperity.
Snow that comes before the corn crop is gat tiered and prevents its fall harvest, and lingers
so long that plowing has not yet began, is an
unprecedented disaster in most of the western

seriously interfere with

our

country.

Quite as serious has been the interruption of
communication by rail. This has amounted
not simply to a serious interruption of travel,
but the stoppage of freight has resulted in a
famine of fuel and supplies to many regions.
A vast number of cattle havo died of hanger,
and fences and corn and oven houses have
been consumed for fuel.
This is a striking comment upon the inadequacy of the elaborate machinery of our civilization to meet any reverse that throws it out
of gear. The peoDlo of the West depend almost altogether upon railways. Some of the
great lines have had to be abandoned far days
and weeks together, and those who trusted
to them for supplies and communication with
the world have been in serious straits. We had
a little exhibition of the weakness of our machinery a few years ago when the horse disease for some time made us almost helpless in
the midst of all our wealth and our elaborate
contrivances. So now a snow blockade, continued for months in effect, has paralyzed the
West and reduced large sections of it to despair. We live in this age so entirely by association and communication, and depend so
much upon the great machine, and the individual providence for a long and hard winter
is so disused, that such a winter as this finds
our civilization wholly unfitted to cope with it.
The solitary New England farmer of old always provided for a sei«je at the approach of
winter. He laid in fuel and supplies in his
own wood-shed, cellar and barns, and he could
exist till late Spring with little help from the
outside world. Now, however, nearly everybody depends upon his neighbor for his dally
bread as well as for his daily ideas.
He Mixed Those Bottles Up.
gentleman returning from the Gilroy hot
sptings by coach was asked to exchange seats
with a lady who found riding inside disagreed
with her. As he was making bis way to the
A

inside berth, site bade him take especial care of
two bottles of Gilroy water, which she was
oarrying to her husbaud. As it happened, the
lady had contrived to make herself very disagreeable to her fellow-visitors at the springs,
and the passenger she bad oustod from his seat
determined to have his revenge. Opening
each of the bottles, he poured out half the contents, and filled them up with whisky. Before many days elapsed the proprietors of the
Gilroy Springs received the following elegant

epistle, dated

San Francisco:
"Sms—You are a precious lot of scamps, you
are! My wife made a visit to yonr confounded
place, and brought back some spring water. I
drank about a bottle of tho miserable stuff,
and went to the Good Templars, and had not
been in the ball more than fifteen minutes, before 1 was as drunk as any man you ever saw;
disgraced myself and the lodge; anti this
morning I aui on a sick bed. My impression
is that any set of men who will run an institution of this sort ought to be soused into hot
water springs until life is extinct.”

MONDAY

MORNING,

Mexican Society.
[Corr. Near Orleans Democrat.]
There exists no other society on the planet,
uot'even in India, where there is more distinction ol caste and class than is found in Mexico.
On the Gulf coast, by consequence of the unfortunate amalgamation of the white and the
Indian and the Chinese and the black races,
there are said to exist at least a dozen separclasses of humanity, of different colors, or,
at least of different characteristics. In the capiate

tal such is not the case. There are Castilians
and Creoles or children of Indian mothers and
Spanish fathers and full-blooded Indians. The
CreoleB are noted for their Intelligence, their
symmetry of form and feature and their per.
soual courage. Their complexion may be said
to resemble that of the far-famed Caballeros of
Andalusia.

The males are' tall and
shapely,
while the ladies are generally very beautiful,
are well formed, possess
delicately molded
bands and feet, aud the most beautiful oyes of
any of the human family. The belles of the
south of France, of the mountains and plains
of Spain, of the sierras and coast of Portugal,
aud of the famous cities of Italy must yield to
their charming sisters of the Latin republics
in the beauty, shape, size and expression of
the eyes. They are so expressive, a glance
from between their long fringes seem to melt
into the very sonl.
The term ”Ojos Croollos,” or Creole eyes,
has become a proverb, while Tew.
very few
travellers from the hyperborean regions have
returned from their Mexican tour heart whole
white very many who returned carried witli
them the holy balm for a wounded spirit. The
better class of Mexicans are, in the highest acceptance of the term, gentlemen. They are easy
and -.-.nrestraiued in their manners, and are extremely polished and polite. They are very
intellectual, and are invariably well educated;
can speak several
languages, perforin on the
piano and guitar, and are generally writers
and poets—no mere scribblers, but pouts, essaiests and authors of ability.
Indeed, it
would be dHttcVllt to find a race that exhibits
each singular paradoxes of genius.
The most celebrated mathematician and military engineer has written the most successful
play. The most famous partisan oflicer of the
war of the French Invasion produced the most
popular sentimental novel, while the greatest
Mexican financier and political economist has
given to the world the most touching and boactiful poem ever published in Latin America.
Many of the younger authors, whoso ages
range between IS and 2"> years, have acquired
local reputations
Were they Europeans or
Americans, their names would be pronounced
with respect and admiration throughout Christendom.
The Mexican ladies are exemplary wives and
fond and loving mothers. Their home to them
is their entire world; their husbands the idols
of their hearts, while their Children are the
angels which make their homes their heaven.
Yet, strange to say, there is no word in the
Spanish language that can oxpress the idea
conveyed in our dear old hearty Anglo-Saxon
word “home.” The nearest approach to it is
found in hogar, which may bo translated
“hearthstone” or "hearth” simply. Yet notwithstanding this, the ties of family are more
binding in Mexican society than among any
other race under heaven. The repentant outcast knows that he or she can
always return to
the friendly shelter of the family roof. While
the prodigal sou iuvariablr finds the arms of
lue indulging and
forgiving parent open to reoeive him, for among the Spanish Creoles
“blood is, indeed, thicker than water,” and
tears of affection which stream from a mother’s eyes have often wiped away the stains on
an erring daughter's
reputation. In Latin
countries one false step is not so often followed
by a parent’s curse, nor is the door shut to the
return of one who
may have, in the senseless
parlance of society, irretrievably fallen.

Colonel Solon’s Club.

bade him to"give the name of the chiefest of
them, but the other was Judge Jinks. At the
meeting last night Major Ginnis offered the

following:
lietolvtd, That the Bavardage club sympathize with the people of Ireland.
Colonel Solon was on his feet in a moment
aud said. “Mr. Chairman, and gentlemen of
the Bavardage club, what 1 arise to know is
how mnch this ere sympathy is a coin’ to
cftst?"
“Mr. Chairman,” said Major Ginnis, “the
honorable member from Cottage Hill ought to
know that it don’t cost nothing; that sympathy is the free expression of our opinions in
resolvable forms for the beneficiary
development of the sanitary principles of
Christianity.
“Then, Mr. Chairman,” said Colonel Solon,
“as the honorable member from Cornplanter
ran has lucidated that this ere
sympathy don’t
cost nothing, I moves you sir, that we amend
that resoluter to tho effects that Ireland can
draw on the Bavardage club for all tho
sympathy she needs for the next twenty years.”
And the resolution so amended passed

unauimously.

METEOROLOGICAL
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War Drf’t, Office Chief Signal i
Officer, Washington. D. 0.,
\

April 11,

1A.M.)

For New England,
sliirhtly warmer, fair weather during the day,
with southwest windB, followed
during the

night by falling barometer.

SPECIAL WEATHER UOLLEtlN.
weather has prevailed in the
districts east of the Mississippi, aud local rains
are reported from Missouri,
Iowa, Arkansas
and Indian Territory.
The temperature has
risen about five degrees in the Middle states,
lower lake region, Ohio Valley, Tennessee and
■nterioi of the Gulf states, and fallen
slightly
on the Gulf coast and in
Wisconsin, Minnesota
and Dakota. A storm is developing in northern Texas, where tho
temperature lias risen
fifteen degrees.
The temperature remains
from ten to fifteen degrees below the
mean,
and near freezing in grain-growing
regions |of
the northwest. Indications arc that rains will
prevail on the Atlantic coast and in the lower
lake region Tuesday.

Generally clear

BY TELEGRAPH.
MAINE.
Death of Prominent Citizens of Rockport.
Rockport, April 9.—Austin Sweetland, for
many years postmaster of ihis town, died today, aged 74. He was a member of St. Paul’s

Lodge.
JVkfiAn)) IT

Rdvon

on

aU

r,

„,l

:_a

citizen, died Friday, aged 83. Ho was a member of St. Paul’s Lodge and also of
Keystone
R. A.

Chapter.

Fire In Wayne.

Win’throp, April!).—The farm buildings of
Silas Stevens in Wayne, were burned yesterday. Insured for $1,000, which will probably
cover the loss; cause unknown.
Suicide.

Pittsfield, April 10.—John
Palmyra committed suicide at 11 a.
Cause unknown.

He

was

partially

FOREIGN.

Great Damage to Property at Yankton.

Further Details of the Earthquakt
at Ohio.

STEAMERS CARRIED

A

MILE

THE RIVER.

Sioux, City, la., April 9.—Tho livor is rapidly recoding within its banks in the country
above. Wm. Cunningham, an old settler of
Dakota county, Nebraska, was drowned this
forenoon. His house was surrounded by water
and his family had gone to higher ground. He
the
was making his escape on.a horse, when
animal went through a bridge aud he was
lost.
A special to the Journal from Yankton says
the damage to steamboats, railroads and private property by tho ice gorge there has been
fearful. The steaffibrs at tho levee were carried
inland and now lie on the railroad track
Steamer Peniah struck the railroad machine
shops, completely wrecking them. The boat
is now on the prairie about a mile from the
channel. The government warehouses are destroyed and many of the goods Stored in them
were carried awry.
Rescuing parties report great suffering and
destitution among the settlers on the bottom
land between Yankton aud Vermillion.
A
number of houses at Yankton wero moved
from their foundations, and in some instances
carried off. The General Terry has arrived at
Yankton frpm GhOteau Creek, ami is the only
one of tho neet escaping without injury.
Couxcil| Bluffs, April 9.—'The unprecedented rise of tho Missouri river at this
point has resulted in a general overllow of the
lower part of the city, aud many persons were
compelled to vacate their houses here last
night. The bottom laud between this city and
ther city proper is inundated, forming a mighty
lake sevoral miles in width. The Union Pacific Co. were compelled to load down their
bridges over a small stream within the city
limits, and the Witter is several inches over the
tracks SUd is fiowing'iii the vicinity of the large
Union Depot. The river is nearly 22 feet above
low water mark, being several feet higher
than ever known here, and it IS still rising.
Some fears are entertained that the current
may succeed in forcing a passage through the
low land of the city, a mile or two this side of
the old iron bridge between this city? and
Omaha on the Union Pacific road, but this result is hardly probable.

Fernald of
m.

to-day.

His age was about 70 years.
insane.

Church Debt Raised.

Lewiston, April 10.—High Street Congregational Church of Auburn, Rev. A. P. Tinker pastor, raised its entire debt of
$15,000 and
a contingent fund of $1500 besides in an
hour
and a half this forenoon.
Postal Changes.
Washington, April 0.—The following are
the post office changes for the past week:
Offices established—Howard,
Piscataquis
county, Frank Hart, postmaster; North Guilford, Piscataquis county, Alex Goldthwait,
postmaster; No. 8. Piscataquis county, Frank
H. Drummond, postmaster.
Postmaster appointed—Alvin D. Woodbury,

Duck Pond, Cumberland connty,

MASSACHUSETTS.
The Late Stephen N. Stockwell.
Boston, April 9.—A meeting of Boston

journalists

was held to-day, which took aotlon
with reference to the death of S. N. Stockwell
of the Boston Journal.
Mr. Pulsifer of the
Herald acted as chairman, and Mr. Hovey of
the Transcript as secretary.
Eulogistic resolutions were adopted and remarks made by
Messrs. Pulsifer, Curtis Guild aud E. B. Haskell, and letters of condolence from various
members of the New England press were read.
New England Methodist Conference.
Worcester, April 9.- In the New England Methodist Episcopal conference this
morning, the reports of the committees on
the state of the country and church extension
were adopted.
The former deprecates the devotion to money getting so prevalent, the corrupt employment of money in elections, and
hopes that a free ballot and honest count
would come out of the deadlock in Congress,
and warmly commends the oarnest
purpose of
President Garfield to make war oil
polygamy.
This sentiment was loudly
applauded by the
ministers and audience.

Mahone’s Course Indorsed.
Harrisonburg, Va., April 9—In the readiusters’ convention, held here to-day, John
Paul, memberol Congress from this district
indorsed United States Senator Mahone’s
course fully, after which resolutions were
passed
and
endorsing
com mend ill'
Mr. Mahoue's action and votes id the United
States Senate.

Carlyle’s Bequest to Harvard College.
will of

the late
Thomas Carlyle, in a paragraph
expressing his
strong feeling of good will toward America
and especially New
England, gives the hooks
he need in writing the lives of Oliver Cromwell and Frederick the Great to Harvard Uni-

versity.

9.—The

!

The

Men

CtmoknunAnla
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The Refunding Programme.
Washington, April 9.—It is now stated that
the Secretary of the Treasury will not announce his refunding programme until next
week. From all that can be learned it iff believed that the government programme is to
issue a call immediately for 100 million*, of the
6 per cents. That upon the maturity of the
call the Treasury will propose to the holders
of the bonds the alternative between purchase
and extension at a reduced rate of interest in
the manner proposed. That recourse will be
had to extension whenever the holders desire
it, and that the remainder of the sixes, if any,
will be redeemed from surplus revenue or from
the sale of the whole or a part of the 5104,000,000 of 4A per cents, as circumstances may
require. That there will at present be no call
for the 5s, the government reserving its right
to give the thret^months’ notice as to them
until the result of its plan with the Gs shall become

known.

The De Lesseps Canal Project.
Capt. Lull of the navy, who has in years past
had connection with the United States surveys
for canal purposes on the Nicaragua and Panama routes, was recently ordered to Panama to
take command of the Wachusetts.
While
there he gave somo attention to canal matters,
and he writes “that De Lesseps has several
small surveying parties, composed of French
engineers, with natives laborers at work on
different points on the route. So far no consiruction work hag been commenced.”
Capt.
Lull is more than ever convinced that De Lesseps’ scheme of a tide level canal is impracticable and that no Panama canal will ever be
constructed unless the original plans are so
modified as to entirely change the character of
the proposed work.
Senator Carpenter’s Remains.
Milwaukee, Wis., April 9.—The remains
of Senator Carpenter reached here this afternoon, and were received by an immense concourse of citizens and escorted by a procession
of military and civic organizations to the
court house, where they will Jay in state till
Sunday afternoon. (Senator Conkling, in a
brief speech, delivered the remains to Gov.
The
Smith, who responded appropriately.
congressional committee will remain and attend the funeral to-morrow.
Great crowds
viewed the remains this evening.

Milwaukee, April 10.—The late Senator
Matthew Hale Carpenter was buried this afternoon at Forest Home cemetery, uoar Milwaukee. The funeral pageant surpassed any
former burial ceremony in Wisconsin. Not
only did the entire population of this city assemble to pay a last tribute of respect, but almost every locality in the state was represented by its most prominent citizens. During the
forenoon while the remains lay in state in the
court house the throng of visitors was so great
that all could not gain admittance although
the people passed in and out as rapidly as possible and when 2 o’clock arrived and the doors
were closed thousands were waiting their turn
to view the casket containing the remains.
The funeral cortege started from the court
house at 2.15 p. m. witha column composed as
follows: Marshal and aides; band; Sheridan
Guards; South Side Rifles; Milwaukee Cadets;
Uniformed Patriarchal Circle; Knights of St.
Patrick and other uniformed organizations:
remains; guard of honor consisting of Milwaukee Light Horsa squadron, clergy and
physicians of the family of deceased, Congressional committee, state executive and judicial officers, state legislature, bar association, civil and military officers, United States,
city and county officers, chamber of commerce,
merchants' association, citizens.
Strange Murder of a Prisoner in His Cell.
Clearfield, Pa., April 9.—On Thursday
last a man named Goodwin was arrested,
charged with larceny, and lodged in jail at
this place. Last night a man and woman,
claiming to be the brother and sister of the
prisoner, drove to the jail and were admitted
to Goodwin’s cell. After they left Goodwin

was found dead from knife wounds.
The
sheriff pursued the strange man and w Oman
overhauled them at Curwensville and they
are now in prison.

A Long Winter in Virginia.
Orange Court House, Va., April 9,—Four

inches of snow fell in northern Virginia last
night, making the third snow fall this month.
The apple, the principal fruit crop of this section, is not injured. All farm work is delayed
by the protracted winter.
A Postmaster Charged with Embezzle
ment.
San Antonio, Texas, April 9.—Wm. B.
Alexander (colored), a discharged postoffice
clerk, has made affidavit affainst Postmaster
John C. Manning, charging him with embezzlement. Manning was arrested.
The Anti-Rent Agitation in Chicago.
Chicago, April 10.—The Chicago Labor
Union, an extensive and powerful organization, to-night adopted resolutions requesting
tenants to refuse to give up their holdings on
May 1st, or to rent others or pay any advanced
The Iowa Fasting Girl.
Iowa City, la, April 10.—Miss Duell still
but
is now so low that she pays no
lives,
attention to matters going on about her.
She
begins the 47th day of her fast today.
Ball.
At Boston—Bostons 19, Harvards 1.
At New Haven—Yales 7, New Yorks 5,
At New York—Detroits 44, Metropolitans 3.
Base

The widow of Theodore Parker died in Boston Saturday evening.

Watches and jewelry valued

at

(filOOO

were

stolon from the store of Wm. Wise in Brook-

lyn Saturday night.

Assassins

Sentenced

to

•

Saturday’s (to-day’s)

sitting

was

Floods in Hnngary.

Pbstii, April 10.—In consequence of the
bursting of a dam near Merszel the river
Theis has flooded 100,000 acres of arable land.
The war minister has ordered four battalions
of engineers to proceed to tho spot.
Forty
thousand acres are alse flooded near Czentes.
The Massacre of Col. Flatters’ Expedi-

pnsuuoia,

aui/u »a

uuacd ui

telegraph

office.

1

was

pronounced.

About

89

L. K. &!Ft. Smith. 77
7(3%
47
0.&L.T. 48%
2%
Catalpa... 2%
Snminit?Branch. 26%
26%
fr%
9%
Copper Falls.. •..
106%
Denver & Rio Grande.106%
73%
Northern Pacific preferred... 73%
•*
Common.. 43%
43%
Eastern R. R.. 4%...104
Portland City Os, 1888, M L.110
Laconia Manufacturing Co.565
Hill Manufacturing Co.10G@10G%
Sullivan Mining Co. 4%
Franklin Mining Company. 12%

7,293,100
4,600

SUNDAY. April 10.
Arrived.
Barque Annie Lewis, Lewis, Baltimore, with coal.
Vessel to U Lewis & Co.
Sell B L Towcsend, Townsonfl, Baltimore—coal to
Polling Mills.
Sch Mariel. Anderson, Boston.
Sch Abby Weld, Gardner. Eastport-herring to
Dana & Co.
BELOW-Sch James S Pike.
SAILED—Schs E G Willard, J L Crossley, Grace

Xue toiiowmg are to-day’s closing quotations w
Government securities :
United States 6’s, 1881. reg.102 Vs
Un'icd States 6’s. 1881, coup.....102Vs
.1( 0%
United States new 6*fc, reg*
Untied States new
Cbnp;.102%
United States ne* 4%’a, reg;;.; .112%
United States new 4%’s*.eotfp...112%
114
United States nfctf 4’s,tc$.
114
United States new 4’*, coap.
Pacific G’a of *95.. ......130
tbe

greenwood, City

ui

wit.li the Chilians has

nst.ahlishpd

its

of

at.

jibboom, fore rigging,

midnight

hesion to the

The new
new administration.
Calderon is negotiating
with Chili.
A meeting of merchants at
Lima raised a quarter of a million dollars to
pay the Chilian commander and the remaining three-quarter million is to be paid within
a mouth.
The Chilian forces have been withdrawn from the Magdalena district, two miles
irom Lima, in order that the new
government
shall not be impeded.
The Chilians have
taken charge of the port of Paita. Rioting between the Chinese and negroes continues at
Carete.

government under
terms

the bar.
Sch Alice T Bcardman, from New York for Bosnear
ton, with iron, struck on Peaked island Hill,hours
Provineetown, 9th inst. She came oil a lew
after without much damage.

MINOR TELEGRAMS.
The sfalliou Kentucky Wilkes, owned by
Col. E. II. Broad head of Milwaukee, with a
record of 2.2'J lias been sold to a gentleman
in eastern Massachusetts for 55000.

Ilradlaugh

lias been re elected to the British
Parliament from North Hampton.
Gen. M. W. Gory of Edgefield, Va., one of
the most noted Democratic leaders iu the
State, died Saturday.

Company.

Tho King of Laly has accepted tho resignation of his ministry.
II. U. Andress, clerk in tho Chicago postoffice, was arrested Saturday night for stealing
letters.
Steamship Sardinian landed 420 cattle at
Liverpool iu good condition Saturday.
Tiio owners of the steamship Bristol City,
which left New York Dec. 28, for Bristol, have
abandoned hope and given the steamer as lost.
She cairied a crow of 27, five of whom lived
in Paris and 22 in Bristol. Tho steamer was
only 18 months old.
A despatch from Szegedin Saturday says the
watere there are six inches higher than during
last yoar’s flood. The situation Is grave but
not desporate
The report of the failure of R. M. Carey &
Co., English cotton merchants, which was current Friday is not confirmed.
The liabilities
of J. D. Phillips & Co., whose suspension was
announced Friday, are small.
A mass meeting will be held in New York
Tuesday evening to protest against the action
of the Assembly in defeating the street cleaning bill.
Tho latest advices from Sitting Bull are
that ho is on liis way to surrender.

will be submitted to the Czar for confirmation
because she is of noble birth.
London, April !).—A dispatch from St.
“At the triai toPetersburg last night says:
day Russakoff aud Michailoff appeared dethe animation
Jeliaboff
maintained
jected.
Besides the exhe has shown throughout.
amination of witnesses tho court was largely
occupied in the scrutiny of the material used
by the assassins. Great excitement was caused
by the production of two bombs similar to
those which killed the Emperor.
The Earthquake at Chio.
London, April 9.—A dispatch from Chio |tc
the Times says a medical commission is now
sitting to consider the expediency of covering
the rubbish iu the fortress witli earth,'as there
the disis no hope of saving aDy lives, and
interment
of
the
dead
might proIt
is believed
that
duce an epidemic.
throughout tho whole island, which contained
70,000 inhabitants, G000 or 7000 have been killed and 25 per cent, ol tho survivors are wounded. French, British, United States and Austrian gun vessels are iu the harbor doing all is
their power to assist the authorities in the
work ot relief.
Only ten inhabitants of
Chesme were killed, but mady houses are in
ruins and 30,000 people withovt shelter.
The Times’ correspondent at Chio telegraphs
under date of the 7th inst., as follows: I have
just arrived here from Constantinople, and
find a picture of desolation such as is rarely
beheld. The town looks as if it had been terribly bomdarded. Hundreds of houses are
transformed into a shapeless mass,under which
lie buried an unknown number of victims. A
majority of the remaining houses are already
cracked aud roofless and may fall at any mument. Nearly every building in the town has
suffered more or less. The inhabitants wander about, auxious to search for missing relatives or lost property, but are afraid to risk
their lives in the perilous work of clearing
away the rubbish. Many who are willing tc
expose themselves to the danger are prevented
Fear, grief and deby friends or the police.
All
spair are depicted on nearly every face.
have some sad or tragic tale to tell.
The first shock was felt on Sunday afternoon
about 1.30 o'clock. Immediately houses began
to fall. Wild shrieks were herd on every side.
awful silence of some
Then followed an
The terrified survivors gradually
minutes.
ventured into the narrow laues and reached
the open spaces.
Shortly afterward anothei
terrible shock completed tho devastation.
Then it remained quiet until sunset, when it
again began to shake the island throughout as

Tiio French Chamber of Deputies has refused to authorize the prosecution of Paul De

Cassagnao.
Senor Barca, newly appointed minister of

to Washington, and Hon. John A. KasUnited States minister to Austria, sailed
for New York from London yestorday.
The farm buildings of Senator Rollins at
Rollingsford, N. H., were burned Saturday.
Loss 510,000. The firo was incendiary.
Cooper’s engine and iron works at Mt. VerLoss
non, Ohio, were burned Friday night.

Spain

san,

5150,000.

J. B. Jones’ dry goods store. L. L. Wilson’s
grocery store, and John S. Eaton’s clothing
store at Woodstock, Vt., were burned yesterday. Loss between 510,000 and 515,000.

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL
!>:«■!> Wholesale Market.
PORTLAND. April 9.
The market b unchanged with the exception of
a decided advance in Pork and Lard.
The following are vo-day’s quotations of Flour
Grain, Provisions. &c.
Potdnetvf

jr lour.

Hrau.

Superfine.4 0034
Extra Spring..5 25@5
XX Spring.... 6 26fe 6

50 New H. M. Corn,
50
ear lot?
50 Oat*
Sacked Bran
75
Mills...

62

48 Vs
23 00
Spring
Whoats.8 00@8
@24 00
Michigan WinCorn, bag lots.. “66
severely as Delore. All night the shocks suc61
ter beat.6 0@6 25 Meal,
ceeded each other at short intervals, and each
"
Grade
Low
60
|0ato
was preceded by dull sounds like subterranean
50 Bran,
24
25@5
Michigan....5
that
shocks
Since
have
frequent
explosions.
26 00
St. Louie WinMid'nge, ••
been felt. A lew minutes ago, while writing
6 00@6 25 Rye,
ter fair
1 20
the present dispatch, I distintly heard an exWinter good. .6 2536 50
Winter best. ..6 76@7 00
plosion-liko sound and felt the earth tremble;
Pnriaini,
Produce.
Mess Boof.. 9 60®10 CO
but, as I am under canvas, I havo nothing tc
Ex Mesa..10 76@11 00
17(318
lurkeyg.
fear.yThe old Genoese fortress,containing! ibou I Ohicaons..—
Plate.12 75@13 00
16@16
400 houses, inhabited by Mussulmans and Jews
Ex Plate..13 25@13 60
Fowl
12@14
The
suffered more than the rest of tho town.
Fresh Beef,
Eggs. 10@17
ground there sank about half a metre, and Geese,
Hind Qu....7@10%c
lKal2V2
nearly all the houses were immediately de- Sweet Jersey3 75(c£4 OC !
ForeQu.5@0%c
Norfolk 2 76@3 OC Porkstroyed and several hundred persons must
Backs.. ..22 00@22 25
It is known that about 3(
have perished.
Onions, p bbl.4 50,35 OC
crate... .@100 : Clear.21 00@21 60
Mussulman women were assembled iu one oi
'less.18 25@18 60
Crnberries, p bbl
The
the houses, not one of whom escap'ed.
4 00@4 50 Hans.
Maine,
10Vs@ll
Southern part of the island is said to havo suf00 i
I, are.
60@9
CaneCod,7
fered more Ilian this town.
Round fioga....7^7V2
Tab, V lb....12 @12V*
Her majesty’s gun vessel Bittern arrive!
P ru if
-Tierces, ft &.12 @12%
here this morning. The captain at once came
Muse’tl Raiains215@2 3C Pail. 12Vi@13%
Loud* *n Layers2 40(3,2 6C Kegs
ashore, and, after consulting with the goveiMeans.
or of the island,
organized relief parties f. 1 Turkish Prunes.6%@7c Pea.2
(/ranges.
I
25@2 35
tending the wounded and extri-ating dead froii
2 75:33 5C Mediums.2 2552 35
Palermo*
the ruins. Ho then wont over to Chcsine and
Mi F8ii»a,pbox,3 5034 0( Yellow Eye*. .2 00@2 16
made careful inquiries regarding the stale ol
Valencia pease "7
Muller.
To-morrow lit
the town and the inhabitants.
Ex large cases $9.g, 10 0( Creamery.
@32
Lemons.
(lilt Edge V ermont 31
intends visiting the southern part of the island
vfessina.4 00®4 6( Choice
where less has been done for the relief of tilt
22S25
4 0034 5( 1 Good. 18 @20
Palermo*
sufferers. I visited Ohesme this afieruoou
Xnts.
; Store.
17@18
Only about 10 inhabitants were killed, bu
Peanuts—
I’lieeae.
many houses aro in ruins and very many mori
WUmington.l OOig.l 7i • Maine.
14®10
Tho mayor assured mo tha
are dilai-itated.
Virginia.1 5031 6: Vermont.
14x16
three-fourths of the houses are iu a dangeroui
Tennessee... 1 20.a 1 3i ■ | 1. V. Factory
14x10
)
9
a
1
(X
llvi
C
lb.
afraid
to
are
inhabitants
Tho
utanA,
p
condition.
i.Skim Cheese_HglO
'*
Walnut?,
i|
14^10'
for
ever
Apples.
in
those
are
which
uninjured,
even
12314 s Baldwin,.I 60®1 75
Filbert*.
night since Sunday frequent shocks have lieei
Pecan,
13:314 Greenings_1 00 a 1 25
As th<
felt. Nearly all prefer to camp out-.
Choice eating appleF2 00
Mngnr.
weather is 11 ue, tho hardship In this respect b 1
Granulated....
(3 9$ Cried Western 4%@5
It is said throughout the dlstric
not great.
Extra C.
& 9 i do Eastern.. 4S 6
•'otntae*.
not less than 30,000 people are without shelter
In Kastro the work of extricating bodies ant
Early Bote, V> bosh:Houlton.
G5S70
is
satisfuf
the
wounded
attending
progressing
Maine Central. .60®65
torily, but the stiffing odor in the vieiuiry o
Grand
Trunk...00®G5
many of the ruins proves that tho former np
Prolific*. Hast era .553,60
ation is far from complete. Oil the oilier hand >
Grand Trunk. .65®60
1
occurred.
On
havo
wonderful
some
Jackson*
escapes
.60®65
ruins for 5
The above prices are for car lots of Potatoes; small
woman was buried under the
lots about 5c higher.
hours, and at last was rescued, having give;
The chib I
birth in the mean time to a chihl.
Tbe following quotations of American stocks in
is dead, but tho mother is doing well.
Loudon were received to-day by cable:
London, April 11.—Tho Times' correspond
New Jersey Consols.119%
ent at Chio telegraphs that Manila, a town t f
Erie Railway...
49
1200 inhabitants, and tho villages of Monaste:
Erie 2ds. .105%
Vrinos and Philantia are masses of ruim '•
Illinois Central.141%
Not a single house has escaped.
Euglish an *
Pennsylvania Central. 70%
American physicians are assisting the su
Reading. 32%
vivors.
drain market.
and the MonetaryiConference.
Patent

..

..

..

..

...

..

•*

England
London, April 9—The St. James Gazetl e
says: “It is believed that Mr. Evarts, repri

sentative of the United States iu the intern; 1tioual monetary conference, will bring autho ’*
ity to make such a modification of the terms
the invitation as will enable England to sen i
a delegate.
Otherwise the manifestations if
the chambers of commerce and others in favi ,r
of bi-metallism are not likely to have much e tfeet.”
Beaconsfleld’s Condition-

'J

London, Apail 10.—Beaconsfield passed a
very
quiet night. He contiueus to tal e
nourishment, but liis weakness is still cau ®
anxiety.
London, April 11.—A bulletin at 10 o’clot
last night says Beaconsfield had a favorab le
day and gained strength until 8 o’clock in tl ie
evening when lie had an attaok of spasmod c
breathing, but his condition is not material ly

Portland, April 9.
Grain

were received
following quotation
by telegraph from Chicago to-day by A. W. Jordan,

The

157

s

Commercial

street:

Chicago —Wheat—,
Time.
Apr.
9.33...

9.42... 99%
10.32... 100
11.32...
12.31 .100%

1.03...100

of

May.
104%
104%
104%
1041%
104%

-Corn---Oats_
May.
Mav
3
426/s
42%
35%
35%
42%
35%
42%
351/!
42%
35%

-—

Krt ripw of main?
_

For Portland, 39 ears
for connecting roads,

chandisa.

8.

miscellaneous merchandise;
70 cars miscellaneous mer

——-

Daily Domestic Receipts.
By water conveyance-1000 bush Corumeal
W. True ts Co.

Wiscasset.

April 8, 1880.

ures.

Georges Codfish—$5 p qtl
U-CUIOU

for

large and $3%
H..-OYA tf7

UclUIV iVb

for
q

11

I

large and $3@$3%for medium; dry cured Bank
at$4%@$4% ^ qtl for large and $—$@3% for
for

medium. Shore codfish at $5 for large and $3%fito
$3% for medium. Nova Scotia Bank $4% te $4%
for largo and $2% to $3 for medium: choice Nova
Scotia Snores $5@$5% ¥* qtl.; Bay trawl $4%.
We quote Cusk at $2%@$3, Haddock at $2 'A ®
2%: Hake at 1%@1%; American and English Pollock at 82 % @2% ;p qtl.
Boneless and prepared fish from 3® 5c Ip lb for
Hake and Cusk to 5Vi@8 for best Codfish. Smoked
Halibut at 10c ^ lb. Smoked Salmon at 18c; Scaled
hunHerring 18@20c ^ box. Bloaters at 70c

dred.
Mackerel—$23 P1 bbl for mess, $17@S18 for Is,
$‘5% for 2s. and $4%@$4% for 3s; Nova Scotia
3* $4Vi a4% for large and $3%@$4 for medium;
Nova Scotia fat 2s, So to $i>;medium do $4%@4% ;
Prince Edwara Island 2s$5@$6%; 3s, $4%.
i’ickled Herring at $3 bbl for round Shore, and
$5%@$6% for Labrador and Nova Scotia split1
Eastport and Bay Shore round $2%@$3; Newfoundland do S2V4@2%; do split at S3 Vi @83 y2;
choice Shore splits S5V8@$6V4; Eastern do $2% @
$3.
Trout $14 p bbl; Salmon $19 p bbl; Swordfish at
$6@7; Codfish at $5, Haddock at $3Vi, Halibut
Heads $3Vi, Halibut Fins $9 bbl, Fins and Napes
at $4%, Tongues $6, Tongues and Sounds at $10;
Alewives nominally $3ys@$4.
Fresh Halibut—Sales to-day at 10%@8c p for
white and gray.
Market Fish—None on the market.
Frozen Herring—Season closed.
Pure Medicine Oil at $1 p gal, crude do at 50c;
Blackfish Oil 56c; Cod do 36@36e; Shore do at 35c;
Porgie do 32@33c.
Porgie scrap, $12 p ton; Fish do $8 to $10; Liver
do $9Vi; Livers 30@35c p bucket.

FORTRESS MONROE—Sid 7th, brig Fannie B
Tucker. Tucker, (from Baltimore) for Matanzas.
BALTIMORE—Ar 8th, sch W G K Mowrey.Campliell Calais.

PHILADELPHIA—Cld 7th, sch C B Wood, Stan-

Stripes, Agents for Centemeri
Kid Gloves.
Nuns’ Veilings,
Albatross,

TURNER
aprll

We

Notice. Ladies now using cream tartar and
soda in baking will have bettor results by using
Congress Yeast Powder. Try it in biscuits, cake,
doughnuts, pie crust, etc.
Slade’s English Mustard is sold by all gro-

which appears in

Peter’s Church, Albany, by Kev. AV. W.
Battersball, Sarah J. Potter of AVaterford, N. Y.,
to James E. Marrett of Pori land.
In Saco, Aprill 6, Albert L. Hooper and Miss Abbie L. AVard.
In Kumford, March 31, John Houghton of Byron
and Mrs. Catharine G. Abbott of Kumford.
in Andover, March 20, Forest W. Jones and Miss
Mattie F. Lovejoy.
in Liiicolnville, Mareb 19, Jos. C. Mahoney and
Miss Ida M. Churchill.
In St.

In Cape Elizabeth, 9th inst., Benjamin R. Lombard, aged 72 years, 4 months.
In KnightvUle, Cape Elizabeth, April 9, Sarah P.,
wife of John C. Palmer, aged 37 years 8 months.
Funeral Tuesday afternoon at 2 o'clock, at her
late residence, E. street, Knightville.
In Sanford, March 23, Hartley Linscott. aged
25 years.
In Kittery, March 30, Olive F. Locke, aged 33
years ti months.
In Perkins, March 29, David Reed, aged 03 years
4 months.
In Gardiner, March 20, Abbie B. Edgcomb, aged
47 years.
In East Pittston, March 25 Charlie A., son of Rev
Mr. Tyler, aged 11 months.

»

erk

Boston; Addie Sawyer, Cook, Hoboken for Boston; Lake, Woehawken for do; Senator, Bonsey,
do for Fall River; Abby Wasson, Lord, Port Johnson for Portland; Francis Coffin, Hanson, Amboy for

Point-a-Pitre.
Sid fm Cardenas 1st inst. brig Shannon, Sawyer,
for North of Hatteras; >cbs TB Witerspoon, Sheppard, and Emerson Rokes, Marston. do.
In port 1st inst, brig Labaina, Crowley, for North
of Hatterrs; schs Grace Bradley, Hupper; NormanAdams; Mary Helen. Crocker; Carrie E Wood-

per, for North of Hatteras.
Sid fm Matanzas 2d inst, brigs Henry B Cleaves,
Blake, New Orleans; F H Jennings, Tibbetts, Portland; sch C F Heyer, Polond, New York.
In port I st inst, barque Nellie Brett, Savin, for
New York; Don Justo, Jones, for North of Hatteras
brig Atlas, Gray, for Philadelphia; Addie Hale,
Wellander, for North of Hatteras; sch L B Wing,

Whitmore,

do.

_

w

Ar at Bermuda Mch 27, sch N E Symondg, Keene,
New York.
Ar at Lunenburg, NS, 3d inst, brig Ethel, Heisler,
Portland.
Cld at Windsor, NS, 2d inst, sch H S Townsend,
New York.

Cld at Cheyerie, NS, Mch 30, sch Norman, Smith,
Philadelphia; 3d, Virginia, Ackley, Lubec.
Sid fm Halifax Gth, sch Edmund, Barnes, for Portland.
Ar at

Lepreaux

Machias.

1st

Apl

11

York..Liverpool
Scythia.New
.New

Apl

13

..Apl 12
Santiago de Cuba..New York..Havana.Apl 12

York..Havana.Apl 14
Niagara
Apl 14
City of Mexico.New York..Havana
Alps.New A'ork.. I't au Prince .Apl 14
14
Olympus.Boston.Liverpool.Apl
14
New York.

Liverpool.Apl
Lake Manitoba.Portland....Liverpool.Apl IE
Alvo.New York..Kingston —Apl IE
Apl lti
Erin.New York..Liverpool

City of Montreal..

York..London

Apl 1C

Apl 1C
Silesia.New York.. Hamburg
Apl 1C
Britauic.New York..Liverpool
Apl 16
Anchoria.New Yprk. .Glasgow
Apl 2<
Colon.New York. Aspluwall
New York..Liverpool.Apl 2c
Parthis
Liverpool—Apl 25
Ontario.Portland
.Portland ..Glasgow.Apl 25
Quebec
Ldke Nopigon.Portland_Liverpool... .Apl 25
Apl 31
Accapulco.New York..Asplnwall
..

1:1 Pitt It J.:: NT., oppo-ilr Frcblc llonw.

pel Beating Machinery, Patented,
with Steam Attachments.

,

We make

Cor. Middle &

Exchange Sts.,

and sell first-class State, city,
town and Railroad Bonds.
Investments for trnst funds constantly on hand. Correspondence
solicited. Orders in Stocks and
Bonds executed daily in Boston,
New York and Philadelphia Stock

Bay

Exchanges.
jy27

eodtl

specialty

of each

department

of

our

Corns!

Cure Your
BY

USING

SCHLOTTERBECK’S

Corn, Wart & Bunion Solvent.
Entirely harmless; la not a caustic.
^
It removes Corns, IVarts. Bunions and CaUnue, ^
without leaving a blemish.
Brush for

applying

in eaoh bottle.

t&TA CURE IS GUARANTEE D.^SS
For .ole by all Driiggi.ru.
Frier 515 cents.
Try it and you will be convinced like thousand,
who have used it and now testify to its value.
A.k for Mchlolterbeck’* Corn nnil Wort
Solvent nnit Mike no other.

Spring & Summer

nov23___sndtf

GARMENTS, $2.00

for 89 cts.

I

Thursday, KID GLOVES

and

Wednesday

LOT

LARGE

ON

At Marked Down Prices.

April 6th & 7th.
Three Button Operas, best Kids made,
at only 89 cents.
Real Alexandre, 2 Button Black Kills,
at $1.00.
Our stock and assortment of Gloves
in all qualities was never so complete as

On this occasion we shall exhibit a line and varied
line of these goods—many entirely new in design.
Ladies desiring Novelties in Wraps, cannot fail to
be suited from our stock.

now.

Eastman Bros.

PRICES GEIMTOEEO LOU.

& Bancroft.
»sn_dtf_

New Dress Goods,

FINANCIAL.

Of the very best Spring Styles, with
Trimmings of all kinds to match.

JOHN F. ZEBLEY &

CO.,

Broad St., (Drcxel Building,) N. ¥.,
Dealers in County, City and
Town Bonds of Illinois, Kanand
sas, Missouri
Nebraska,
interest paying or defaulted. Information furnished. Correspondence solicited.
S&W3m
apr9
3

BROS.

RINES

sndtf

npr2

"MESS SHIRTS,

Swan & Barrett, SIX for $6.00,
BANKERS AND BROKERS,
middle

186

(CANAL

$1.00

a White Shirt, made to
order, at the above price,
which is guaranteed equal in every particular to goods advertised aud sold by
other parties at six for $9.00, or 50 cts.

We now have

Dealers in Government, Municipal and Railroad Securities.

onr

I, S. “Called” Bonds CASHED or
on favorable terms.
;

exchanged

—

OF

each shirt than we ask.
confident that our shirt will
give satisfaction, that we agree to refund the money on any which may not
perfectly satisfactory after they
lave been worn.
We intend to maintain the reputation
which we have gained, of selling the
BEST GOODS lor the LEAST MONEY.
Our 80 cent Shirt, is equal to the
We

HOTTSK

18 NEW 8T., NEW YORK.
(NEXT DOOKTOTIIE STOCK EXCHANGE.)
Securities bought and sold strictly on commission,
and carried as long as required, on favorable terms
and on a moderate margin. Deposits payable on de-

daily balances.

are so

tirove

—

HENRY CLEWS & CO.,

mand received.

own

more on

sneodtf

JaZ

BANKING

EACH.

Street

BLOCK.)

BANK

$1.00 goods usually sold.

Four per cent, interest
Members of the N. Y.

allowed on
Stock Exmarlfieodtf

change.

H. M. PAYSON & CO.,
IN

DEALERS

1st. PREMIUM

Government Bonds,

—

AT

—

1880.
State Fair, 1879.
KT. 33. Fair,1877.

Portland,

CITY AND TOWN KONDS,
BANK STOCK, &C.

No. 32

Exchange Street

POBTLAND, MAINE.
ao28eodtt

SAMUEL HANSON,
Banker

&

Broker,

194 Middle Street.

eodtf

oc23

B. BARNES, JR.,
Stoclx.

Broker,

50 EXCHANGE ST.,

PORTLAND, ME.

ANTED.—Twin

Lead,

Young

Deer Isle.

Edgemoggin, Gouldsboro, Cherrylleld
and other stocks.
Also European and North American
R. R. Stock and Bonds.
Portland, Me.,

Jan.

24,1881.

DIVIDENDS
UlVlUkllUVl

Lamson
Artist Photographer,
Opposite Falmonth Hotel,
MAINE.

PORTLAND,

dtf

'

GRASSSEEDS
Timothy,
Red Top,
N. N. Y. Clover,
Western Clover,
Alsike Clover,

Orchard Grass,
Blue Grass,

Millet,
Hungarian,

White Clover.

Also Flower anil Vegetable Seeds. For
sale at the Lowest Market Price, by

Kendall & Whitney,
PORTLAND

MAINE.

dlf

teb’J

jan25codtI

earned

near!'

every month by dealer
in Canadian Bank Stocks. 8100 earns .850, $20<
earns 8100 every active month—a legitimate fai
enterprise. The prosperous years ahead are bcinj
discounted now by the improved value of lirst-clasi
investments.
Lowest investment handled 850
Descriptive pamphlet free. Write enquiries. Wni
Wnlkerton & C’o., Ranker* nnd Broker*
•JACQUES CARTIER BANK, BLD’C, Montreal
Canada.
mar 25

!

0*“ lTp One Flight Only.
sep21

Government Bonds, First Glass
&c.,
Securities, Bank Stock,
at
New
and
sold.
Orders
bought
York and Boston Stock Exchanges
executed by wire.

Hecla, Douglass, Favorite,

VV oodbury & Moulton,

a

Jbusiues', employing only tirst-class help and tun*
mar28eodsntf
oBt only tirstrclass work.

Ladies’ & Misses'

*

York..Porto Rico

at

Tailor's Pressmen Employed.

Orders for Stocks and Bonds executed
in Portland, Boston, New York and other markets.
Maine Mining Stocks a Specialty.

FOR

D'/ED,

FOSTER’S
FOREST CITY DYE HOUSE,

-OF-

SPOKEN.

FINANCIAL.

CLEANSED OR

CAB PET CLEANING} by iuprovcd Car-

inst, sch Sabao, Flynn, from

Jan 20. no lat, &c, ship Magna Charta, Matthews,
from Cardiff for Callao.
April 9, 8 AM, oft’ Highland Light, barque Aunie
Lewis, from Baltimoie for Portland.

be secured, by having your

GARMENTS

OPENING

Boston.

gAlMKG DATSOESTEAH8HIPS.
Creseem City.New York. Panama

can

with

In order to close the balance of our stock at the
earliest possible date, we offer still greater reduction in price* of all goods in our store until ttalurday, April Ittth, when on that day all goods
remaining unsold will be sold at Public Auction.
All persons indebted to ns are requested to settle
their accounts before the first of May.
RICHARDS & CORLISS.
apr9 sn 2w*
Yarmouth, April 7, 1881.

_

Smith,

DEATHS

to-day

columns

NOTICE.

bury, Woodbury; Cumberland, Webber; Maggie
Dalling; Grace Webster, Young, and Kocheko, Jas

mARRIACBS.

our

«»'1*

A FINE JOB OF PRESSING,

reference to Taxes, that all persons interested may
comply with the tenor of such notice, particularly
the last clause with reference to the U. S. Govern- ]
ment Bonds, and deposits in Savings Banks, and!
thus save hard thoughts and possibly hard words, j
when too late.
aprl »ndtaprl5 |

dy,

cers.

°

wonld call special attention to tlio AMemurs’

Notice,

BROS.,

Congress Streets

490

Special Notice.

Sid fm Delaware Breakwater 7th, ship Alert, (fm
Bordeaux) for New York.
NEW YORK—Ar 8th. schs Lester A Lewis, hletcher. Savannah; J D Ingraham, Lewis, Virginia: Geo
E Youne, Marshall, Newport.
Ar 9th, barque Antonio Sala, Mitchell, Havana*
Below, ship Alert, Crocker, from Bordeaux.
Cld 8th. schs Mary E Webber, Harris, for Inagua;

_

Etna.New

&

488

nas.

_

FROM

A Cordial Invitation extended to all to examine the extensive
Stock.

Camel’s Hair, Ac.

Ar 8th, brig Rocky Glen, Higgins, Trinidad; schs
J W Woodruff, Barbour. St John, NB; S A Reed,
Guptill, Calais.
Cld 8th, barque Dirigo, Staples. Alexandria; brig
Antelope, Ray, Cardenas; schs Waldemar, Parker,
Wilmington, Del: O D Witherell, Gartteld, Boston.
NEWCASTLE, DEL—Ar 8th, seh Nettle Walker,
Ingalls,-. to load for an eastern port. fm PhllaPassed down 8th, brig Martha A Berry,
delphia for Charleston; Hattie M Bain, for Carde-

for

Fancy

Brocades A

ley, Boeton.

Vandalia, Alley, Boston.
Sid 8th, ship Castine for Trieste.
Passed the Gate 8th, schs Hiram, Boyd, New

in

Novelties
Goods,

from Bath.

_

..

ti

r>

Sid Gth, schs A F Ames, for Baranquilla; A D
Lamson, for Brunswick.
GEORGETOWN. SC—Cld Gth, sch Eflie J Simmons, Chadwick, Tbomaston.
CHARLESTON—Ar Gth, sch Wm Slater, Rilleit,
New York.
Ar 8th, sell E A Hayes, New York.
Sid 8th, sch S F Bird, south.
WILMINGTON, NC—Ar 8th, sch Jennie R Morse,

PROVIDENCE-Ar 8th, sch Yanklio Blade, Miller, Hoboken; Mary Augusta, Holt, Virginia.
Sid 8th, sch Dolp in, Chadwick, New York.
NEWPORT—Ar 7tli, schs J Whitehouse, Farnham, Kockport for Fortress Monroe; Mary W Hupper, Sumner, Wiscasset for do; Gcorgietia, Wood! ward, Providence for do.
Domestic market*.
Sid, schs Geo E Young. Marshall, for New Vork;
j Rachel Jane, Casbman, Portland for do.
(By Telegraph.)
Returned, schs L> Eddy, Mary Shields, Siubad,
New York. April 9.—Cotton closed at 10 13-16c
for middling uplands and 11 l-16c for middling Or- | and Charley Hanley, (and sailed again 8th, together
with
the above arrivals.)
leans.
PAWTUCKET—Ar 7th, sch Mary Augusta, Holt,
Flour—market quiet and easy; No 2 at 2 86@
James
River, Va.
3 55: Superfine Western andState 3 75®4 20; comNEW BEDFORD—Ar 8th, sch Fleetwing, Madmon to good extra Western and State 4 SS^.OO:
Rockland.
good to choice do at 5 00@tt 76; common to choice dox,
VINE YARD-^AVEN—Ar 7 th, barque Annie LewWhite Wheat Western extra at 5 00@6 00; Fancy
is, from Baltimore for Portland; schs S E Jayne,
do at (5 10@7 00; common to good extra Ohio 4 40
from Eilzabethport for Portland; Jr^MoKeith,
common
to
choice
extra
St
Louis
at
4
75;
@0
50®
rales, Port Johnson for Gardiner; Helen, Virginia
6 75: Patent Minnesota extra 6 50@7 00; choice to
for Rockport; Clara E Rogers, St John, NB for New
double extra at 7 10@8 00; City Mills extra at 5 45
Rockland for do; Mary
@5 60; low grades extra at 4 35@4 60; the sales York; Ivy Bell, and Carpo,
Eliza, and Benj Reed, from Portland for do; H L
for the week have been 90.000 bbls.
Marion
and
Curtis,
Wheat—market closed quiet and easy; No 2 Red
Draper, do for do; C A Ropes,
Lnbec for do; Sassanoa, fm Arrowsic for do; Geo B
Winter on spotl 23® 1 24; April at 1 22® 1 22%;
for
Belfast
do; Kolon, and Zampa, from
Ferguson,
May at 1 20%@l 20% ; 119%@1 19% for June;
Machias for do; Charlotte Augusta, Eastport for do;
1 17@1 19% for July; No 1 White, sales at 1 19%
for Newark: J Ponder, fm
Portland
David
for April; 1 18@1 18% May; 1 18 asked for June;
Torrey,
Ellsworth for Eddyville; Mabel Phillips, Portland
sales for the week have been 5,616,000 bosh.
W
for
Jos
Fish, St George for do: CharBaltimore;
Corn—closed dull and easier; No 2 on spot 68%c;
for Charleston: Helen G
April at 57%@67%c; sales for May at 64%; Juno lotte Fish, Damariscotta
for
Providence;
Calais
Guoddy, St Andrews,
541/i®54,/a; sales for the week have been 1.290,- King,for
NB,
do; A K Woodward, Ellsworth for do;do Ira
000 bush.
for
for
D
Wiscasset
do; Hope Haynes,
Sturges,
Oats—closed dull and weak;No 1 White 51; No 2
Newport; Edwin A Stevens, Portland for New Londo at 46%@47c; No 3 White 45%@45%c; No 1
don.
Mixed at 47c; sales for the week 727,000 bush.
Sailed, schs A Tirrell, Frank Pearson, Maggie D
Pork—market closed dull, but held much higher;
C
Marston, Woonsocket, M J Laughton. Sarah, L«Q
new mess on spot nominally at 17 50@18 00; old
Wishart Eva C Yates, Ell Brown, Fleetwing, Maud
do 1G 25@16 60; 18 00 asked for April; 17 60 askorest
l
Freddie
Eaton,
M
Smith,
Malloch, Elizabeth
ed May; 17 75 asked June; sales for the week 2,Belle. N J Miller, A Hammond, II E Willard, Mabel
000 bbl* on spot and 3600 for future delivery.
L Phillips.
Lard—market closed strong: prime steam on spot
EDGARTOWN—Ar 7th, sch Maggie E Gray,
at 11 12ya, sales at 11 12% April;ll 15@1117%
Crockett, Baltimore for Gardiner.
for May; sales 11 20 June; 11 26@11 27% July;
In port 7th, schs Susan, Kennedy, fm Rondout for
the
sales
for
week
5400
seller year 10 60@10 60;
Portland; J M Kennedy, Pomeroy, fm do for Portstes on spot and 66,000 for future delivery.
mouth:
Abbio S Emery, Emery, New York for BosTallow—steady at 6%@6 7-16c.
ton; Moses Eddy, S J Lindsey, Watchman, and
Butter—Best of new firm; others quiet; State
B
do for do.
ltobt
Smith,
at
do
18
dairies
and Western creameries
28@35c;
BOSTON—Ar 8th, brig Atlas, Gray. Havana via
@28.
Addie
Jordan, Leavitt, Hoboken; Para,
Matanzas;
Cheese steady and firm; State factories at 10Vi:
Bateman, Machias; Ida Emma, Jewett, Eastport;
@13%.
Martin W Bates, Willey, and Exchrnge, Greenleaf,
CnicAGO, April 9.—Wheat is steady at 1 02%@
Bootbbay; Caressa. Kay. Ellsworth; Empire, Em1 02% cash; 1 00 for April; 1 04%@1 04% May;
erson, Deer Isle; Albert, Lawson, Bangor; R H Col1 06% asked for June; 1 053/s for July. Corn at
son, Stevens, do.
at 38%c for April; 42%c for May; 42%@42% for
Cld 8th, sch M L Varney, Weeks, Bath; Oriole,
Oats 31%c
June; 43ysc for July; 43%c August.
Baker, Philadelphia.
for April; 36V4@35%c for Mav; 35%c for June:
Ar 9th, barque Chestina Redman. Elliott, Caiba34c for July; 28%c August. Pork higher at 17 26
rien; brig Motley, Cates, Havana; Ellen M Mitchell,
for April; 17 20 for May; 17 25 for June; 17 32%
Steuben; Rabboni, Coombs. Cienfuegos;
Thompson,
asked for July. Lard at 10 77% for April: 10 80
Kioto, Long, Havana; schs Melissa A Trask. Trask,
for May; 10 90 asked June; 10 97% asked July.
Savannah; Charlie & Willie, Weed, Philadelphia;
Lamoine, Leach, and B L Eaton, Grierson, Hoboken
Havana market.
Maggie Mulvey, Hart, and R C Thomas, Thorndike,
do; Vashti RGates. Warnock, do; EM Branscomb,
(By Telegraph.)
Dodge, aud Charter Oak, Oram. Weckawken; Eva C
Havana. April 9.—Sugar continued active and
Yates, Yates, Port Johnson; Sunbeam, Sannders,
prices well supported;; Molasses Sugar, regular to
Commerce, Hodgdon, and Sammy Ford, Algood polarization, at 6%@G% reals gold per ar- Amboy:
New York.
len.
to
fair
common
Muscovado
6%
reals;
robe;
Sugar
Cld
9th.
schs Nathan Cleaves. Atweod, Bahamas;
Centrifugal Sugars 92 to 96 deg. polarization in
Lookout, Holmes, Rockpcrt.
boxes and hhds 8V2@9 reals; stock in the warehouses at Havana and Matanzas 37,900 boxes, 72.FOREIGN PORTS.
800 bags and 107,700 hhds; receipts for the week
8000 boxes, 82,000 bags and 14,600 hhds; expons
At Antwerp 1st inst, ship Loretto Fish, Hodgman,
2800 boxes, 4,900 bags and 11,200 hhds, including
for Mansanilla, Mex.
4700 bags and all hhds to United States.
At Macassar Feb 12, barque Hudson, Carver, fm
Molasses quiet; quotations unchanged.
Sunderland; Neversink, Weeks, do.
Tobacco—little demand; Remedios Fillers $40@
Sid fm Pernambuco Mch 12, barque Isaac Hall,
Adams, New York.
$45 gold & cwt: Portido Fillers $45@$60; Vuelta
Abaio Fillers $55@$60.
Sid fm Rio Janeiro Mch 2, brig Aunie R Storer,
is
uu
nat;
Hutchinson, New York.
Spamsn gOUl l.yu'ffix.aov-i. Ujxcnange
Sid fm Cape Hayti 2d inst, sch Jennie A Stubbs,
United States UO days 0@OV4 prera; short sight do
Stubbs, New York.
7@7% prem.
Ar at Ponce Mch 13, barque Glacier, Small, from
Enrspean markets*
Wilmingtou via St John, PR; sch Saarbruck, Clark,
New
York; 16tn, sch Kate Carlton, Thorndike, from
By Telegraph.)
Liverpool, April* 9—12.30P.M.—Cotton market Portland.
Sid
Mch 15, brig Cora Green, Philbrook, Newport.
and
in moderate inquiry
freely met; Middling upCld at Mayaguez Mch 15, schs Delhi, Lynam, Malands at 6 l-16d;Orleans at 6Vfcd; sales 7.000 bales;
tanzas.
dull.
futures
speculation and export 1,000;
lu port Mch 24, sch Azelda & Laura, Jorgensen,

...

io

F Sawyer
Bunker. Portland.
NEW ORLEANS—Cld 7th, ship Prussia, McLoon,
Liverpool.
CEDAR KEYS-Sld 4th, sch W H Sargent, Low,
]Npw 'York.
PENSACOLA—Ar 1st, brig Emily X Sheldon,
Hayes, New lore.
Old 4tli, sell Ada F Whitney, Bartlett, Boston.
SAVANNAH—Ar 8th, sch Lizzie Heyer, Poland,

Our quotations are wholesale prices for faro lots,
and jobbing lots command an advance on our fig-

J1ICUIUIU, U1CM

for Ladies and Children,

Surah and Satin

DOMESTIC PORTS.
PASCAGOULA—Cld Gtb, sch Nellie

Gloucester Fifth market.

Elysia.New

Central.

Portland, April

_

^

Comptroller Lawrence of the Treasury Department has decided that the government telegraph service must be on the same basis of
rates us is charged by the Rapid Telegraph

sentence

F18HEBMEN.
Ar at Newport 7th, schs Elisabeth M Smith, and
Woonsocket, from Portland, bound south; Maggie
W Willard, do for do.
Ar at Vineyard-Haven 7th iust, sch Cynosure, fm
Boot bay bound south.
Ar at Liverpool, NS, 3d inst, sch Wm Keene,Webber, IVrl)S'id, flghlDg, (and cld 4th.)

mining SI locks.

ENDING

Jackets & Ulsters,

Foulard Silks,
Satin de Lyons,

grounded on

San Francisco. April 9.—The following are tbe
c'osintrquotations of Mining stocks to-day:
Alta.— 3% Noonday. 1%
Alpha. 4V8 Hale & Noroross... 5%
Grand Prize.
Belcher.— 2%
%
Best & Belcher..
8% Mexican. G%
Bullion. J1V2 Northern Belle. ....15
California. lVs
Opbir. 6Vs
3
GboPaor.
Overman.
1%
Eureka Con.27Va Union Con,. 9%
Crown Point..1% Sierra Nevada.15%
Exchequer. 1% Yellow Jacket. 4%
Gould & Curry. 6% Bodie.52.6
3% Potoei. 3%
savage.
Bulwor. 2
Con. Virginia. 2
Northern Belle declares a regular dividend of 60
cents and an extra dividend of 25 cents.

FOR TIIE WEEK

&c.

Sch Jennie R Morse, of and from Bath for WilSill inst,
mington, NC, while entering the latter port

..

Magdalena, where the Peruvian flag now flies.
The government was formally installod at
Magdalena on the 19th inst. in tho presence of
a large Concourse.
Don Calderon first took tho oath of office,
and a full ministry was inducted into office.
Most of the important towns have given ad-

Cloth Garments,

Surah Silks,

...

(By Telegraph.)

snat

Lawrence.

In Merreillcux and Satin de Lyons.

HEnoiAKDA,

North western'prcferrfctl...136
Milwaukee^ St. Paul.
112%
St. Paul preferred.129%
New Jersey Central.101%
.319%
Union Pacific
Western Union Tel. Co.11G

Provisional Government in Peru.

Ellsworth, Jas

Barque Casco, Lfatltt, from Philadelphia for Cardenas which piit into Bermuda Mch 29 iu distress,
had a succession of gales for e^ght days, and was
leaking badly When she reached port. She commenced to discharge lit.
Brig Henry T Wing, Small, from Maceio. before
reported at Norfolk leaky, has repaired and sailed
for Philadelphia 7th inst.
Sch Geo W Glover, of Rockland, was run into 7th
near Nausct, bv a Btcataer, and lost forotopmast and

Rock Island.
136%
Illinois Central.137
C. B. k. Quincy.164
Chicago & Alton. 138
Chicago ts Alton preferred.. 147
New York Centra)..
146%
Lake Shore..130 Va
Michigan Central. 111%
Erie .;. .! 47%
(fir ie preferred. 87%
North western: ....«••. ..123

Panama, March 30.—The Herald Lima dispatch of March 10 says: Matters are assuming
a quieter aspect.
A Provisional Government
has been sworn in, and under arrangements

of

Silk Garments

Silk Merveilleux,

merchants’ excharge.
Cld at London 6th Inst, ship Ne Plus Ultra, Borden. New York.
cid at London 7tU inst, ship Marcia Greenleaf,
Bunker, Bangor.

...

closing quotations

12.

JApn-il

TUESDAY,

from

...

....

L

Sch Grace Grace Greenwood, Hiltz, Lockport, NS,
A I) W hidden & Co.
Sch J L L roesley, (Br) Crossley, Cheverie, NS—
master.
Sch Addle J, Fiekett, Macliias—N Blake.
Sch City of Ellsworth, Grant, Ellsworth—Chase
Bros.
Sch Fanny, Rice, Prospect Harbof—N Blake.
Sch Leontine, Bragdon. Sullivan—N Blake.
Sch Jas Lawrence, Babbidge, I>eer Isle—N Blake.
Sell Cinderella, Webber, Round Pond—N Blake.

@479Va gold.

were

TURNER BROS.’

man.

Stack anUmonev Market.
(By Telegraph.)
New York, April 9.—Money closed quiet at 5@0
The bank statement is favorable,
on
call.
cent,
per
showing a steady iocrtnre In the reserve. bankers
Sterling Exchange is higher'; We quot#:
bills at 4.81 per db (of $4.8665
asking rates, 60-daydemand
483Va, against 480%
par value), and on
@483 one week ago. Commercial bills at 479%

following

SATURDAY, April 9.
Arrived.
Sch Harriet S Brooks, Quigley, Richmond—coni
to Portland & Rochester RR.
Sch Freddie Walter, Harding, Virginia,—oysters

Cleared.

New Vork

The
stocks

A T

Sch E G Willard, Adams, Philadelphia—
Sch Odell, Winslow, New York— Canton Steam
Mills.
Sch Sophia Wiley, Hams, Newark—N M Wood-

2,818,600
257,800

.....

GRAND OPENING.^-

PORT OF PORTLAND.

to Timmons & Hawes.
Sch Traverse, Lano. Boston.
Scb Eliza Abby, Pinker, Gloucester.
Sch William Franklin, Davis, Calais-knees to
Tavlor.
Sch Regulator, Blake, Bucksport.

Klauk dtnitifcient*
New York, April 9.—The following is the week
\y Bank statement ending to-day:
$4,95G,300
Loans, increase.

California

were

Sophie Piecffsky’s

39%

..

ol
informed ol
the detention and that no telegrams would be
forwarded unless countersigned by the Assistant Prosecutor Mouravitff.
Several officials are pronounced guilty of
neglect of duly in connection with the search
for dynamite mines in Liitle Garden street
aud will bo pul on trial.
Gen. Mavriusky,
who failed to seo anything suspicious at the
i'll* csouionger's shop, nearly fainted while be
ing interrogated by the prosecutor during the
trial ol the Nihilists on Friday.
St. Petersburg, April 10.—At tho trial
of the Nihilists Saturday Assistant Frosecun i
Mouravitff s'rongly
denounced the revolutionary doctrines and deeds avowed by tho
accused and demanded tho severest penalty
for ail alike and concluded by declaring that
the fidelity of people to the imperial tin-one
was unshaken and that tho efforts of the terrorist. party in this direction had proved absolutely abortive. The prisoners listened unmoved.
J; lntboff aud Kibaliscliitisch took
notes.
At 5.30 in tlio afternoon a recess was
taken until 7 o'clock when counsol fordo
tense spoke about two hours. About 7 o’clock
Jeliaboff rose to speak in his own behalf, lie
was several
times interrupted by the preWhen Jeliaboff finished tie
siding judge.
court asked tho accused
it they bad any
further defence to urge.
They replied in the
negative. The court retired for consultation
and returned at 12.30 this morning. Twentyfour questions} formulated for determination
concerning the prisoners’ guilt were then
read aud the court again retired toconsidei
the verdict. After three hours’ deliberarion i!
returned at 0.20 a. m. w ith a verdict of guilty
against all; and sentence of death by hanging
the

00%
137%
160%
29%

requirements.

SOUTH AMERICA.

chemicals, apparatus, etc., placed on a table
aud guarded by a gendarme with a drawn
sword. The prisoners are all attired in black.
Jeliaboff and Sophie Pieoffsky refused to anAll telegrams describswer several questions.
ing the first day’s proceedings were Retained al
Thursday correspondents

28
105 V2

Reserve, increase...
2,560,800
The banks now hold $2,184,975 in excess of legal

whelming odds.
Trouble Brewing Between Franco and
Tunis.
Tunis, April 10.—A telegram from the
French government to the Bey states that the
French troops will cross the frontier to chastise
the Kroumirs and reckons on the support oi
the Bey’s troojis ahd thdt it W*J1 also be necessary for the French to occupy the valley of the
river Medjerdah, which also bisects the regency. The Bey has replied that he cannot consent to any such steps. Since he is both able
and willing to repress disorder on his side of
the frontier he protests against the invasion
of hU territory in violation of the treaty and
delares that he cannot hold himself responsible for the consequences if the Frencli persist
in their intention.
Constantinople, April 9.—Bey of Tunis
has invoked protection of the Porte against
France.
Paris, April 9.—A dispatch from Tunis asserts that Italian emissaries have gone to the
frontier and openly promise tho aid of the
Italiau army.
Death of Prince Pierre Napoleon.
London, April 11.—Prince Pierre Napoleon
died at Versailles Friday of gout.

NEWe,

M.AY11 rsTK

10%
11 Vs
7%

10%
11 %
Aspinwall Land.. 7%
Flint & Pern Marquette common.. 28
100
C.S.& Clef
Hartford & Erie 7fi>......
00%
A. T. & S.JF.138
Boston & Main?.ii..150
C. S. & Cleft.:. ...I..' 29%
Eastern. 38%
Flint & Pere Marquette preferred. 89

Circulation, decrease.

tion.

occupied

ujuaumc, jjapcio

Boston Land.
Water Power.

SPECIAL NOTICES.

MINIATURE ALMANAC.APRIL 11.
San ris. s.G.22 I High water, (p M).. 9.01
Sunsets.6.39 l Moon seta... ■,. 3.38

M toe It market.

following Quotations of stocks were received
Saturday by vVoodbury h Moulton 'members of the
Boston Stock Exchange), corner of Middle find Ex
change street*:
O/wnino. Closing*
The

Specie, increase.
Legal tenders, decrease.
Deposits, inreease.

Paris, April 10.—Advicos from Tripoli confirm tho reports of the massacre of Col. Flatters' expedition.
Every Frenchman perished
after a courageous resistance against over-

iu hearing speeches for the prosecution. In
court room are various
tho centre of the
of
articles
tangible ovidenee against the

§ers

WASHINGTON.

Czar’s

St. Petersburg, April 9 —Iu the trial ol
the Nihilists implicated in the assassination ol
the late Czar, which commenced on the 7th.
after the reading of the indictment was concluded the president of the Court asked the
prisoners in turn whether thoy wished to say
anything. Russakoff, who threw one of the
bombs, spoke for half an hour. Ho said ho
primarily" desired to agitate peacefully, but
entered into the late conspiracy, seeing no
other way out of social troubles, MichielofT,
who was arrested as he enterod Russakoff’e
house, said he belonged to the Terrorist faction
of tho party, but denied Russakoff’s statement that he participated in tho arrangements
for the murder of the Czar.
Hossy Helfmaun
acknowledged that she kopt the conspirators’
lodging house, which was a depot for tlieii
implements, but denied having aclivoly participated in the Czar’s assassination, lvibaltschitiscli, boinhmaker, avowed his connection
with the will of the people’s party, their wish,
he said, being to gain their objects by peaceful
propaganda, but they were reluctantly obliged
to adopt terrorist measures. Up admitted preparing five bombs. Sophie Pieoffosky avowed
her participation in tho preparation of the
Moscow mine and in the murder of the Czar.
Jeliaboff, who is the most intelligent of the
prisoners, fluently related ifitb diabolical
satisfaction the history of the two Alexandrofsky mines. He said he was tho head of one
group of the party and was charged by the
Executive Committee with the work of organising the attack by bombs and was connected
with the Sadowa street mine as a simple
worker. After these declarations tho Procurator stated it would perhaps be possible to
shorten the trial.
Jeliaboff in bis statement attempted to extenuate the cases of Russakoff and Michailoff
by asserting that the former was only a propagandist among the workmen and knew
nothing of the arrangement fdt- the murder ol
the Czar udtil the day of its accomplishment,
aud that the latter was entirely unconnected
with the crime. The whole of the second day's
proceedings wore occupied with the examina
tion of witnesses, a majority of whom were
officials, soldiers and policemen. Jeliaboff
showed great skill in cross-examiug witnesses,
and succeeded iu utterly confusing one ol
them.

go home, and thus figures in the attempt to
kidnap the child. Superintendent Walling
advised Captain Gunner to let Rev. Dr.
Huercb go at once to Philaphia and there endeavor to identify the man.
He alone saw
him and his report will at once determine the
action of the police and the connection of the
prisoner with the nefarious plot. Dr. Huerch
proceeds to Philadelphia today and will return
at once ar.d report.
The police have learned that Fredericks
came over in the steamer Republic with Vogel
on the trip last October,
when the Strasburwere also passengers, and from that time
ates probably his connection with the plot.
Disagreement in the Seawanhaka Case.
The jury in the case of the Seawauiiaka disaster have disagreed. Ten were for Conviction
uf the steamboat inspectors and two for ac-

speaker were loudly applauded.

RE-

1

,,

The United Irishmen Denounce England.
Brooklyn, April 10.—The O'Donovan Rossa Club of United Irishmen of King’s county,
met this afternoon.
O'Donovan Rossa himself
spoke on the present crisis in Irish affairs. He
said he had no faith that England would give
Ireland anything unless the Irish showed
they were prepared to fight for what they
wanted.
James McDermott, a member of the organization, made a violent speech and said he believed there was more virtue iu a pound of
nitro-glycerine or dynamite than in all the
resolutions that could be passed by public assemblies. The revolutionary sentiments of the

FAVORABLY

Death,

Fifty-fifth street and Lexington avenue
forged nolo to Kabbi Huercli, asking

with a
that Vi'rt

BILL

CEIVED IN IRELAND.

The Blackmailing Case.
New York, April 9.—A consultation was
held at tho police headquarters this morning
its to the manner of getting to
this city the
prisoner Eugene Fredericks, arrested in Philafor
in
the
blackmail
case.
delphia
Complicity
The prisoner refuses to come to this aity without a requisition. As the matter Stands Superiutendeut 'Walling advised Captain Gunner to
secure the identification of the prisoner before
taking steps to obtain the requisition. The police have information that Fredericks is the
man who on March 27
went to the synagogue

rent.

_London, April

THE LAND

NEW YORK.

at

a xtcted. At one o’clock the condition of the
sullerer showed do change.
Brigands at Salonica.
Constantinople, April 10 —Brigands near
Salonica have captured an Englishman and
demand £1500 ransom for him.
Thi Land Bill Favorably Received In Ireland
Dublin, April 0—The hind bill is received
with more or less favor by a'l sections of tho
press. Agitation upon the bil) has already
cnmnenced in the North of Ireland.
The
measure is being watuiiy discussrid throughout
Ulster, and three meetings will be held next
week to consider it.
Tho Laud Lsaguo has issued circulars to
prominent Land Leaguers throughout the
country and to members of Parliament who
are Land Leaguers, requesting them to attend
a special meeting at Dublin on
Tuesday Jto
consider the land bill.
Earl Cowpor, Lord Lieutenant of Irelann,
circular to magistrates
lias 'addressed a
throughout Ireland, requesting theirofco-operation in stopping the illegal holding
League
courts, and reminding them that all persons
of pitch courts*
tho
in
proceedings
taking part
ate liable lo arrest undor the coercion act.

Trouble Brewing: Between France a tic
Tunis.

FROM

quittal.

[Oil City Derrick.]
Colonel Solon is a member ot the Bavardage
club. His positiou in the club is sbowu by his
words, for when askod who were the shining
lights of the organization, ho said modesty for-

INDICATIONS FOB

THE WESTERN FLOODS.

APRIL 11.

dim

PRIZE MOSEY SOW READY,
the officers and men of Farragut’s Fleet,
Call
the Mississippi River, in April, lsr,2.

1AOR
or

on
on

Centen-

Atfy.
address, Z. K. HARMON,
Portland, Me.
Block, i)3 Exchange
d&WotrU
Pension

nlal

mar SO

Is

offered to

good opportunity
well
BUSINESS.
purchase the stock ami good will of
store. Good neighborhood and
tablished
A

a

low rent.

aprAdtl

es-

grocery
Bat a few hundred dollars required.
\VM. 11. JERK IS, Gaboon Block.

m

N,

THE

PRESS.

WATER COLORS.

A Superb Exhibition at

MOSDAT KORXIAti. APRIL 11.

MUSIC AND THE DRAMA.

Davis’ Gallerj

BARNEY MACAULEY.

_

To-day, Mr. Cyrus F. Davis will open to th
public at bis gallery an exhibition of painting
from tho studios of the leading America 1
water colorists, most of which were shown i a

CITY AND VICINITY.
NEW

ADVERTISEMENTS TO-DAY.

the recent display at the Academy of Desig
by the American Water Color Society wlios 0
headquarters are in New York. Exoept upo 1
special occasions, like some popular fair who
pictures have been loaned by our citizens, an j
a few artists from abroad have sent contribr
tions to get up an art gallery, Portland ha 3

ENTERTAINMENT COLUMN.
New Portlaud Theatre—Mazeppa.
SPECIAL NOTICES.
Grand

Opening—Turner Bros.
MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.

Studley—2.
T. P, McGowan—1.
NEW

ADVERTISEMENTS.

never had any great public exhibitions of work s
of art other than the
receptions from givei
time to time by our local talent, and occasion
al sales. The latter however hardly rise to th' >

Special—Studlev.

Millett & Little—2.
House For Sale.
Annual Exhibition—Horse and Carriage Mart.
AUCTION COLUMN.
Important Sale of Real Estate.
Manufacturers’ Sale—Horse and Carriage Mart.
Large Sale of Oil Paintings.

Read Studley’s advertisement of
at low prices.
Prang’s

variety,

at

new

■

dignity

of an art exhibition, as generally un
We think we can truthfully sa;
that there has never been a better collectioi
of either oil or water color, gathered togetlie
in this city, in which there were choicer o

derstood.

goods

representative pictures by Americai 1
artists, as in the one now offered, including a
more

beautiful Easter Cards in great
T. P, McGowan’s Book Store.

it does Mr. Bellows’ celebrated

We have put all our 50 cent Kids into
our
25 cent lot and now sell
you a good Throe Button Kf-d for 25 cents.
253 Middle St.

Studley,

the

man

Dr. O. Fitzgerald,
who makes so many wonderful
cures,

will visit Portlaud, Falmouth Hotel,
Friday
and Saturday, the 15th and 10th, anu will examine all who may call on him,
free of

charge.

apStd

__

As of Old, large and medium sized ladies
find perfect fitting Hoop Skirts and Corsets at Fitzgerald’s, 534
Congress streot.
cau

ap-"'

dtf
_

French Advertising Cards.—The best productions of six of the leading houses of Paris.

Fitzgerald,
■ivaltf

534

Congress, agent

for Maine.

Forty years’ experience of an Old
Nurse.
MRS. WINSLOW’S SOOTHING
SYRUP is the prescription of one of the best
female physicians and nurses in the United
States, and has been used for forty years with
never-failing success by millions of mothers for
their children. It relieves the child from pain,
cures dysentery and diarrhoea, griping in the
bowels, and wind-colic. By giving health to
the child it rests the mother. Price
Twentyfive Cents a bottle.
uov27SMW&w6mo
Superior Court.
BEFORE JUDGE BORREY.
Saturday.—In the case of Mary P. Cobb
Joseph M. York, a suit for services as a

against
domestic,

money paid out, the jury rendered a verdict
for the plaintiff for $15.39.
Strout & Holmes for plff.
rf. & H. B. Cleaves for deft.

Municipal Court.
BEFORE JUDGE

BRIGHT.

Saturday.—Andrew Doherty and Moses Bass.
Intoxication. Fined $3 and costs oach.

Brief Jottings.
deaths were reported in this city the
past week.
Knight, Redlon & Co. are building a block
of two first class booses on Cumberland street.
Bosworth Post has appointed a committee to
arrange for a grand six days fair, beginning
Oct. 31st.
The First Free Baptist Society realized over
§100 net from their recent course of lectures
and the Old Folks' concert.
The amount of the contract for
the

./Ten

building
bag factory at Richmond, Me., is §90,000, not
§9,000 as incorrectly printed.
Opening of the bids for furnishing the several departments of the city with blank books
and stationery for the ensuing year, was postponed Saturday.
*

The 23-ton boiler for the Clara Clarita has
been completed by Qninn & Co., and the firm
is full of work.
The total value of foreign exports for the
past week was §279,015.08.
Included in the
exports were 432,189 feet lumber.
The machinery at the Golden Circle
Milling
and Minning Co.’s stamp-mill on Commercial
next to Stanwood’s, was tried
Saturday
afternoon.
It worked admirably and attracted a large crowd of the curious.
Yesterday was Palm Sunday and was appropriately celebrated in the Catholic churches.
The Boston & Maine Railroad is having
four new passenger cars and two baggage cars
in its shops at South Lawrence, which
«■’“* will be finished previous to June 1st and
placed
on the maiu line, besides a number of
new

street,

Haas, Quartley, Champ, Van Elten
many other equally prominent before tho

of a different pattern from the others
the road.
During the present week divine service will
be held daily at St. Paul's church at 10.30 a.
nt.,
and on Wednesday, and Frday at 7.30
p. m.
Easter services at 10.30 and 3.
We have received the Musical Herald for
April. It contains much valuable editorial
matter and correspondence, besides some adcars

now on

mirable music.
The fishermen have been stocking largely
the last week. J. Loreitt & Co. paid out over
§2000 Saturday for fares.
Fire on Congress Street.
Officer Gill pulled in an alarm from box 24
Saturday night, about 11.15 o’clock. The fire
proceeded from the basement of Irving J.
Brown’s shoe store, located io the Lynch
block on Congress street, next to the First
Parish church. The most of the stock was in
the cellar, where the fire originated, as Mr.
Brown bad been preparing for the spring
trade, and his store had been repainted and
fixed up. The origin of the fire is unknown.
Mr. Brown went heme to Old Orchard, about

9p.

m., and when Mr. Davis, the clerk, entered the cellar, prior to going home at 11 o’clock,
he fouud everything all right.
The building is of brick, throe storied, occu-

by

pied

Brown’s shoe store-and Greene &
caody store on the first floor, and by
Felt as a boarding-house overhead.
The loss on stock suffered by Mr. Brown cannot be ascertained at present, but it must have

Sptyer’s
been

severe, since the

greater portion of the

goods had been placed in
painting was going on in

tlic cellar while the
the store overhead.
Mr. Brown had $1,700 on stock, and $300 on
store furniture in the Guardian of
London,
with W. Alien, Jr.; $1000 on stock iu the London with Prentiss Loring; $2000 on stock in
the Farragut of New York, with Charles Spar-

$1000 on stock with J. W. Munger.
Mrs. Felt calls her loss $300, and she had
*1000 insurance with Sparrow in the Farragut.

row;

New Postal Car.
A new postal car was brought to this city
Saturday by the Maine Central Railroad Co.
from their car shops in Waterville, whore it

built, and will be put on the through
Pullman train from Bangor to Boston. Heretofore the postal cars have, been used partly for
was

baggage, bnt this is

to be used entirely in the
It is finished in white ash
and is fitted up with all the modern conveniences, with powerful reflecting lamps,
numerous closets and everything to facilitate
the labot of the clerks. The ornamental tvork
both inside and out, is in the highest style of
the art, and the car is far ahead of anything

postal service.

of the kind

ever ran on

the road.

Accidents.

Saturday evening Mrs. Bond was descendstairs in Eastman Brothers’ store. She
misstep and foil to the floor, injuring
her severely. She was taken to her home on
a

Yorkjstrect.
Saturday afternoon while
dren were at play opposite

color painting as understood and
practiced at the present day is of comparative
ly recent origin, dating no further back that
the first of the present, and latter part of the
preceding, century, Mhen the impetus that has
in our day made it the rival of oil painting was
Water

given it by Turner and Girtin, the former
working almost, if not entirely, in this way
until his election as a member of the Royal
1803.
Though wator color, as
now practiced, is of such recent growth yet
the use of water as a medium for mixing colors is one of, if not the oldest, known processes
of preparing pigments for application and was

universally employed by the earlier masters up
to the time of the Van Eycks, who are said to
have been the inventors of oil painting. The
modern motliod of using water color differs
from the old in that now the pigment is applied in thin washes, one over another, until
the requisi te strength and color is obtained,
whereas the old way was to mix up the paint
in “body” thick like cream, laying on tho desired tint at once. Water color painting has
its 6trong advocates, and equally strong opponents, among artists, and arguments on both
sides have at times waxed warm; too often
sorry to Ray, rounded on comparisons,
which, in such a case, are about as sensible as
it would be to argue that a peach is not as desirable a fruit as an orange because it dots not
have the flavor of the latter.
The truth is,
both oil and water colors have their own specwe are

ial characteristics and advantages, each a
ruler in its own domain, which may not be invaded by the other.
Mr. Stephen Berry has prepared a very neat
catalogue of this exhibition. Among the landscapes that will appeal to every artistic eye, at
once, are “Evening” by George H. Smillie,
and “Cloudy Day in Autumn” by Agnes D.
Abbott. The lady also displays some lovely

pennies.

Quartley’s “Old Shipyard” and
“Old Saw Mill” exhibit some wonderful effects. Colman’s warm, rich “Pine Treos of
Bord ighern,” with the Mediterranean in the
distance,

and a careful detail, worthy of the closest examination.
Fidelia Bridges’ “Snow-birds” are
lovely.

a

of Rev. C. J. Clark and Drs. Vose and Palmer
called, who set the bones. She was afterwards
carried to her hom^at 180 Franklin street.
Real Estate.
The following transfers were reported Saturday in this county:

Windham—Louise A. Morton to Edward C.
Morton, lot of land.
Louise A. Morton to Mary S. Riggs, lot of
land.

ship,

to

Paulina G.

Win-

13 acres land

Mr. Riddle’s Reading.
Mr. Riddle gave his second and last reading
s
Saturday afternoon, at Rossini Hall, to another

delighted

and

possesses

These are but
this morning.

a

a

sensuousness

few we have space for notice

We hope our readers will see to it that Mr.
Davis receives a proper patronage for the labor ne has been put to in order to secure this
admirable collection; a collection that will do
more to educate a proper taste in art than can
be estimated.
Especially valuable will it
prove to our public school children now that
they have so far advanced in drawing.
Failures the Past Quarter.
We have received from Mr. T. Frank Jones
of E. Russell & Co.’s Mercantile Agency, the
failures for the United States and Canada for
the throe months ending March 31st, 1881, together with the amount of liabilities:
States and
Number of Amount of
TerritoriesFailures.
Liabilities.
Eastern States.263
$ 2,518,461
Middle States.415
10,906,867
Southern States.526
5.610,380
Western States.433
4,192 847
Pacific States and Territories 124
1.318,695

Total.1,761

$24,447,250

Dominion of Canada.166
2.026,556
The increase of loss by bad debts during the
first quarter of 1881 is very apparent, as compared with the losses in the corresponding period of the previous year. The figures show
that the liabilities of failures for the first three
months of 1881 are $24,000,000, as compared
with 812,000,000 for the fist three months of
1880. It is true that the increase in the number of failures is not so large, but the increase
in the amount of liabilities is somowhat
significant. The'doubling up of loss in this direction is rather a startling indication in view of

supposed highly prosperous condition of the
country; and it is somewhat confirmatory of
an impression that has been
gaining ground
in a good many quarters that little or no
money has been made in the past three months
in proportion to the magnitude of the business
transacted, far less than in any throe months
since September 1870, from which time it is
supposodthe return of prosperity may bo
a

dated.
There are, however, special causes to account
for the increased number of business casualties in certain sections. Thus, in the South-

States,

not

only

have

the

failures more
than doubled in number, but a similar increase
is noticed in the liabilities.
This is attributed
to a variety of causes; the weather has been
unfavor able for business and for agricultural
operations; the autumn purchases were far in
excess of subsequent wants, and there Is no
ern

manner of doubt but that the modo
nf nrodnnt.inn nf rnt.trtn n*A cnr>h

and

cost

to

the possibility of profits for tho producer very
meagre.
In the Western States the
excessively severe winter has no doubt contributed to swell
the increase in the number of failures and in
the amount of liabilities, but beyond this it is
difficult to discover any special causes for
apprehension in that section. It remains to be
seen how far the crops will be affected
by the
quantity of snow which has fallen, and which
has remained such a length of time, but it is
certain that the season for agricultural
pursuits will be an unusually late one everywhere.
In the country generally, however, while the
failures have not been specially numerous, the
above figures indicate that the avorago indebtedness is much higher than in the previous
years, and it is evident that the lines of credit
are being extended with very much the same
rapidity with which business generally is expanding. Tho anticipations of another good
crop; increased mineral production, and continued large arrivals of immigrants are,
perhaps, justifications for tho expansion visible on
every hand. But the indications for the future need to be closely watched,
especially
with regard to whether or not the productive
sources of the country continue to
yield in proportion to the extension of business, and the
marked development of the tendency to increased lines of credit.
The number of failures is 17G1 against 1432
in tho first quarter of 18S0, 2524 in 1879 and
3355 in 1878. The liabilities are in round numbers twenty-four millions, against twelve millions last ye ar. forty-three millions in 1S79 and
eighty-two millions in 1878.

Home for Aged Men.
There was a large attendance of business
men at the office of T. C.
Hersey, Esq. Saturday afternoon, to see if the “Mercantile Home
for Aged Men” would accept the act of incorThe act allows tho association to
hold property to the amount $100,000, and the
original corporators, as published in the Press,
are Wm. G. Davis, T. C.
Hersey, Ebeu Corey
Ira P. Farrington, Samuel E. Spring, H. J.
Libby, W. W. Thomas, Edwin A.

poration.

number of chilNo. 217 Cumberland street, the whole length of the fence fell
striking in its fall Etta Allen, a little girl
about ten years of age, fracturing both bones
of the left leg midway between the ankle and
knee. The child was carried into the residence

Gray—Richard Colley

and
peo-

ple.

^^oilt
bay

“Littli

Academy in

Harper’s Bazar.—This beautiful weekly
publication is a welcome visitor to the parlor
circle. The number for the ensuing week lias
been received by N. G. Fessenden, Lancaster
Ilall, and D, Wentworth, 553 Congress, corner
of Oak street.

and for

picture

Thistle Down,” owned by Goupil & Co.—am
by many con sidered the finest water color evei
painted by an American artist—Nicoll’s Rap
ids of Niagara,” Wyant’s “Summer,” anc
works by Colmon, the two Smillies, Abbott
Gifford, Miss Bridges of Salem, Mass., Di

appreciative

audience.

His

selections were even more pleasing than those
of the ovening previous and were rendered
with that art which has become, with him,
second nature.

Norton,

James P. Baxter and John O. Proctor. It was
voted unanimously to accept the act. Messrs.
W. L. Putnam, T. C. Hersey, M. N. Rich
and Eben Corey wore appointed a committee to draw up, for future
organization, a constitution and by-laws. A number of associate
corporators were voted in.
Mr. Hersey presided at the meeting and Mr.
Corey was secre-

tary.
Larceny.

Officers Field and Burnham arrested William Gray yesterday for
stealing two pairs of
boots; one from Mr. Samuel Gregory, the other
from Mr. Mclntire, on board a
vessel in this
harbor. They recovered the boots.
Irish Land League.
There will be a meeting of the Irish
Land
League to-night. The League will discuss the
resolution:
following
"Resolved, that the in-

of the Irish race can be conserved
more
Home Rule than absolute independence.

ter esUi

by

This evening Mr. Barney Macauley will ap'
pear at Portland Theatre in the "Messengei
from Jarvis’s Section.” The Cincinnati Com.
mercial says: The welcome which Mr. B. Macauley received at the hands of the audience
at Pike’s last night, was of the kind too rare
in these days of the stage, when its wandering
exponents abide not long enough in one place
to take any hold on public regard.
It was oi
the old “three times three”cliaracter,evidently
sincere—one of those greetings that sends the
hearts up in the throats of even veterans. The
recipient was evidently affected, but rallied to
his task and became.Uncle Dan’l at once. Mr
Macauley was always admirable in comedy,
and in his new play, written with an especial
eye to his physical gifts and personal traits, he
is charmingly natural, while making
every
point as only a finished and experienced actor
can.
He “plays with brains too,” and without forcing the fun infuses into his audience
the unctuous humor of the part, until
everybody is laughing except himself, until at the
climaxes all join in the spontaneous calls before the curtain.
NOTES.

Edgewood

Folks drew two small audiences
to Portland Theatre Saturday.
The company
are worthy of a better
play,
Admiral Carr-Glyn, to whom Adelaide Neilson left the bulk of her fortune, intends to set
aside the sum of £3000, and devote the interest to the relief of necessitous members of the
dramatic profession. Henry Irving and J. L.
Toole with join the admiral in administering
the relief.
Miss Sally Williams, a daughter of Fred
W illiams, formerly stage manager at the Boston Museum, has made a success as a singer
in “Cinderella at School” at Daly’s Theatre,
New York city.
Miss Williams resided in
Portland when her mother was a member of
Fanny Marsh’s company.
A new play, entitled “The Convict,” adapted from Belot’s “Stranglers of Paris’” by Fred
G Maeder, will be produced at the PhiladelArch next Monday, with Joe Wheelock
u the star part.
Audran’s new opera “The Moscat” will have
its first production in this country at the Gai-

fihia

ety Theatre, Boston, to-night.
at

Maude Forrester will appear in "Mazeppa”
Portland Theatre Wednesday and Thursday.

Personal.
Miss Clara Allen, for about five years past
a clerk in the Registered Letter department in

post office, tendered her resignation and
left the office Saturday.
A petition has been forwarded to the department at AVashington, asking for the esour

tablishment of a post office at the west end
and the appointment of John C. Roberts as

The true test of crime Is the convictions
from year to year, not tbe number crinlinals
accumulated in the State Prison in any particular year. The fact that in 1851 there were
four murderers in tbe State Prison and in 1880
twenty-one, by no means indicates that there
were more murdws committed in 1880 than in
1851. Suppose Walt during the present year
Gov. Plaisted should deem it wise to pardon
all at present in the Sttfte Prison or convicted
for murder and serving life sentences. The
State Prison Report of next year would show
as
the number of murderers, none.
Would
that fact prove so gratifying a decease of
high crime as would be the legitimate outcome of Postmaster Goddard’s logic? I trow
not.
The illustration used is a fair sample of the
Judge’s reasoning. His figures will not stand
the test of analysis; audit is a matter of surprise that so many people have accepted them
as acourate, without taking the trouble to investigate the facts for themselves.
H. A. S.
Failures.
The following failures in Maine are
the past week:

solvency.

H. G. Roberts, dealer in groceries, &c.,
Parkman, owes about $1000, with nominal as*
of $200.
Ruel W. Norton, druggist, Kennebunkport,
offers his creditors 30 cents on $1.
John G. Littlefield, groceries, &c., Kennebunk, offers his creditors 10 cents on $1.
Mason Bros., dealers in groceries, hardware,
etc., Norway, have compromised with their
creditors at 50 cents on $1.
sets

Business Changes.
The following business changes are reported
for the past week:
Augusta- J. W. Clapp, confectionery, fruit
See., sold to Gannett & Morse.
Miss A. C. Getchell, millinery, sold to Mrs.
E. G. Plummer.
Bangor—James Walker & Co., lumber, J.
Walker, deceased.
Bath—W. Rice & Co., roofing, dis.; now
Benjamin Ratcliff.
Biddeford—Gray & Foote, undertakers, now
S. D. Foote.
Deer Isle—L. B. Crockett & Co., variety,
dis.; now L. B. Crockett.
Lovell—J. H. Steans, grocer, sold out.
Newport—C. C. Oakes, harness, sold to J.
E. Oakes.
Portland—Warren & Ring, wood and coal,
•
new firm.

the United States Marine Hospital service and
has been ordered in charge of the service at
Portland in place of Surgeon E. J. Doering

resigned. When Dr. Doering was transferred
from Philadelphia to Portland, Dr. Stoner
oucuccuca

iiiui

mere,

previously ueen
now succeeds Dr.

uaving

located at Buffalo.
He
Doering for the second time.
Jas. Hunt, who was killed Friday at Cumberland Mills, was a member of Eastern Star
Lodge, I.O. O, F.,of East Boston, Mass.,
also a member of the Knights of Honor. From
the latter organization his widow will receive

§2,000.
Mr. Burnham still fails to remember how the
accident occurred by which Scott Sawyer was
drowned.
Sawyer was a member of the
Firemen’s Belief.
Edward Stanwood, Esq., of the Boston Advertiser, Secretary of the Class of ’01, Bow1
doin, calls the attention of the members of the
class to a vote of the class that the 20th anniversary of graduation is to be celebrated by a
reunion and dinner, Commencement week of
It is proposed that the dinner shall be
eaten at the Falmouth Hotel, in Portland, on
the evening of Wednesday, the 13th of July;
and that the members of the class shall remain in the city during the night, and take
1881.

the

early train for Brunswick the next day, in
to attend the exercises of Commence-

season

ment, and to visit in company such persons
and places as may be agreed upon. The prospect is that there will be a large gathering of
the class, which numbered
tion.

fifty-one

at

gradua-

Temperance Meeting at City Hall.
City Hall contained about 2000 people last
night and the temperance meeting proved a
Mr. M. G. Palmer presided.
great success.
The readings by Misses Gookin and Hanley
were very pleasing and Shaw’s Quartette sang
so well they received an encore. Mr. Palmer
appropriately introduced Grand Worthy Chief

Templar

T.

E.

Simonton of Camden who
made an excellent address which held the
close attention of the audience for an hour.
Tho subject of the address was “Past Success
and Future Work” in tho temperance cause.
Mr. Simonton did not indulged in denuncia-

tion, but by

strong argument sustained by
many interesting facts, showed the wonderful
change which he claimed had been wrought
in this state by temperance agitation and
legislation during the past forty years. He
said neither the history of ancient nor modern
times would show a grander success than this,
The two grand pillars to support the edifice of
temperance were total abstinence for the individual and prohibition for tho State.
a

Aquatic.
Three days ago Lake Ontario was still frozen
over with two feet of ice, and Plaisted, who is
stopping at Hotel Hanlan, on the island near
Toronto, was sailing about in an ice-boat, instead of using shell and sculls.
A Montreal dispatch says: John
McKay of
Dartmouth publishes a challenge to Peter
Conley of Portland for a four-mile

in Bedford basin, to take place about the
middle ofjune, for §500 a side,
allowing §100
for expenses, and leaves the challenge open
for seven days.

Y., from which port she will hereafter hail.
She was built in Portland, in 1878, and is 35
feet long, 9 feet beam and 4 feet draught
Ferry

Village.

Mr. George G. Sawyer has been elected
school agent in district No. 14.
Mr. Frank Strout will erect a
dwelling
house at Point Village.
The spring term of the Capo Elizabeth High
School will commence today.
Mr. Hawkes
will continue as principal.
A grand shooting match, to take place at

A

walking

match at Union Hall
Saturday
evening, in which Robert Davis walked against
Messrs. Woodbury and York, resulted in a
draw, both parties making the same time.
The conditions of the racs were that Davis
should walk ten miles against
and

Woodbury
five laps start.

York’s five, they giving him
The conditions were all carried out and the
race proved to be an exciting one.
The time
made was one hour and forty-three minutes.

Gorham.
The date of the dedication of the now M. E.
church has been changed to Fast
Day. The
services will begirt at 2.00 P. M. and will consist of a sermon by Rev Bishop Jesse T.
followed by the liturgical service of the Discipline, the parts of which will be taken so
far as may be by the past pastors of the ohurch.
During the intermission between the afternoon
and evening services the ladies will serve a

collation to their friends from out of town and
to all others who desire it.
The evening service will consist of a lecture and concert.
Rev. J. W. Hamilton of Boston will deliver
his lecture on “Fitted and Misfitted Folk”
which has received the highest ecomiums of
both press and public wherever it has been delivered.
The concert will bo giveu by Messrs. J. L.
Shaw and Wm. Colby, Miss Nettie Milliken
and Mrs. Morrison, with Prof. Milliken as
pianist, all of Portland. They will furnish also tho music at the afternoon services.
An
extra train will run into the city at the close
of the lecture and concert to accommodate all
who. wish to return that night.
The sale of pews Friday afternoon was
very
successful, all but five pews being disposed of.
The bidding for choice was brisk and
quite a
sum of money was realized.
The sale was ad-

journed

Saturday evening.

*

Word in Reply.
Mr. Editor:—In and editorial endorsement
of Judge Goddard’s statistics in the
Argus of
A

Saturday,

HANCOCK COUNTY.

Hugh Maglier, the

who was blown up
in the explosion last week in the
Granger
mine at Bluehill, died from the effects of his
He suffered greatly until death
injuries.
came to his relief.
man

Oil Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday,
April 12th, 13th and 14th,
at 10

a. m. and 2Vs p. m., at rooms 18 Exchange
we shall sell about 100 Modern Oil Paintin
gilt frames, including landscapes, marines, figures, game, See. At same time,
about lOOChromos, in black walnut and oak frames.
Some very tine game pieces for dining rooms, So.
The entire collection 'Flu be sold without reserve.
This will be a fine opportunity to buy cheap.
F. O. BAILEY Sc COM Ascilsaeen.

Street,

ings

appropriate

aprll d3t

GRAND OPENING

and

Garment
Sale

SPRING CLOTHING
ON

This

F. O. Baipublic
ley A Co., 18 Exchange St., Portland, on TUESDAY, April 12, A. D. 1881, at 12 o’olook noon:w

263 Shares of the Portland* Rochester R. R. Stock.
R. M. Rich a kiisox, Adm’r Est. N. L. Woodbury
V. O. BAILEY 6k CO., Aaclisascn.
aprlldtd

Manufacturers’ Sale of Carriages
and Harness, by Auction.

-OF-

SATURDAY, April 1C, 1881, at 10 o’clock
A. M., at Horse and Carriage Mart, 32 and
34 Plum Street, Portland, tbe Manufacturers of
New England will hold a Grand Auction Sale of
Carriages and Harness, being part of the product of
their factories the past winter
and consisting of
about 75 Carriages, comprising all the Leading
and Fashionable Styles of Top and Open work.
About 40 Harness, in Gilt, Rubber and Nickel
Trimmings. Some of tbe best manufacturers In
New England are represen'ed.
The Stock will be on exhibition one day before
sale. The public are invited to examine.

ON

SATURDAY, APRIL 9th,

F. O. BAILEY A CO., Auctioneer*.
dtd
aprll

Week.

C. D. B. Fisk &

jl

IMPORTANT SALE

Co.,

REAL ESTATE

BY AUCTION.
We shall run three numbers of Black Silk this week
1 shall sell
at prices that will surprise
TO THE ENTIRE PUBLIC:
Wednesday, April 30,
the closest buyers.
at 2.30 o'clock p. m., the Real Estate, consisting of
We shall offer three
and buildings, situated at 215 Commercial St.,
You are cordially invited to attend our aunnal SPRING OPENING land
the Portland Machine
Portland, Me., and known
Woi ks. This is
of the best locations in Portland
grades of Imported Silks at of Men’s, Youths’, Boys’ and Children’s Fashionable Spring Garments, for
wholesale store.
on

LINCOLN COUNTY.

The question of funding the indebtedness of
Waldoboro met with no opposition in the town
meeting, Monday, the only difference in opinion being as to the rate of interest on the new
bonds. While many favor a four per cent,
bond, others think it would be difficult to float
them and prefer a four and one-half per cent,
loan. The matter was referred to a committee,
who will report at another meeting.
OXFORD COUNTY.

Albion E. Bradbury’s house, ell and shed
in Canton were burned last Thursday.
Furniture mostly saved. Insured.
Amos Learned of Canton was severely injured last Tuesday by the bursting of a gun.

rant every yard of these
goods not to crack, break
grow glossy in
Call and see them.

or

The

price

We have

Dr. Graves’ Blood Purifier eradicates ali impurities from the system, cleanses the blood, renovates
the liver and stomach, which from being torpid and
inert, by its use become unusually stimulated, and,
in fact gives a healthy tone to the entire
system.
Price, 81.

Improved Family Cathartic Pills

the best
and they

are

pill

given a patient by a physician,
are
frequently perscribed by them. They give prompt
action to the bowels, contain no mercury, and are
entirely vegetable. When you desire a prompt
action of the bowels, give the Improved Family
ever

a

5 Pieces Brocade Silk, at $1.00
per yard, reduced from $1.25.
3 Pieces
Satin
viz.:
Stripe,
Green, Garnet and Blue, at $1.00.
Former price $1.75.
1 Cot Armure Silks, at $1.25.
Former price $1.75.
20 Pieces Plain Silks in Colors,
at 75 cents.

full line of

aprll

dlw

ANNUAL EXHIBITION
—

OP

TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY, April 12th, 13th and 14th, at our New
Repository, 32 and 34 Plum Street, we shall then
place on Exhibition over 200 Carriages and 60
styles of Harnesses from the difterent manufacturers for which we are agents.
This will be one of the largest exhibitions of the
above goods ever displayed under one roof in New

ON

England.
The public respectfully invited

to

examine.

HORSE A CARRIAGE MART.
aprll
d3t

MILLETT & LITTLE
Will ofTcr April lltli, 30 dozen
Eadies’
Gossamer Underwear,
in seconds, at 68 cents. Regular
oods worth $1.00.
The lmperections are very slight.
These goods are manufactured
by the American Hosiery Company and are known to be one of
the best makes iu the country.

f

Millett & Little.
227 MIDDLE STREET.
aprll
dlw

HOUSE FOR sale::
the upper end of Spring street, <No. 323,)
house containing 12 rooms, bath, gas, Sebago,

At
etc. Lot contains 7000

A
square feet of land.
most desirable location. Will be sold at a bargain
if applied for soon. Address P. 0. Box 117G.

aprlleod2w»

GRAND

Bargains
1 lot Plaid

Ginghams,

in

remnants, for 8 1-2 cts.,
worth 15 cts.
1 lot of Fruit

Loom, remnants, 7

of the
1-2 cts.

worth 11 l-2c.
1 lot Cotton Flannel remnants 5 cts., worth 12 l-2c.
I have closed out from a

Bankrupt Stock

a

of

large lot

--

AT

hiivk.

No such concession is made; on the contrary,
abundant testimony lias been adduced to prove
tiie fallacy of Judge Goddard's reasoning. His

march at 8.15 P.

Real
Turkish
Towels

M., introducing

some

very

Grand
amus-

C. D. B. FISK &

Goods.

r k

Way Below Manufacturing Cost.

Prices

hare now in stock a complete line of
Spring Dress Goods, consisting of different kinds of Plain Woolen Fabrics in
all the new shades. Stripes and Plaids
to match the plain colors.
Sommer Silks for ladles and Children
In very handsome styles. Plain Colored
Silks, Sarah Silks in black and colors.
Twilled Novelty Silks for trimmings,
and a fine line of Black Silks at the lowest market prices.
French and American Bantings is all
the different designs and colorings.
Scotch and American Ginghams, French
and American Cambrics, and the best selection of Prints In tbe city.
The public are cordially invited to examine our stock before purchasing.

Co.,

II Cor. Congress & Elm Sts.
eodtf
aprl

BOOTS,
SHOES,

SPRING OF 1881.

THE

WEBER PIANO
And what Miss

RUBBERS.

190 and 192 Middle St.

in all the leading styles, at prices
as low as can be found in the city.
All goods guaranteed to be as

Beg to announce that they are
now prepared to exhibit the largest and most complete assort-

Cary says

of them.

Dear Mr. Weber.
Many and kindest thanks for the noble instrument which you so generously sent me. Its sympathetic richness and brilliancy of tone, combined with
delicacy and ease of touch make it a most valuable
acquisition and It will always have a prominent and
honored place among my (musical) household gods.
Wishing you all health and prosperity, 1 am harmoniously, yours,
Mr

ANNIE LOUISE CART.

ment of

that

we

Under

shall offer

12 1-2 cts. for
ed Towel.

a

large

We have

a

few

siz-

Falmouth

FOR A FEW DAYS.
100 Doz. 5-8 Napkins at the low
of $1.50 per doz., a regu-

Iirice$2.00

Quilts
sale last week

Napkin. This lot of-

fers a rare chance for hotels and
restaurants to replenish.
94 Doz, Bleached Huck Towels, 22
x44 in., weighing 14 ounces
per
air, at 20 cts. each, never Deore sold less than 25 cts. each,
and would be cheap at that.

Early inspection solicited, as these
are both special lots, and will

We have just secured a
large lot of flue All Wool

Eastman Bros, k Bancroft.

Goods

and

Dress

Flannels, in very desirable Spring shades, that
we can sell fully 25
per ct.

last but

a

492 and 494
aprf)

short time.

Congress St.

of nlldescriptions to be found in
any City in New England. Our
Htoclc is full and complete, embracing the new designs in large
variety of

PORTLAND,

ME.

N. B. We still continue In sell the SMITH
installment. •( 'U
Ana. ORGANS,
Cent, per Buy.
mar2i>
dtf

Corsets..

Axminster,

Moquette,

Body Brussels,
Tapestry Brussels,
-AND-

Kidderminsters,
special

Borders to Match.
These goods have been selected
with great oare by an experienced
buyer, and will he offered to onr
customers at prices GUARANTEED TO BE AS LOW as any
house in New York or Boston.
"We invite special attention to an
importation.iust landed per

We elaim to sell a line of Coneta
which for Style and real worth are not
surpassed In the United States.
Examine onr
“Fair Malden.”
“Emma Abbot,”

at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at

“Hammonla,”
“Reserve,”
“Silvia,”'

“Mazeppa,”
“C. P.”

“Worley,”

“Roman,”
“Minerva,”

50
75

$1.00

1.47
1.60
1.75
2.00

2.25
2.75
2.96

Besides these we have a large assortment of Dress Reform Corsets and Children’s Waists.

Steamship Toronto

ZENAS THOMPSON JR„

Spring ConcoM Wagons, Village

MAiNjg.

BLOCK,

isdtf

near

p?pFland>

OIL CLOTHS

SON,

AGENTS,

FARRINGTON

all with

less than we shall be able
to offer the same goods CARRIAGE MANUFACTURER.
again this season, and less
MANUFACTORY and WARE ROOMS,
than yon can buy them
elsewhere.
32 ito 36 .Union street,
The above Dress Goods
Falmouth Hotel, Portland, He*
are the best value ever ofCARRIAGES,
fered in Portland. It will for pleasure driving, the latest and most elegant
designs.
be for the interest of all to
visit our store this week
Cabriolets,
Broughams, Victorias,
and secure some of the ma- Coupe
and Brougham
Rockaways,
Phaetons,
Buggies,
light Carryalls,
ny good Bargains we have Road
Wagons, 2 Seat Suit Side Bar
to offer.
Wagons, Side Spring Box Wagons. Side

Street,

SOLE

f

that are decidedly cheap,
and less than you will have
a chance to secure them
again this season.

Dress

W. M. FURBUSK &

—AND—

Ho|tpl.

SPECIAL SALE

ar

our

CARPETINGS

COR. UNION STREET,

AT HALF PRICE!

left from

prices.

B. F. WHITM & Co.

14th.

Extra music by Chandler’s Brass Band.

Dress

Ladies’ and Gents’ Boots made

253 Middle

ing novelties—Beginners’ Act performed by an
aged couple at 9.15, followed by fancy skating.
General skating from 9.30 until 10.30.
Costumes at reduced prices at Little*
field’s.
E. LAL1ME, Manager.
dtd
apO

SPRING

offer them at

to order at reasonable

W.F.STUDLEY

THE-

Sale,

Inaugurated previous to our vacating our former store under the Preble
Honse. For the purpose of closing out all Broken Lots, Heavy Weight
Garments and the balance of last season’s goods, we shall continue to

represented.

ROLLER SKATING

MASQUERADE

Of Our Great Mark-Down

oeSdt

Extra

—

HARNESSES, CARRIAGES & OUTFITS.

C, W. ALLS If.

Consignment* solicited.

assortment of
Dress and Cloak Buttons in
the city.

Millett & Little,
QQ7 Middle Street.

dtd

F. O. BAILEY A CO.,
Auctioneers and Commission Merchants

Regular tale of Furniture and General Marakan
dlae every Saturday, commencing at 10 o’oloek a. m

the finest

MILLETT & LITTLE.

$1.50.

C. 0. B. FISK & CO.

ST.

Silnnw IS Rzehaaa, Si.

elegant Passementerie for
50 cts., worth 75 cts., and

ADVERTISEMENTS

Wc shall add to onr Counter of
narked
Down
Dress
Goods,
which wc have had such a rush
at for the past week, all our old
stock of Fancy Trimmings.
500 yds. Fancy Striped Satins,
in colors, at 50 cents per yard.
These goods sold last season for

AUCTIONEER*,

18 EXCHANGE

only.

Cathartic Pills a trial.
Price 25‘ cents per box.
Dr. Graves’ remedies are for sale by
Druggists.

NEW

F. O. BAILEY & CO.

yours,

special

lief

whooping cough, bronchitis, consumption, etc. It
gives immediate relief, is pleasant to take, and occa
sions no unpleasant nauseating feelings.
Sample
bottle, 10 cents; large size, 50 cents.

manufacturing
Width of lot on street 90 feet. Buildings all of
brick; foundations under front building are piles
with stone strong enough for any structure.
capped
The
patterns of tbe Company are included in the
sale. For plans or other information call upon
or

aprll

of all kinds that we shall
offer at very low prices.
In Dress and Cloak Trimmings of all kinds we can
show yon a splendid assortment. We can giye you an

SAGADAHOC COUNTY.

in the science of medicine equals the rc
obtained by the use of Dr. Graves’ Balsam of
Wild Cherry and Tar for coughs, colds, sore thro at,

a

Respectfully

wear.

LADIES’
GARMENTS

thing.

Nothing

above is

for this week

Saturday, ipril 9th, at which time we shall display by far the
largest, finest, and most fashionable line of Spring Clothing ever
shown in this city.
We would advise the ladies to call in the morning
for the purpose of examining our elegant assortment of Children’s
Garments, as at that time the crowd will be far smaller and more
attention can be given to the showing of these goods.
on

a

P. O. BAILST.

PISCATAQUIS COUNTY.
A small farm house in South Sebec owned
by E. S. Ireland and occupied by Peter Fern
was burned last week, the
family losing everyRev. George Pratt of Bangor, a graduate of
Bowdoin- College, has accepted a call from
Grace church society and will locate in Bath
some time in June next.
Rev. Wm. W.
DeHart will officiate as rector until that time.

$1.25,

and
last season at

$1.50,
$1.75 and $2.00. We war-

KENNEBEC COUNTY.

Waterville outranks in valuation every town
in Maine but one—Brunswick; and it outranks
five of the cities as followsBelfast by 8148,819; Gardiner by 8233,367; Calais by 8880,440;
Ellsworth by 81,136,130; Hallowell by 81,001,176As Mr. Seth Cunningham of New Castle,
with his wife and child, was driving across
Sheepscot Bridge one day last week two spans
of the bridge gave way, throwing Mr. and
Mrs.
Cunningham out and bruising them
quite severely. Mrs. Cunnningham’s ankle
was badly sprained, and Mr. Cunningham injured in his side so he is confined to tne house.

Thursday Evening, April

figures may he accurate as far as they go, but
they by no means prove the startling increase
of crime he seems so anxious to establish.

Paintings

AUCTION.

Administrator’s Sale R. R. Stock by Auction.
to license obtained from the Probate
Court In and for Cumberland County, l shall
PURSUANT
sell at
auction at the salesroom of

Silk

sold

The extensive furniture mill of Brown &
Wells of No. Bridgton, presents a lively appearance with its erew of thirty-five to forty
men at work in the various
departments, from
sawing logs to the lsst finishing touch of a nice
chamber set. They have now from three to
four thousand cords of hard wood timber,
which they are working up aslfast as possible.
They run their board saw through the night,
and the othqr machinery in the day time.

conceded to be accurate, and the increase of
crime from 1852 to 1880 was over three hundred per cent.”
are

STREET,

of Oil

one

the

following:
‘It is not attempted, however, to show that
his figures aro incorrect; on the contrary
they
occurs

233

BY

wo mi and mm

Black

$1.00, $1.20

Peck,

to

NfiiWS.

CUMBERLAND COUNTY.

Spurwink,

is in preparation for Fast
Day.
Glass balls will bo used.
The fishermen have been unusually fortunate of late, some of them
stocking §00 and
§70 per man. The Fairy Queen was one of
the most snccessfnl crafts.

Large Sale

as

HTAXJii

race

The steam yacht Louis Irving, owned by J.
C. Jellison of Portsmouth, N. H., has been
sold by Bliven & Barrows to E. H. Hathaway
of New Bedford, to be sent by rail to Troy, N.

AUCTION SALES.

ill

MIDDLE

Special

H.

sculling

MISCELLANEOUS

233

reported

Edward Brady, grocer, Portland, is reported
in insolvency.
Liabilities, §8233, including
$2000 borrowed from bis uncle, and $1600 due
his late f artner. Assets, stock $350, accounts
$1013, teams §865; total, $1758.
Oliver D. Rice, grain dealer, Portland, is repsrted in insolvency.
Albion C. Wentworth, of the firm of J. L.
Wentworth & Co., Harrison, is reported in in-

postmaster.
The Press Saturday announced that Passed
Assistant Surgeon Geo. W. Stoner had been
ordered to Portland.
Dr. Stoner belongs to

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS

Special attention given
Carriages for family use.

to

JOHN T.
ACCOUNTANT

AND

Carts.

'From

CONVEYANCER,

03 Exchange St., Centennial Block.

OPENED

-OP TEN BALES-

the finest goods exhibited in this
country. Our stock is also complete in

ROOM PAPER DECORATIONS
of every conceivable variety.

Special attention given

to

DRAPERY WORE
in all its branches.

To parties contemplating film
ishing, we respeotfiilly solicit attention to this unrivalled stock of
goods, which will he fbeely shown
to all who may favor us with a call.

THE FINEST COLLECTION
-OF-

PAPER HANGINGS
ever

shown in Portland.

We intend giving our special attention to decorating with Wall Papers, and have mad. the moat care
ful and liberal selections possible in all grades from
the cheapest to the best.
Onr new store is admirably adapted to the wants
of the trade, and we cordially invite the public to
an Inspection of both store and stock.

Bosworth & Horse,
91

Congress Street^
NOTICE.

Portland Mutual Fishing In
are now open for business,
Maine vessels engaged in
the cod and mackerel fisheries. For particulars admarlHdlm
dress GEO. W. ttICH Sec’y
books of the

THE
Company
and
insure all State of
surance
we

Intricate accounts adjusted. Books Sic. of Insol.
vent estates examined, Deeds and other papers
made, Titles examined and abstracts given. Pori,
laud Beal Estate a Nprcialtr. Mortgages and
Loans negotiated. Prompt attention given to all
business.
ap8eod3\v

Cancer Cured Tkrough the Blood.
The only icay to cure it. Send stump for circular
t*
DR. F. A. DEAN,
apt, W*Flw YKPatchogue, Long Island,'N. Y.

TO-DAY,

THURSDAY, Feb. 34.

the Manufacture of
mar28eod3m

HULlT

Liverpool,

DIES dee. FOR SALE.
ran milkers’

190 & 192 Middle Street.

w&r23

isd2mos

Presses, dies and
tools for sale by

PORTLAND PACKING CO.

apr(S

d2w

Wit and Wisdom.

Smoke.

Before marriage site was dear and Uo was her
reasnro; but afterward she became dearer and
le treasurer, and yet they were not
happy.

j

_

clteOilsU are at It again!
Though the weed may be swee'er than manna,
There still may be se«.- what they call nicotine
In cigars that are made in Havana.
The

And now hero’s a new alkaloid.
Collidine is the name—it s suri rbing;
‘Twill finish a dog, and, when ta’en by a
It will kill, after first paralyzing.

A tall

^^PeirmarSiit Cy^^Tcaterfhl

having rallied his friend on the
, hortness of his legs, the friend
replied: “My
What more can yours
egs reach the ground.
man

•

A number of cilies

Away with tho fearsome cigar!
And yet, stop! Collidine has been in it
For years, if yon Dlease, so I’ll smoke at my ease:
(live me back that Havaua this minute!
—Punch.

are

about to

adopt

51

the

Picayune.

discharges, weak, inflamed eyes, hawking, rising
sfe sometimes bloody mucus, coughing, with great

M

“Why—h’m—ensi-

lage,

my son, is—ur—ensilage is—oh, something like mucilage, my son; something like
mucilage; used to stick things together, you

The Kind of Fellow He Was.
[Steubenville Herald.)
A very high-tonod

looking young

man

in

an

exquisite moustache, loud plaid clothes, red
necktie, low crowned hat, straw-colored kids,
and knitting-needle cauc, walked into a tobacFourth street to-day and throwing
down a half-dollar on the counter, said: “Well
this is the worst town I ever saw; a gentleman
can’t get anything in it satisfactory, and I am
utterly unable to sec how a person of fastidious
1 say, Mr. Shopkeeper,
taste can live here.
can
you sell a gentleman a decent cigar?’’
“Ves, sir," said the cigar man meekly.
“Well, then, lly around lively and do it.
Don’t you see that half dollar?”
“Yes, sir. What kind of a cigar do you
wish, sir?”
“What kind?”
“Yes, sir.”
“Why, look at me, sir, a moment, and see
for yourself what kind of a cigar would suit
me,” and he drew himself up grandly and
gazed down on the shopkeeper.
The shop keeper looked and then took in
tho half dollar, got out a cigar, handed it to
tho man with forty-nine conts change and
said: “I owe you half a cent, sir, but I can’t
make change unless you take another cigar.”
Tho nice man looked at the shopkeeper and
then at the cigar, and then at himself, and
without a single word marched out of the shop.
co

shop

on

jffl The

—or

till recently—of which two stories are
“May they not both be true?” as the old

was

told.

jil

Some Items in Farm Economy.
The arrangment of the buildings and the
division of the farm into fields depends so
much upon the character of the farm, the
kind of farming, indivdual taste, etc., that
it is out of the question to have a fixed plan
that is .the best one for all farms of any
given size. There arc certain general principles which should serve as a foundation
for the arrangement, but the details must
necessarily vary greatly. For example, if
possible the barns should be upon a rise of
ground where a cellar can he built opening
to the lower ground at the rear.
The field
should be so arranged that there shall be as

little fencing as possible, and so located
that all the fields can be easily reached from
the lane. A long field has considerable advantage over one of the same area that is
square—in longer “bouts,” and therefore
less time spent in turning, plowing, harrowing, sowing, harvesting, etc. A pasture

close to the stables is always handy, and
other things being equal, the orchard should
not be pnt at the rear of the farm, where the
wood lot bad best be located. There is
much labor to be saved in having every
thing so placed, and this applies to the various details that seem trivial at first
sight,
that there will be no extra steps or turns in
the
work
of
the
farm. For
doing
every day
example, many days’ work can be saved by
having the pump in a handy comer of the
barn-yard, where the stock from a number
of yards may come to the troughs. If the
matters of the farm are not already economically arranged, it would be well to make
such changes oi fences, buildings, etc., as
to finally secure the desired end. By degrees
the thoughtful farmer will improve his
farm until it approximates to a model and
therefore an economical farm.—

EarlyiMelons.
An ingenious farmer sends the following
plan for raising early melons, cucumbers,
<tc., to the Piactical Farmer:—About a
month or so earlier than it is usual to plant
these seeds, procure a number of good sized
rutabaga turnips, cut off the tops, and with
a knife or other instrument
scoop out all the
inside, so that they will resemble gourds, or
fill
the
of
this cup with good,
cups;
cavity
rich earth, and plant in each a few seeds of
melons, cucumbers, beans or seeds of any
other plant that you may desire to have early. They should then be placed in a warm
part of the house or in a protecting frame,
well made and secured from frost, and the
earth in the cup lie kept moderately moist.
If kept in a room they should be put in the
open air every clear, fine day; and if in a
frame, let them have air by removing the
sashes. By doing this you will prevent the
t>lant from growing tall and slender and cause
them to become straight, stout and healthy.
When the season has advanced beyond all
danger of frost, you can put out these turnip enps, plants and all, in the beds where
they are to remain, but be careful that you
The plants will
put Uiem out not too soon.
continue to grow and the turnip
cups will
soon rot and enable the roots to extend
themselves without bounds in search of food
and in time become itself an excellent manure for the plant.
When you set out, insert the cup in a hole just largetjenough to

it, pressing the earth well around the
cup and drawing a little over the top or edge
to
the stems of the plants, covering enup
tirely the turnip. To hasten the process of
decay in the cup you may, before
putting

v“»

nui^C,

IUC11A1U1UJU

from the outside of she turnip, leaving only
a
thin piece of the rind enclosing
the earth. A small hole, the size of a ten
cent piece should have been cut in the bottom of the cup before filling with the earth
when first made.

These lovely flowers

ites, and

are

universal favor-

bouquet is quite complete without them. They are very easily
cultivated,
and bloom from early Spring till the ground
is frozen. There is something almost human in the expression of the flowers as
they
so modestly raise their petals from their
low ly bed to catch the sunbeams. Cultivation has done more to improve the size and
beauty of pansies than any other plant.
Their rich hues, from the dark royal purple
to the brightest blue, combined wiih the
no

shades of rich orange to the most delicate
cream color, make a bed of
pansies one of
the loveliest for a yard or garden. Pansies
thrive l>est in a mellow loam enriched by
decayed leaves or wood. Chip dirt scraped
from the bottom of the woodshed is an excellent guano for the pansy bed. They need
moisture aud shade, and grow best where
brilliant flowers languish.—Country Gentleman.

affected with roup. lie would hold the fowl
so it cannot swallow, and then fill the mouth
and throat with the oil, holding it
long
enough to secure thorough saturation, then
let it run out, after which, the nostrils are
washed out with the same.
The breathing
of the kerosene seems to have a
very favorable influence on the birds.
While using
the oil, he also injects with a syringe four
grains of bromide potassium in enough warm
milk to fill the crop. Only a few davs of
such treatment are required for curing roup,
even In its advanced stages.
Of course, it is better to keop fowls in dry,
clean quarters, wliero roup will not be likely
to develop.
Kerosene oil must be used witli
care, as too much will destroy the skin, and
sometimes kill the bird. A drop on the bead
of a young chicken will sometimes kill in

three minutes.

Fertilizer for Strawberries.

The best artificial fertilizer for strawberis Peruvian guano, sown broadcast over
the beds, and the intervals between them,
early in spring, and the rate of 200 or 300

manure, and as many wood aslies as can bo
procured. These fertilizers should bo applied during a shower, 60 that they would
be washed off from the leaves, otherwtse

the leave* would be injured.

CITY

bays: “It hay more than realized my expec1
tations.”

Assessors of the City of Portland hereby
give notice to all persons liable to taxation
in said city that they will ha in session every
secular day from the first to the fifteenth of
April next, inclusive, at tbeir room in City Hall,
from ten to twelve o’clock in the forenoon, and
from three to five o’clock in the afternoon, for
the purpose of receiving lists of the polls and
estates taxable in said city.
And all such persons are hereby notified to
make and bring lo said Assessors true and perfect lists of all their polls and estates, real and
personal, or held by them as guardian, executor,
administrator, trustee, or otherwise, on the first
day of April, 1881, and be prepared to make oath
to the truth of the same.

THE

And when estates of persons deceased have
been divided during the past year, or have changed
hands from any cause, the executor, administrator,
or other person interested, is hereby warned to
give notice of such change, and in default of
such notice will be held under the law to pay
the tax assessed, although such estate has been
distributed and paid over.
And any person who neglects to comply with this
notice will be doomed to a tax according to the
laws of the State, and be barred of the right to
make application to the County Commissioners
for any abatement of his taxes, unless he shows
that ho was unable to offer such lists within the

wholly

time hereby appointed.
(jn^“In no case where the Assessors have been
put to the disagreeable necessity of making A
doom will the possession of Government bonds
or deposits in the Savings Banks be allowed as a
plea in mitigation of such doom.
Stephen Marsh,)
Lot C. Nelson,
[ Assessors.
Cyrus K. Ladd, )
Blank schedules will be famished at the room

DRUGGISTS.

•akPrice One Dollar Per Bcftie.

of the Assessors.

Portland, March 31st,

BY -C*

Mr PREPARED ONLY

The Liebig Laboratory & Chemical Works Co.,

City

NEW

YORK, PARIS, AND LONDON.
oct28dlawM&wGmos44

of

aprl

1881.

td

Portland,
City

Clerk’s Office, )

April 1,

}

1881.

proposals will he received at this oflic
until Saturday, the 9th inst., at 12 o’clock
noon, for supplying the ditt'erent departments of
the city with such blank books and stationery as
may be required during the present municipal year.
Samples may be seen at the City Clerk’s office.
The right to reject any or all* bids is reserved by
H. I. ROBINSON,
the city.

SEALED

Fine

Stylish

N. Y.

Boot?,

in all tho

Leading Stylo

ap5 dtd

Morrill’s

rent, at

Corner, Deering.

One Frst-clabs residence for sale
Plains, Deering.

Stevens’

on

Farm for sale in Gorham.
Farm for sale in Windham.
Farm to rent in Windham.
Inquire of

JOHN C. COBB,
31% Exchange St.

aprOdtf

Business Offices to Let.
St.. Williams Block, at eight dolThree suites, two rooms each,
physicians. Apply at Patterson’s real
estate office, 379 Congress St.
ap8eod3w

Congress
ONlars
per month.
suitable for

Store To Let.
Franklin and Congress Sts.

The best lo-

cation in the city for Grocery and Provision
CORNER
marSOdtf
at GEO. C. FRYE’3.
business.

Apply

To Let.
GOOD rent containing six rooms, in centre of
city. Also two on Munjoy hill. Apply to W. i
W. CARR, 197 Newbury street.
jau26 dtf

A

1, 1880, the
occupied by F. O.

On and after Oct.

Eremises

alley & Co., No.’s 35 & 37 ExApply to
{ change St.
HENRY DEERING,
No. 37 Exchange SI.
iitf

27

Let and Furniture For

j Hotel To

Sale.
health, I

otfer the Furniture
account of ill
in the American House, situated Cor. of Midfor sale and
dle and India Streets. Portland, Me
house to let. The above House having recently been
thoroughly refitted and put in excellent order is now
one of the best Hotels in the city for business men
and the traveling public generally, but as my health
will not permit me to attend to the business. I wish
Those meaning business
to close it out at once.
can call on or address C. H. WILKINS, American
House, or F. SOUTHWORTH, 108 Newbury St.
dim
marl 5

ON

Cloth Top, Button, with low Vamp, Box Toe. Quai
ter over Vamp, SS, S, A, M, B, C and F.

LADIES’
Cnracoa

all should

use

tue

WANTED

Kid, Seamless, Button, AA, A, B,

Fine

C and D.

New York Boots for Ladies’ wear, in all thi

Leading Styles.

LADIES’
Side Lace Boots

a

Specialty.

Fine Boots, for Long, Slim, Narrow Feet.

1

of life.

It furshould be introduced into every house; which may be practiced at
all seasons, in all kinds of weather, by persons of
both sexes, all ages or degrees of strengtl or weakness. alone or in company.
No one ce n say too
mucnin praise of it, and noonecaD ..fiord to do
without it. All who investigate tlior jghlv, use it,
and consider it invaiuable and indispensable.
It is
the safe3t, simplest, cheapest and most efficient
No claim is set up for
medicine over discovered.
it whioh is unscientific or impracticable.
General.—It is the best of rest.
It is perfectly
It strains
safe. No harm ever came from its use.
no portion of the system.
It directs the vital forces
to tne affected parts. By its use the health is easily
maintained.
The purchase of a Reactionary Lifter
is the best kind of economy.
The convenience of
in
house is very great.
one
the
having
iVIintl and Brain.—It invigorates and strengthens the brain, and renders it more active and efficient in all its operations.
Sleep.—it is the simplest and safest narcotic.
It is the most natural and
the best means
of inducing sound and refreshing
Nerves.—It is a wonderful tonic to the whole
nervous system.
It is a most efficacious remedy in
paralysis, if taken in time.
Langs, Throat and Voice.—It gives special
expansion and greater mobility to the chest; enlarges the lungs; increases the volume of respiration, and brings the voice more fully under control.
As a preventive and cure of lung diseases it has no

probably
sleep.

the most perftet exercise for
woman, furnishing the best form of physical culture and development in the safest, easiest,
most thorough and expeditious manner.
It is better than the gymnasium, and free from its dangers;
cheaper than the saddle; less laborious than boating
and infinitely better than drugs in a majority of
chronic diseases.
It rounds and hardens the muscles, and educates them into ever ready, faithful
aud efficient servants of the will.

JMCEJXr’!3
Cloth Top Congress Boots, A, B, C and D.

SOI middle Street,

Low

’

to

FOR SALE-REAL ESTATE.
in hand good, desirable properties—New
Houses and Mouse Lots in the City, Houses
and Lots in Deering and vicinity, Farm Property in
the vicinity of Portland, in Deering, Westbrook.
Gorham, Falmouth, Yarmouth, Cape Elizabeth and
Scarboro. For particulars call on
N. N.GAKD1NEB,
Real CNtalc Agent, Centennial Block, 93
mar 11 dGw*
Exchange Street.

HAVE

REAL ESTATE NOTICE.

West and Vaughn streets.
To those wishing to bund or to invest in real
tate, a rare opportunity is now offered.

To JLct.
61 Exchange St., chambers

Store No.
change St. and

I. C. MERRILL & CO., Nursery men,
I,KW1ST1I.\, ME.
apG <lftodlw&w4wl4

A good
Are.

for custom work, to go to Auburn,
Apply at
ALLEN & CO.’S, 220 Middle St.

man

apr7dtf

PARTNER_WANTED.
In

country store, centrally located in
a rapidly growing Tillage.
Business established fifteen years, now doing a
large business which can be greatly increased, carrying a general stock of Dry
Goods, Woolens ana Small Wares, Groceries, Corn and Flonr, Crockery Ware,
Boots and Shoes, Wall Paper, Carpeting,
&c., &c. Stock in good condition Party must come well recommended and
with $3,000 to $4,000 capital. Apply
a

at once to

J. A
aprG

dlw

Situation

BENNETT,
Bridgton, Me.

Middle Street.

STEAMERS.

;__

BY
references from last
Box

1612, Portland,

Steamer City of Richsiond connects at Rockland
with Sanford S. S. Co., for Belfast, Bangor and
River Landings every Saturday morning.
Coming West Monday, receives passengers and
freight from River Landings for Portland.
Through tickets and Baggage checked to all

points.

Wanted.

E. GUSHING, General Manager.
GEO. L. DAY, Gen. Ticket Agent, Portland.
apr2 dtf
April 1,1881.

employers and others. Address
Me.
apr6dlw*

Terms must be moderate.

dress at onee, Box “E,” Skowhegan, Me.

ap5

The Steamer CITY OF RICH»MOND, Wm. E. Dennison, Master. will leave Railroad Wharf,

ttSBESnsakPortlaud, every Tuesday and
Frida; evenings, at 11.15 o’clock, or on arrival of
Pullman express train from Boston, far
Rockland. Castine, Deer Isle, Sedgwick.
So. West Harbor, Bar Harbor, (Mt. Desert,)
Hitlbridge, Jonesport, and Hachiasport.
Returning, will leave Machiasport. every Tlonday and Thursduy Horning, at 4.30 o’clock,
touching as above, arriving in Portland about
midnight, connecting with the Pullman night train
for Boston and the West. Passengers will n ot be
disturbed unless wishing to take the Pullman.

Book keeper who ia about leaving his present employers. Can furnish most excellent

Ad-

dlw*

graphy.
being made for a School which will oonnect
with many Private Dwellings aud Offices about the
City, giving actual Line communication.
Able Insli'iictorM in Charge.
For terms apply to
F. A. JOHNSON, Propr.
marl2dtf
65 Exchange Street.
are

European Ticket Office.
Cabin and Steerage Tickets by the
Canard, Allan, Inman, White Star and
Anchor Line. of European Steamer.
sailing (weekly) from Boston and Dew York. For
further partfeufars caU on or address
T. P. McGOWAN, Bookseller,
dww

u

«'«iVORKgg STREET.

dt

WANTED.
Fine Boots and

421
Gongress St., Sign of Gold Boot

liver
INVIGORATOR

(§>ootc, Job

in.
u.

ui.

a. tu.

in.

n.

ui.

Paper Hanging*.
CARPETINGS
MARUETT, BAILEY ft CO.. 190 ft 192 Middle
and Upholstery Good*.
CARPETINGS
W. T. KILBORN ft CO.. 24 Free St
A Sleigh Mfr*. A Dealer*.
CARRIAGE
MARTIN, PENNELL ft CO., Elm ft Cumberland
and Sleigh Mfr.. A Dealer*.
ZENAS THOMPSON, Jr., 34 to 38 Union St
CARRIAGE
and Saddlery Hardware.
JAMES BAILEY ft CO., 204 Middle S
CARRIAGE
Meat., Fi.h nnd Vegetable*.
PORTLAND PACKING CO., 221 Commercial
CANNED
Manufacturer and Importer
ERNESTO PONCE,
CIGARS.
Exchange and Middlo
and
Furnishing Good.
J. T. LEWIS ft CO., 147 Middle St.
CLOTHING
Manufacturer. A Jobber.
ft
ALLEN
CLOTHINGCO., 229 Middle and B Temple Ets
A I,, nutiesaie, 07 cnrgoor Carload.
CORANDALL A MCALLISTER, 60 Commercial St
the Carso, Carload
Ton.
COAL, S.byROUNDS A SON, 36 Commercial St
Dealer in Special Coal*.
COAL,HENRY L. PAINE. 267 Commercial St
L.
Lehigh, White Ash aud Cumberland.
D. S. WARREN, 162 Commercial S
COA
I.. Wholesale by Carload
Ton.
COA CHARLES H O'BRION, 236 Com’l St
Roasters and Spice Grinders.
H. H. NEVENS A CO., 184 A 186 Fore St
COFFEE
Spices, Cream Tartar, Ac
ROLUNS A WHITTEN, 260 Fore S
COFFEES,
Mchts A Produce Dealers.
THOMPSON A HALL, 163 Commercial St
COMMISSION
FECTION Ai. Y, Plain A Fancy Mfr
L. J. PERKINS, 480 Congress St.
CON
STOCK
Ill Commercial St
GEO.
S.
COOPERAGEHUNT A CO.,Exporters.
China and Glass Ware,
C. E. JOSE A C0„ 140 A 142 Middle St
CROCKERY’,
Glass and Plated Ware.
HAYES A DOUGLASS, 242 Middle St.
CROCKERY’,
Windows, Blinds and Fixtures.
J. A. LEAVITT A SON, 260 Commercial St
DOORS,
Windows, Blinds and Fixtures.
CHAS. S. FARM11 AM A CO.,292 Commercial St
DOORS,
Painters A Mf
Supplies
W. F. PHILLIPS A CO.,134 to 138 Middle St
DRUGGISTS,
Chemicnls A Drug’ts Sundries.
J. W. PERKINS A CO., 74 A 76 Commercial St
DRUGS,
Medicines, Paints and Oils.
DRUGS,
PARSONS, BANGS A Co., 117 A 119Middle St
Paints, Oils, Ac.
E. L. STANWOOD A CO., Market et
DRUGS, Chemicals,
Goods, Woolens, and Fancy Goods.
DRY’
DEER1NG, M1LL1KEN A CO., 166 Middle St.
Woolens and Fancy Goods
STORER BROS. A CO, 54 A 56 Middle St
DRY Goods,
goods and woolens.
Dry
WOODMAN, TRUE A CO.,137 to 141 Middle S
WOOUENS, Ac.
A. LITTLE A CO., 236 A 238 Middle St
DRY GOODS,
Woolens
and Fancy Goods.
Goods,
TWITCHELL, CHAPMAN A CO., 159 Middle
DRY

aprb

cor.

or

rs.

Unces, Fancy Goods
.JOHN F. RAND, 96 Cross St
WHEELS, Drain Pipe, Garden
Border. J.W. STOCK WELL, 1 W. Promenade
Dry and Pickled, Dealers in Snlt.

EMBROIDERIES,
EMERY’

FiSh, Dry,

}
IrtlSH,
Provisions and Staple Groceries
FLOUR,
THOMAS, BACON A CO., 86 Commercial St
Groceries.
WILLIAMS, PULSIFER A CO., 69 Com! St.
Groceries and Provisions.
E. C. HEKSEY A CO.. 93 A 95 Com! st.
XNRUIT-' and Produce, “Wholesale.”
HODGDON A SOUUC, 101 Commercial St
Jc
FURNITURE Manfrs. Fine A Common
WALTER COREY A Co., 28 Free St
J
IRON, Gutters A Cornices.
W. H. SCOTT. Mfrs., 29, 31 A 33 Union St
and Feed, Receivers A Dealers
KENSKLL, TABOR A CO., 11 Central Wbarl
flour and feed.
WALDRON A TRUE, 4 A 6 Union Wharl
Flour and Provisions.
W. A C. R. Milliken, 107 A 109 Commercial St
Flour and Provisions.
C0USENS A TOMLINSON, 217 A 219 Oom’
spice Grinders A Cottee Roasters
TWITCHELL, CUAMPLIN A CO., 176 Com’

FIiOUR

and

GROCERS,

CHAS. McLAUGHUN A CO.. Central St.
Grocers.
Grocers,
SAWYER, FOSS A DEEftING.l Centra Whrt
and Provisions.
CONANT A RAND, 153 Commercial SI
GROCERIES
Flour and Provisions.
FLETCHER A CO., 169 Commercial Si
JT
C1ROUEBIES,
Flour and Provisions.
H. S. MELCKEK A CO., 147 Commercial SI
GROCERIES,
Provisions and Flour.
W. P CHASE A CO, 157 Commercial St
GROCERS.
and provisions.
Groceries
SHAW, SON A HAWKE. 149 Commercial
BOCERS and Dealers in Flonr.
ClW
SMITH, GAGE A CO., 92 Commercial SI
Mill Supplies, Agts. Williams
KING A DEXTER, 269 Middle S
HARDWARE,
Belling.
Cntlrry and Farm Took
HARDWARE,
EMERY, WATERHOUSE A UO., 159MiddleS1
Cutlery and Farm Took
HARDWARE,
SMITH, TIBBETTS A CO., 131 Middle SI
Agents for Oriental Powder Mills,
N. M. PERKINS A CO., No. 2 Free St. Bl’k
Hardware.
Caps, Fur*. Robes and Glores.
BYRON GREENOUGH A CO.. 234 Middle SI
HATS,
Pressed Hay A Straw by the CarPark Si
HAY.
go. HIRAM PIERCE, Com’l,
Steel, Heavy Hardware Ac.
A. E. STEVENS A CO., 146 A 160 Commercia;
IRON,
Carriage Hardware Ac.
COREY A CO.. 125 A 127 Commercial si
IRON,E. Steel,
cor.

To Canada, Detroit, Chicago, Milv. an lire,
Cincinnati, Ml, I.oui*. Omaha, Maginaw, Ml. Paul, Malt Iiake City,
Denver, Man Francisco,
and all points In the

dPunicl,

No. 37 Plum Street.

RUFUS DEKR1NG A 00., 292 Commercial St
LUBBER,
of All Kinds, “TlnunfrW
EDWIN CLEMENT AGO., 272 Commercial Nt
LUBBER
Eastern, Western A Southern
S. H. A A. K. DOTEN. 200 to 264 Fore St
LUBBER,
HER. Soa. Pine Timber and Bonrdt
J. TV.DEEP.ING, 210 Commercial St.
LI’71
don. Pine Timber nnd Plank
C. W. B1CHAKDS0N, BAM Whf., and Com’l S
LinUBEB.
TIf’r. of all kinds of Spruce
OILBEKT SOULE, Agt., Com’l. foot ol Park,
LU7IHER.
Spruce, Pine and Short.
LUBBER,
RUMERY, B1KN1E CO.. 332 Commercial St

Zealand

New
AuMiralia.

new an
oh the

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER R. K.

and

splendid steamers sail from New

ICth,

20th and 30th of each month

carry ing passengers and freight for San Francisco
as below.

City

S. S. Crescent
Apr. 11.

for Isthmus of Panama

1

only,

Apr. 30
S.Colon....Apr. 20 | S. S. Acapulco
For freight or passage rates and the fullest Infor
(nation, apply to the General Easters Agents.
€. L. BARTLETT A CO.,
115 State Nlretl, c®r. Broad Ml., Rom ton.
or to W. D. LITTLE a CO.,
31 Exchange St.. Portland.
Je33dtf
S.

Portland and Worcester Line,

—

Steamship Company.

Maine

ARRANGEMENT.
Monday, Oct. 18,
Semi-Weekly Line to New York,
•880, Passenger Trains will leave
Por tl and at 7.20 a. in.,
and
-Jta—L-s—1.25 p. ui , arriving at Worcester i Steamers Eleanora and Franconia
at 2.16 p, m. and 7.30 p. m.
Returning leave
Will until further notice leave Franklin Wharf.
Union Depot, Worcester, at 7.30 a. m. and 11.15 a. I
Po-tland, every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at 6
m., arriving at Portland at 1.10 p. m. and 6.10 p. I 1.
M., and leave Pier 38, East River, New York,
ID.
MONDAY and THURSDAY, at 4 P. M.
For Clinton,
Ayer June.,
Fitchburg. every
These steamers are fitted up with line accommodaNashua, Cowell, Windham, and Kp- j tions for passengers, making this a very con-^
ping at 7.20 a. m. and 1.25 p. in.
and comfortable route for travelers between
For Manchester, Concord and points North, at j York and Maine.
During the summer months tin*
1.25 p. na.
steamers will touch at Vineyard Haven on their pasFor Rochester, Bpriupvaie. Alfred, •Watsage to and from New York. Passage, including
erboro and 8aco River. 7.20 a. na.. 1.25
Stal e Room, 53; meals extra. Goods destined beyond
p. na., and (mixed) at 0.45 p. na. Rotuming
Portland or New York forwarded to destination at
leave Rochester at (mixed) 6.46 a. m11.00
For further information apply to
once.
a. m., and 8.65 p. m.: arriving at Portland
HENRY FOX, General Agent, Portland.
(mixed) 9.35 a. m., 1.10 p. m. and 6.10 p. in.
J. F. AMES, Ag t,-Pier 3b, P. R. New York.
For Gorham, 8accarnppa, Cumberlnud
Tickets and State Rooms can bo obtained at 22
Westbrook and Woodford’s,
Mills,
Exenange Street. From Dec. 1 to May 1, no pasat 7.20 n. in., 1.25, 0.20 and (mixed) 0.45
dec6dtl
sengers will be taken by this line.
WINTER

On and after

__

m.

p.

m. tiain from Portland connects at
Hoosac Tunnel Route for
and
at
Union Depot, Worcester, for
West,
New York via Norwich Cine, and nil rail,

The 1.25 p.

Ayer June, with

CLYDE’S
& Hew

the

8pringfleld, also with N. Y. & N. E. R.
(“Steamer Maryland Route”) for Philadelphia, Baltimore, Washington, and the
8ontn and with Boston & Albany R. R. foi
via
R.

Philadelphia

England
STEAMSHIP LINES

the West.

Close connections made at Westbrook Junction with through trains of Me. Central K. K., and
at GrandTrunk
Transfer, Portland, with trains
of Grand Trunk R. U.
Through tickets to nil points South and West, at
Depot ofdces and at K.dlins A Adams’, No. 22 Ex-

change Street.

W. PETERS, Gen. Ticket Agent.
ocl6dt
1\ Supt.

J.

GEO. P. WE

>

BOSTON & MAINE RAILROAD.
FACE ARRANGEMENT.

after Monday, Oct.
Train*.
Passenger
CEAVE
PORTCAND
—“FOR BOSTON at 8.46 a. m.,
1.00, 3.30 p. m., arriving at Boston at 1.15,5.30,
On

__

und

lg, 1880,

Returning, leave Boston at 7.30 a. in.,
p. m., arriving at Portland at 12.05,
5.00, 8.00. p. m. Portland for Scarborough
Beach, Pine Point, Old Orchard Beach,
Saco, Biddeford and Kennebuuk, at 8.45
a, m., 1.00, 3.30, 5.30 p. m. For Wells, North
Berwick, Salmon Falls, Great Falls, DoExeter, Haverhill,
ver, New Market,
Cawrence, Andover and Cowell, at 8.45 a.
m., 1.00, 3.30 p. m. For Rochester and Farmington, N. H., at 8.45 a. m.k 1.00, 3.30 p. m.

8.00 p.

m.

12.30, 3.30

Bay at 8.45 a. m., 3:30 p. m. For
Manchester and Concord (via Lawrence,) at
8.45 a. m.; (via New Market Junction) at 3.30 p.m.
Morning Train leaves Kennebunk for Portland at 7.25.
B3F"The 1.00 p. m. train from Portland connect!
The 3.30 p. m,
with Sound Cine Steamers.
train connects with All Rail Cine* for New
York and South and West.
SUNDAY TRAINS/ Leave Portlnnd foi
Boston at 1.00 p. m. Boston for Portland at
6.00 p. m.
Parlor Car Tickets Sold at Depot Ticket
Office.

FROM

Trains on Boston A Maine road connect with al
steamers ruuing between Portland and Bangor
Rockland, Mt. Desert, Machias, Eastport, Calais, St
John and Halifax. Also connect with Grand Trim!
trains at Grand Trunk Station, and Maine Centra
and Portland A Ogdenshurg trains at Transfer Sta
tien.
All trains stop at Exeter ten minutes for refresh
ments. First class Dining Rooms at Portland
Transfer Station, Exeter, Lawronce and Boston.
THROUGH TICKETS to all points West ani

South may be had of M. C. William*, Ticke
Agent, Boston A Maine Depot, and at Uni or
Ticket Office, 40 Exchange St.
JAS. T. FURBER. Gen. Supt.
3. H. STEVENS, Gen. Agent, Portland.
oclO

dtf

Portlind & OgdensDurg Railroai
WINTER ARRANGEMENT
December 6th, ISSO.

FALL A

Commencing

Until further notice passenger traini

_
tv

.,^nui

miu

ivuunoi

€*a

■Ixv—>«—

LEAVING PORTLAND
m.—For all statioug running through t<
8wnnioii, Vt., connecting with B. 0. .V
M. R. K. points, and at St. Johnsburv with l>ai
Express on Passnmpsic K. K. for Newpori
and Montreal.
*4.45 p. m.—For Fnbyan’a and Intermediati
stations.
ARRIVING AT PORTLAND:
11.10 a.ns.—From Fabyan's and intermediate
stations.
6.30 p. ni.—From Swanton, Vt., and all station:
on throu-h line.
J. HAMILTON, Snp’t.
Portland. Doc. 4, 188
dcc4dtf
7.45

b.

BLAIStROAr?.
For Portland, leave Canton 4.2C

9.30
PM^ogpufBiUan,!
n nsi

ri^

a.
a- m.

^T

m.;

Bucklield,

5.15 and

For Canton and Back:) eld, leave
Portland 1.30 p. in.; Lewiston, 1.57 p. m.
Stage connections for West Sumner, Dixfield,
Byron, Kangley Lakes, Ac.
I. WASHBURN, Jr., President.
PertUnd Oct. 18. 1880.
oc20tf

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD
Oa

Pine A Hard Wood.

and

after Dee. 19th, 1880,

Lines to C'harlee*
D. CL, GeorgeVo., and all Kai

town. D.
and Water

CL, Alexandria,
Lines.
? .Through Kates named and Bills of Lading dven
from any p*int in New England to Philadelphi «
For rates of Freight, and other information, apply to
D. D. C. MINK, Agent,
196

Washington

Street.

Boston,

Mass

Clyde A* Co., General Managers,
No. 12 So. Delaware Ave., Philadelphi?.
febO

Wat. P.

JESoston.
—AlfD—

PHILADELPHIA
Direct Steamship Line.
Leaves each Port Every Wednesday and

Saturday.

Wharfage.
From
Boston, 3
Long Wharf,

p.

Pine Street Wharf,
at 10 a. m.
Insurance oEe-half the rate of

m.

From

Philadelphia,
►

’sailing vessel.
Freight for the West by the Penn. R.R., and South
by connecting lines, forwarded free of commission.
Pa«*nge Right Dollar*. Konnd Trip
Meals and Room

For

included.

Freight or Passage apply
£. B.
10

Ue3Hf

to

MADiPNON, Agent,
Larsq Wharf,

Ronton

LINE.

DOMINION

The steamers of this Line will
run
during the winter season
fortnightly between this port and

Liverpool,

and

once

in six weeks

'The vessels are Clyde built, full powsuperior accommodation for cabin
and steerage passengers. Prepaid tickets are issued
at reduced rates to those desirous of bringing out
to

Glasgow.

ered, and

have

their friends.
Dates of sailing from

Portland to Liverpool direct!
8th April
Brooklyn,.
Ontario,.22d April
Toronto,.6th May
For Glagow,
Quebec,.. 22d April
RATES OF

rASSAOE:

Cabin.$50.00 Gold
Cabin, return..*,. .$90.00 Gold
For passage, &c.. apply to GEO. H. STARH,^o.
30 Exchange street, or to DAVID TORRANCE
CO., General Agents, Grand Trunk Freight Office*,
foot of India street.
feb7 d?mo

Steamer MINNEHAHA.
ON

AND

AFTER

HONStr.

ftDAY, NARCH i*Slh,

Minnehaha
will
leave
ri'—■ >JiKSiim|v|>ortlnMd for Penlin, Loa(

and fhebengnc
nf £..*!() P. 3l.

InlnadH,

and

llnrpwwell,
mar28dtf

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.

Calais, Me., SI.
Halifax, IK. S.,
Charlottetown, P. E. I.

Ea«i|>ort,

Me.,

SdSiii, ,1.II.,

SPRING ARRANGEMENT

TKIPslPEK

WEEK.

On and after Tuesday, Mar. Is t
»the steamers Falmouth, Capt. D
S. Hall, and City of Portland
will leave
S. II. Pike,
Railroad Wharf, foot of State street .every Monday
and Thursday, at G p. m., for Eastpori
and
St. John, with connections for Calais, Kobbinston,
St. Andrews, Pembroke, Houlton, Woodstock,
Grand
Menan, Digby, Annapolis, Yarmouth,
Windsor, Halifax, Moncton, Newcastle. Amherst,
Pictou, Sliediac, Bathurst, Dalhousie, Charlottetown, Fort Fairfield, Grand Falls, and other
stations on the New Brunswick aud Canada, Intercolonial, Windsor, and Annapolis, Western Covinties, and Prince Edward Island Rail
and Stage Routes.
received up to 4 p. ni. and any in£gr*Freigbt
formation regarding the same may be had at the
office of the Freight Agent, Railroad Wharf.
For Circulais, with Excursion Routes. Tickets,
State Rooms and farther information apply at
T. C. KERCompany’s Office, 40 Exchange St.,
SEY, President, and Manager.
feb28dtf
^.aiw
K

w

LU71BEB. W1DBER A BACON, 220 Com’l St.
leave
Passenger Trains
Portland
and Boiler makers.
FRESCO PAINTERS, MACHINISTS
For Auburn and Lewiston, at 12.30 and
PORTLAND COM PAN Y, East End, Fore St
12 maikel Mqnart', Portland.
5.05 p.
and for Lewiston via Brunswick
Straw Goods, Silk* Ac.
at 7.00
and 11.15 p.
JOHN E. PALMER. 243 Middle S
MILLINERY,
Price3 reasonable and satisfaction guaranteed.
For Bangor, Dexter, Wnterville, Belfasi
and millinery Goods.
Je2
dly
A Mkow began at 12.30,12.40, and 11.15
p.m
MILLINERY
BIBBER, MORRILL A McMANN, 92 Cross
For Augusta, Ilallowell, Onrdint-r, uml
Only Vegetable Compound that
Planters nnd Shippers.
Brunswick at 7.00
5.15. and
12.40,
BUSINESS
DIRECTOBT. OYSTER*.
11.15 p.m.
TIMMONS A HA WES, 119 Commercial SI
acts directly upon the Liver, and
For Bock laud and all stations
Knox & LinOils, Varnishes A Supplies.
coln R. It., and for Farmington, via Brunswick
cures Liver Complaints,
JOHN W. PERKINS A CO., 74 A 76 Oom’l st
PAINTS,
Jaunat 7.00
and 12.40 p.
Accountant and Notary Public.
Oils nil kind!
For Bath at 7.00
m.. and 12.40 and 5.15 p.
C. CODIUAN, Office Nr. IS* middle
dice, Biliousness, Malaria, Cos- CEO.
J. B. FICKETT A 00., 187 Fore St
PAINTERS’SUPPLIES,
For Farmisigtou, Phillips,
Tloumouih,
Street. Portland.
West Waterville,
Books A Stationery
Winlhrop,
Itendlield,
It
Headache.
Hangings,
assists
ditiveness,
Worth Anson and Waterville via Lewistou
SHORT A HARMON, 208 Middle St
PAPER
LORING,
Book Binders.
at 12.30 p.
material*.
gestion, strengthens the system, WTO. A. QUINCY,
For Wnterville via Augusta, 7.00
Roam 11, Primer*’
J. D. DEXTER A CO., 480 Congress st,
Photographic
The 11.15 p.
train
‘.he Night Express, with
the
the
bowels, purifies
Exchange No. Ill Exchange Street.
regulates
Pullman sleeping
Vinegar, Cider, Ketchup Ac
attache*! and
every
E. D. PETTENG1LL, Mfr., 8 A 10 Market st
PICKLES,
night, Sundays included.
blood. A Book sent free. Dr.
Close connections
made at Bangor, for all
GOODS.—Hall Rubber Co.
Norfolk, Baltimore k Washington
stations
the Bucksport & Bangor, Bangor & PisMiddle A Exchange stt
C. H. BOSWORTH.
RUBBER
Sanford, 162 Broadway, N. Y.
cataquis and E. & N. A. Railways: the Maine CenSTEAMSHIP t-INK,
18 BEAYER STREET,
and
Dealers.
FOR SALE BY ALL DRUGGISTS.
Importers
tral R. It. forming with the E. & N. A. & St. John,
SALT.
THOMAS, BACON A CO., 86 Commercial St
nd Maine Railways,
Piisl
<'!ra«
I
Mfeamwhipe.
Importers A Dealers.
NEW YORK.
DU F.II.KI^ISO^
EMERY A FUR ISH, Head of Union Wharf.
SALT.
JOHN HOPKi S,
WM. CRANE,
All
Pail
The
Provincial
&
Line
New
<lly
England
Jel
Stores A Chandlery.
WM. LAWRENCE,
D. H. MILLER.
re-establishment
of
offers
by the
From 145 Tremont Street
S. WINSLOW A CO., 3 A 4 Central Wnf
SHIPJ. BROKERS,
From Hostoa ilirvc? every WKDNENDAY
the Night train between Bangor and St. John,
Boston, will be at U. S.
ami SATURDAY
3 P. W.
two trains each way every week day, and
BROKERS, Cordage, Chandlery and
Hotel, Room 19 APR.
Stores. RYAN A KELSEY. 161 Commercial St
SHIP
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Washington acd
every Sunday (night,) between Boston, Portland
19, for Four Days Only
and all parts of the
steamer Lady of the Lake and
Alexandria
Halifax,
and
St.
John,
by
Plated
and
Britannia
Ware.
Oornu, Bunion* ami
Maritime Provinces; trains leaving Portland at
w. h. scon,
through rate# given. Freight forwarded to PetersBad Nail* treated withRUFUS DUNHAM A SONS, Mfrs, 218 Fore st
SILVER
The latter making
12.40 and 11.15 p.
burg, Richmond aud all Points South and South
out Pain.
Operations
Water A Ventilating Pipe
Gas,
for
II
I
trains
with
west via Va. and Tcnn. Air Line.
C. P Gaither,
nections
ton, Woodstock,
Corns, 25 cents each.
DANIEL WINSLOW A SON, 7 Cross St
STEA71,
St. Stephen, Fredeiicton,
Andrews.
Nt*
Washington street, Boston Mass. To ail
Agent,240
&
Cornice
tSanuf’r.
Galvanized Iron Gutter
fob24
and
Caribou.
of
Sinks
and
Fairfield
North
and
South
Carolina
Fort
and beyond via
points
Ranges,
Castings.
> PORTLAND STOVE FOUNDRY CO., 244 Fort
Limited Tickets for St. John aad HaliAtlantic Coast Line, aud via Seaboard Air Line to
StTOVES,
All kinds of sheet iron and tin work made to
sale at reduced rates.
fax
Raleigh, Charlotte, Spartansburg, Greenville, At
A molasses Importers.
GEO. P. ROWELL & CO.
order.
Passenger Trains arrive in Portland
lanta, the Carolimis and Georgia Points. Waldo A.
GEO. S. HUNT A Co., Agts Eagle Roilnory
SUGAR
Persons troubled with ice and
gathering
WILL CERTAINLY CURE
follows:—The morning trains from Augusta,Bath, I Pearce, Agent, No. 229 Washington Street, Boston,

Aromatic Schnapps is superior to every
other alcoholic preparation. A public
trial of over 80 years duration in every
sectlou of our country of Udolpho Wolfe’s
Schnapps, its unsolicited endorsement by
the medical faculty and a sale unequaled
by any other alcoholic distillation have
insured for it the reputation of salubrity
claimed for it. For sale by oil Druggists
and Grocers.

JOST & MORTON,

m.

a. m.

m.

s

a.

m.

on

a. m.

m.

a.

m.

m.

a. m.

m.

is

car

runs

are

on

cor.

BROWN,
The Shoe

Dealer.

®Tlio Store will be opeu evenings al ter April 1
eoiltf
apr2

now

one

m.

on

ni

con-

ou

ft*

on

snow

DODD’S

Newspaper Advertising Agency,
IMS wAsnuvr.TOiv nt.,
boston
Advertisements received for every Paper in th
United States and British Provinces at the Lowes
Contract Prices. Any information cheerfully givei
and estimates promptly furnished.
File of tha Press x«pt for luspeotion at auy titm
Estimate®
Send for Circular,
Stud fCT
Qf iqo choice Newspapers.

of buildings can have them lined up water
tight at short notice and at reasonable prices by
to
me.
applying
Tin roofing a specialty. Agent for Austin’s PatA full assortent Expanding Water Conductors.
ment constantly on hand.
the

as

on

Advertising Agents,

eaves

Nos.

29,

31 and 33 Union

Street,

i ^PORTLAND, MEW

FOR ALL THE LEADING NEWSPAPERS,
SPRUDG STREET, NEW YORK.

IO

The Press may be

found

ol

tile at

our

W. W. SHARPE &

othee.

CO.,

Advertising Agents,
9 FAKK BOW,

•

NEW VOBK

Coughs, Colds, Hoarseness, Sore
Throat, Bronchitis, Influenza, Asthma,

Whooping Cough, Croup,

and

every Affection of the Throat,
Lungs and Chest, including Consumption. Sold by all Druggists.
Swlji

rHACKLE Blocks Galvanized Boat Trim
A
mings. T.LAUGHL1NA SON, Center St.

Coffees, Spices and Grocers’
G. W. S1M0NT0N A CO.. Mfrs., 13 A 16 Union
TEAS,
mfg’s. and Dealers.
TIN WARE,
TENNEY A LEIGHTON, 202 Fore St.
Sundries.

Rags Ac., mfrs. and Dealers,
B. BROAD & CO., 162 Exchange St

TRUNKS,U.
Tailors’ Trimmiui".
OHADBQUBN
DALL, 168,
WOOLENS
A

A

I

•<

•

^

TOURISTS' STEAMBOAT LINE

TWO

24 Preble St

01,0

Philadelphia with Clj’de Steam
ton, M. 1L, Wnnhington,

kluT,

Rumford Falls & Buckflelri

BOSTON

COLONY RAH..
ROAD.
BOSTON TO THE SOUTH.
Time. V.aw
Neiai-Weekly Line, Quiet*
Bates, Frequent Departure*.
received
and
forwarded
daily to FALL
Freight
! RIVER, there connecting with the Clyde NteamWEDNDSDAY
and SATURera, Nailing eVery
DAY to Philadelphia direct, connecting at
in connection with

For Alton

Blinds. Windows Ac.

TIich.

The
York

JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manager.
W. J. SPICER, Supx rintendent,
oclSdtf

a

LEGK0W BROS.,
LUTIBER, Doors,

fMhindtt,

^nmlwich

Northwest, West and Southwest.

mich. Pine and Hard Wood’

BERRY,

and (gaid

John
'rhe .avorite Steamers Forest City and
Brooks will alternately le^ve FRANKLIN WHARF
at
7
Portland, and INDIA WHARF, Boston,
o’clock p. in. daily. (Sundays excepted).
that
sethey
Passengers by this Hue are reminded
cure a comfortable night’s rest and avoid the expense
and Inconvenience of arriving in Boston late at night
nr l’tckets and Staterooms for sale at D. H.
YOUNG’S, 272 Middle Street.
Through Tickets to New York, via the
Rail ana Sound I dues for sale at very low rat* m
Freight taken as usual.
J. SI. OOYI.E. Jr>, 4* .. r* I Agrai.

a.

m.

inR. (Vnipnl. (!nl. Ac I.nml Plnutpr nml
JU Hair. C. A. B. MOUSE A 00., 5 Oom'l Whf

BUSINESS CARDS.

STEPHEN

As a general beverage and necessary
corrective of water rendered impure by
vegetable decomposition or other causes,
as Limestone, Sulphate of Copper &c, the

|

T

&

SCHNAPPS.

STEAMERS.

ui.

I
Portland, Bangor & Machias GALVANIZED
STEAMBOAT CO.
GRAIN
—FOB
HT.
DESERT. 7111ROCKLAND.
Grain,
BRIDOE and HACHVAS.
GROCERIES,
Spring Arrangement.
TWO TRIPS PER WEEK
GROCERS.
stem**

H. P. BALDWIN,
Gen. Pass. Agent C. K. R. of N. J.

mhZtidly

as

u

FIiOUR,

a

YOUNG Ladies and Gentlemen, to learn
the Profession.
Extensive arrangements

Schiedam Aromatic

Ex-

Middle St.

172

ENOLAIYD AGENCY,

Washington Street, Boston.

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY OF
CANADA.

DANA A CO., 124 Commercial St
Pickled and Smoked.
GEO.TREFETHEN A CO. 6Commercial Wbal

—

PRESSMAN WANTED.

or

WOLFE’S

on

on

es-

sell

Wanted at tile College of Tele-

Shoes in all the Leading Styles.

Long, Slim, Narrow Feet for
Shoes, at

A

has ten finished rooms; barn 40x00 feet and
wood shed; nice orchard; 1,000 cords of wood; cuts
25 tons English hay; 2 wells excellent water; running water in pasture. Good school, very near; two
miles to post office and church. The former owner
having recently died, the property is offered for the
low price of §2200.
WM. H. JERRIS, Portland.
March 30,1881.
mar30 d2w& wltl3*

nov29 dCm

including many new
Previous knowledge of the
help insure success.
To successful men good
business not essential.
For terms, address, giving full
wages will be paid.
and references,
occupation,
previous
name, age,

FOR
without board.

Portland.

J. H. GAIT BERT, PROPRIETOR,
d&wtf
sepl7

MEN’S
imc je: jst

ap6dlw*.ELIJAH ROSS.

J. D. & F. FESSENDEN,

WANTED.
an invalid lady and maid, in a pleasant part
of the city, two Bunny furnished rooms, with

EXERCISE AND SALESROOMS,

Fine Jersey Congress, Light Single Sole, Beve'
Edge, AA, A, B and C.

Machine Sewed Congress, Single Sole, Bevel Hdge
A, B, C, D and E, Size G to 12.

Village
containing

Nursery Ntock,
and valuable specialties which

men

Exercise.—It is

Cloth Top, Button, all widths .and sizes.

of North
situated in the
Yarmouth, on the road leading from Yarand
to New Gloucester
mouth
Lewiston,
about 70 acres, suitably divided into
mowing, tillage, pasturing and wood, with good
farm buildings thereon, in good repair, cut last
year 20 tons nay: this farm is only 12 miles from
Portland, and 1% miles from Yarmouth Village,
with excellent church and Bchool privileges, only 1
mile from Grand Trunk and Maine Central Station.
For further particuThis property must be sold.
lars, inquire on the premises of

PLEASANTLY

j K*cur*»ion,

Philadelphia

NEW

210

LUCIUS TUTTLE,
General Passenger and Ticket Agent
W. SANBORN, Master Transportation.
dtt
cclS

or

town

Portland,

SEVERAL

equal.

man or

first-

Peering. High, State, Mellen, Sherman, Grant,

smart, energetic Ladies with good
references, to establish agencies for a good
article just manufactured. $18 to $30 per week
warranted to all willing to work. Address
BOX 191, Konnebunk, Maine,
ap9dlw*

Earnest, capable

every man or woman In every walk
makes an exercise which may, and

a

finished

Farm For Sale.

WAITED.

Kid, Button, Low Vamp, Box Toe, wlti
over Vamp, AA, A, Band C.

LADIES’

story

rooms, suitable for one or two families: house heated by furnace, cemented cellar, excellent well of
water, and large cistern; Stable 25x30 feet with
water in stable; Lot contains about one-balf acre
of land and covered with fruit and shade trees.
Will be sold at a bargain. Enquire on the premises
or of JOHN C. PROCTER, 83 Exchange Street.
eod2m
marlS

WE

i

Quarter

Corner of Deering and Pearl

Sts., at Woodford’s, Deering, Me.:
LOCATED
House and Ell, containing 13
class 2

oifer for sale in large or small lots, all our
property in Peering, the same being a part
of the farm of the late James Peering.
This is the most valuable suburban prqperty in the
vicinity of Portland, and will be sola very low.
Plans and description of the premises can be seen
at our office.
i
Also, building lots on Munjoy Hill, Congress,

WANTS.

City Clerk.

REASONS WHY

ESTATE.

i_—-

Immediately.

LADIES’

the

FAMES,
New York ami

—AND—

For Sale, Lease or Exchange,
good farm of 100 acres, at No. Turner. House

To be Let.
now

oil

ROUTE.

cor.

For Sale.

FOR RENT.
Three First-class Houses to

Notice.

Assessors*

Coca nro tha most romarkablo of any known to
the medical world. From ropeatod personal
trials I am convinced that its use Is highly
beneficial and tonic.”
Valuable In malaria; ague; malarial debility;
dumb aguo; low fever; marasmus; paralytic;
spinal and nervous affections; female weaknesses; bilious and liver affections; weak
throats; palpitation and other affections of the
heart; epilepsy or falling sickness; weakness
of the voice of actors,singers, puMiospeakery
and elergymon; colic; flatulency; beasickness;
hilling out of the hair; asthma; shortness of
breath; wasting diseases; etc.: etc. It is gratefully refreshingand restorativo fitter prolonged
mental and physical strain. Itia pioasantand
agreeable, and is readily retained bv the most
delicate stomach. Dr. MelJenu (British Medical Journal) found it of great service in consumption. Baron von Humboldt says ho
has never known a case of consumption or
asthma among those accustomed to its use,
live to a great age, retaining their
andthatthey
mental and physical faculties to the last

TO LET.

ADVERTISEMENTS

BUOOK

BOUND

steam-

D.

and

REAL

or

«ture to

Mrr’.., Pnint, Whitewash, Ac.,
BRUSH
TRUE BROTHERS, Fore St.
74 EXCHANGE STREET PACIFIC MAIL 8. S. CO
and Mfr. of “House FinFOR CALIFORNIA,
BUILDERS
ish.” BURROWS BROS.,
Fore ft Cross sts
V
DEPOT AT FOOT OF fiAOflA ST.
HINET Maker.. Fine Furniture.
CA DEANE BROS, ft SANBORN, 183 Midlie St. Tickets Sold at Reduced Rates I
JAPAN, CHINA,

Rev. T.

CITY OF PORTLAND.

Professor Jt. M. Carnoehan,
Professor of Surgery New York Medici College, says: “My patients derivomarked
and docidod benefit from it.”
Professor II. (loullon,
3I.D., Physician to the Grand Nuke of
Saxony; Knight of the Holy Cross, etc., says:
It gives more tono than anything I have ever
prescribed.”
Sir Robert Christisoa, 3I.D.,
l.'.R.S., Physician to her Majesty
the Queen; President lioyal British Association, etc., etc., says; “Tho properties of tho

Address

application.

(at any
buy
boat office In New England) via

Be

m.

a. m.

fill

We would be glad to have any who can, call at
and cost, with scores of testimonials from those
Q

success.

NTBIiKTN,

Double Track, Stone Ballast
Express Trains, ticket*
railroad

at
(Week
days), and
attached
and will be
Sundays,
p.
rest
tld* train. Passengers have a night’s
m.

p.

H*

I-teailinf!

Sc

OKKIiN

AND THIRD AND BERKS 3TS.

On aud after Monday, Oct. 18th,
BOOTS,
*11880, passenger trains will leave Por£aaC^3taCtand, follows:
BOOTS
12.35
and Lewiston,
7.10
To Aubu:
ui.,
BOOTH
aud 5.15 p
To Montreal and Quebec, t .30p.
To Lewiston .Junction, mixed, 4.00 p.
BOOTH
To Norway, So. Paris and Gorham, N.15
eu.,
1.30 and 5-15 p
BOOKS,
ARRIVAL*.
From Gorham, So. Paris, & Norway, M.30
BOOKS,
and 12.30 p.
From Lewiston and Auburn, M.30
iu.,
BOOKS,
3.15 p. iu., 6.00 p.
Town Good, nnd H, S. Supplie.
From Chicago, Montreal & Quebec, 12.30 p.m.
BOOKS.
From Lewiston Junction, mixed, 0.30
HOYT, FOGG ft DONHAM, 1D3 Middle st.
Paint, Whitewash, Ac.
D. WHITE ft SONS, 127 Middle St
BRUSH MFBS.,
PASSENGER OFFICES

*
*
?ai; n\T,.W.clc^Kfl
J.P.Ro^rts,
Fostance^

*

method of home treatment

Heed.

BOOTS
BOOTS

cure

those who have tried other remedies without*

for

Bangor)

AND

Daily

BOILER
BOOTH
BOOTH,

anyH
permanently
Specific will effectuallyItand
can only be obtained
no matter how desperate.
atSg
'he treatment is local as well as constitutional, and can
notg
•
drug-stores.

IflJiril

to
ami arrive in Boston at 6.30 a.m. in season for
all morning trains South and West.
N.45 a. iu.
except Sunday*. For Boston and
way stations, with parlor car arriving at 1.15 p.m.
in.
1.00 p.
Daily except Sundays, for Boston and
way stations, with parlor car, arriving at o.30
for Sound and Rail connect ions
in
season
p.m.
South and West.
Fsr Portland, leave Bouton,
7.30 a. m. and 12.80 and 7.00 p. id., arriving
in Portland at 12.05, 6 and 11 p. rn.
The 7 p. iu. train runs daily.
Through ticket* to all point* Mouth and
WeM at lowest rates at Depot Ticket Office, Commercial street, J. M. French, Ticket Master, aud
at the Union Ticket OJtico, E. A. Waldron. Agt.,
40 Exchange street.
Pullman Car Ticket* for Meats "»<•
Berth* sold at Depot Ticket Ollier.

BARRELS

£9
Somerset Co^Mcl^£ W^ey.tJ. S^Exg-esaMH
LpRKton

%,

Child’s Catarrh

Bi,

Professor Duncan Camp.
Mil, jVI.D., 1.President lioyal
College of Physicians and Surgeons, etc., etc.,

ries

pounds per acre. If the guano cannot be
procured, a good substitute can be made of
100 pounds of superphosphate of lime, 100
pounds of slaughter-house waste, or blood

jas.

J.;
Tenn.j.T.

from

Dally (Night Express

ua.

9

11

KENDALL ft WHITNEY, Market Square
r.RICCI.TVRAI, nud Dairy Iniplet\. men!.. GEO. BLANCHARD ft BRO. 40 Union
nn*l Cooperage .lack.
E. S. HAMLEN, 140 Com’l St, ft 240 Fore St.
Maker, nud Blacksmith..
QUINN ft CO. Office, 35 Commercial St
and Sliori, I.enther A Finding..
U. J. WALK ICR ft CO., 153 and 165 Middle St
Shoe, and Moecn.in..
LORD, HASKELL ft 00., 135 Middle St
nnd Shoe., Leather A Finding.,
A. F. COX & SON. Manufacturers
asil Shoe., Manfrs. and Jobber..
ft CO., 52 and 64 Union St
KNIGHT
CHASE,
Shoe., Leather and Findings.
B. B. FARNSWORTH ft CO.. 133 Middle St
a Shoe., Mfr.. Ladie.’ A Mi.se.’
Fine Shoes.
SHAW. CODING & CO.
ami Shoes. Manfrs. nnd Jobber.
JOHN P. THOMAS ft CO
A Shoe., Learner A Finding.*
B. F. WHITNEY ft CO., 222 .Middle St.
Stationery anti Room Paper.,
BAILEY ft NOYES, 08.70 ft 72 Exchange St
stationery A Room Papers,
LOK1NG, SHORT ft HARMON, 208 Middlo S
Blank Book, aud Stationery,
DRESSER, McLELLAN ft CO., 47 Exchange

Spl

*

A^Gentry.
GaU&er.

:he

by

Kerosene for Fowls.

Mr. I. K. Felch, in a letter to the Poultry
Monthly, advocates the use of kerosene oil
for washing the mouth and face of fowls

men.

a.

at

A

Rev. E, S. Martin, Port Carbon, Pa.; A. M. Stewart. 170 Cambridge St., East Cambridge, Mass.;
Do lpho§ Ottawa Co.. Kan.; \\
P. Ilarmon, California. MottnUin Co., Mo., D.
Wilton Junction, Muscatine Co., Iowa; R.
Petroha, Butler Co., Fa.,
Michigan Ave., Chicago.III.; R.E.Granger, Chicago.111.; Mrs. E. P. Hooker, Defiance. 0.; A. Schofield,
*
Robert
Ralls
Erie.
Rev.,
A.
Mo.;
Kvai.s,
Pa.;
Periy,
Co.,
College St., Cleveland. O.;
W.MM
Mitchel, Pittston, Me.: Kev. C. W*
N.
&. H. Brodnax, Walnut Grove, Ga.: E. D. Lewis, Jasper, Steuben Co.,N. Y.; Miss F. M. ’Mitchel
3 Elm St.,
B. Hand. 19.1 E. Fayette Si.. Baltimore. Md.: 1. eslev Tboma, 'Vestoyer,
Dalby, ShelbvviUe,

nally. A full statement of
:d will be sent on

MEN’S

Pansies.

business

reat

SOLD BY ALL

g

\ GBICUlTl'BAIi Implement.,
t\.

jig

l—

Portland

Saco, Blddeford, Portsmouth. Newbury port, Salem, Lynn and Boston. A special Pullman Sleeping Car will be ready for occup&iuy in Portland

actnrers of Portland.
The Merchant
md Manufacturer will here find convenclassified and indexed, general
ently
ncrclinndise and supplies of every decription, which are offered to the
Crade by linns whose facilities, experimce and enterprise have given this City
in honored position among the Wholeiale Markets of the country.

accompanied^

COCA BEEF TONIC.

(Cosmos).

Eg

|E|
op-tig

me

I

This circular is presented by the uniersigned, Wholesale Dealers and Manu*

t|g

ad-gj

•

Medals. Indorsed and Prescribed
Medical Men of all Schools.

OF PORTLAND. iWE.

for relief. Many thouA A AAA Catarrhal cases have applied
and
are cured. We deemES
received
have
sands
my Specific
nil mill
it only fair that every one that wishes should have the
portunity to ascertain whether we are able to accomplish all that we|Hj|
claim, and for this purpose we add a few of the many hundreds of
dresses of those who have been successfully treated, almost any of
whom will doubtless respond to any inquiry by letter, if
by a stamp to pay postage. We have thousands of these certificates
from all classes—physicians, clergymen, judges, merchants, bankers and SI

LIEBIG GO’S

Highest

JJhilaclelphii»

gs

ijUUUg

(

-BETWEEN-

York, Trenton ic Philadelphia.

STew

Praia* Leave

jj|g
lungs.

TO CATARRH SUFFERERS:

s

Bound Brook Route.

COMMENCING ~OCT. 17th, 1880.

STATION IN NEW YORK

I compounded
Now at the age offa
and never have had
disease.
SS

to

NHLQESLAE

host Central Station in Philadelphia

my|yl

**1®

slightest

in the whole thirteeen years the

Newark,

hold

“I

were
Compelled to

r

Rescued from Death.
Williim J. Coughlin, of Somerville, Mass.,
says:- In the fall of 1870 I was taken with
blkicding ok the lungs followed by a severe
cough. I lost my appetite and llesh, and was
confined to my bed. In 1877 I was admitted to
the Hospital. The doctors said I had a holo in
my lung as big as a half dollar. At one timoa
report went around that I was dead. I gave
up hope, but a friend told me of DR. WILLIAM HALL’S BALSAM
FOR
THE
LUNGS. I got a bottle, when to my surprise,
I commenced to feel better, and to-day I feel
better than for tliiee years past.
“I write this hoping every ono afflicted with
Diseased Lungs will take DR. WILLIAM
HALL’S BALSAM, and bo convinced that
CONSUMPTION CAN BE CURED. I can
positively say it has done more good than all
the other medicines I have taken since my
sickness.”

Transcendental school used to say of the accounts of the myth of Juno.
One account says
squarely that a Quaker was liung there, and
that no grass has grown there since. Another
account, equally reliable, “and which our fathers told,” assigns the barrenness of the spo1
to Satanic agency. The story inl837 was this:
That in a former generation some under-graduates made a bargain with the devil. Probably
he was to assist them in passing some "little
go,” or “great go” of the time. Eventually
and speedily the time for payment came. The
place was the sod at the spot spoken of. Just
in the crisis, however, as their souls were to
be wrung from them in payment for the shallow assistance given them by this prompter,
the president of the college appeared, having
been summoned by some faithful scout. The
loyalty of his assistance to his erring pupils
should be uotioed. By means well known to
him he exorcised the place, shamed the devil,
and compelled him to flee. He disappeared in
the opening ground—and up till 183!) no grass
had grown thereon again.
How is it in 1881?

with the diseased

polluted

liver and stomach

r%I,L anil WINTER Hcbnlula,

sufferedBjj

running from

matter

Railroad,

Eastern

g

of the

soreness

resign my pastorate,
Hthe head.
tirATARRH SPECIFIC and cured myself.
difficulty,
ii sixty-seven, I can speak for hours with noreturn
of

know. There, now, run away to your play,
aud don’t disturb mo now.” And that boy
thinks his pa is a very encyclopedia of wisdom. Happy child! Ero many years have
: lapsed, the boy will think
he knows everything aud his pa nothing! Happy childhood!
—Boston Transcript.

A Mysterious Spot.
The following legend is related by Edward
Everett Hale:
There is a spot of bare sand
near the border of tho Mount Auburn cemetery

considered

I had then

incurable disease.

an

slight cold, followed with f|
!|J for eighteen years. I was first attacked byofa the
throat, disgusting nasal Igl
soreness
the
in
deafness
and
ears,
|H
ringing
of vile matter, black and

slcctric lights, so that the people can seo where
;he city gas lamps are at night.—New Orleans
“Pa, what is ensilage?”

CATARRH

was

AGO

TEARS

THIRTEEN

1

RAELROAUS.

RAILROADS.

CIRCULAR
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frog,

TRADE

MEDICAL
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and Lewiston at 8.35 and 8.10 a. m.
Mass. And to all points in the West by Baltimore*:
The day
trains from Bangor, and all intermediate and
Ohio R. R., M. W. Davison, Agent, 219 Washing cJv.
branch stations and connecting roads at 12.45
Street, Boston, Mass.
and 12.50 p. m. Tho afternoon trains from AuThrough bills of lading given by the above named
gusta, Bath, and Lewiston at 5.45 p. in. The
agents.
Night Pullman Express traiu at 1.50 a. m. From j PnMKgi lo Norfolk and Ifnli-mor** including
St. John and Halifax at 12.50 p. m. and 1.50
SUB. 2d Class, $7.
Berth and Meals. 1st Class.
a. m.
For freight or passage to Norfolk, Baltimore. Wash!
PAYSON TUCKER, Sup’t
information
to
or
other
apply
tugton.
Portland, Dec 13, 1880.
!
E. SAMPSON, Agent, Central Wbar,, Boeton,
dec 13
dtf
noSdtf
|

s

